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THE STORY OF AN T-OGLACH.

"AN

By THE MANAGER-CAPTAIN S. HAYES.

T-OGLACH," since it was first published on August 31st,
1918, has been a reflex of the spirit of the Army, and has been
so closely associated with it that it may well claim recognition
in the history of the Army.
" The Irish Volunteer," which, from 1913 to 1916, was the official organ
of the Irish Volunteer movement, was the predecessor of AN T-OGLACJI.
This journal was originally published by the Proprietor of the "Enniscorthy
Echo" and was edited by Mr. Larry de Lacy. About this time Mr. John
Redmond made a determined effort to gain control of the Irish Volunteers
in the political interest of the Irish Parliamentary Party. He succeeded in
securing representation on the Provisional Committee and when, after the
outbreak of the European War, "The Irish Volunteer" appealed to those
in the movement to reserve their services for Ireland and let England fight
her own battles, his nominees took particular exception to the policy of
the journal and at a heated meeting in the City Hall, Dublin, succeeded in
carrying a resolution disestablishing" The Irish Volunteer" as the official
organ of the Volunteers. The split in the Volunteers followed immediately
after this and the Proprietor of "The Enniscorthy Echo," having discontinued publication of the Journal, it was decided to publish it in Dubiin
under the Editorship of Professor Eoin MacNeill.
The paper soon found disfa.vour with the British Government, and the
printer-Mr. Patrick Mahon-had his machinery dismantled and taken
away by the Police Authorities.
The Journal, however, was printed in
Belfast and continued to appear up to the eve of the Insurrection of 1916.
It was not until July, 1918, when the threat of conscription had resulted
in the rapid development of the volunteer organisation, that the Executive
then in control conceived the idea. of printing and publishing secretly an
official organ. Michael Collins, then Adjutant-General and Director of
Organisation, interested himself actively in the project, and Piaras Beaslai
(later Ma.jor-General in the National Army) was appointed Editor.
The first issue of the parent AN T-OGLACH appeared on August 31st,
1918, in the form of a. little four-page sheet of approximately royal octavo
size (61 inches x 10 inche). The type was set up by hand and the sheet
printed off at the Gaelic Press in Liffey Street, then owned by Mr. tanley
of Drogheda. 1'he little journal, which sold at twopence per copy, and was
procurable only through the O'C.'s of Unit, contained an Editorial, brief
reports of voluQteer ' activities, and a erie of military training notes
specially adapted to the need of the volunteers, contributed by Colonel .J.
J. O'Connell, M.A., now Officer Commanding Equation chool, McKee
Barracks. The Editorial and article helped to keep the rank and file in
touch with the ideas and outlook of the officers in control of the A!my. It
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developed the Volunteer mind and cultivated a keen sense of duty and
responsibility. It directed the line of activities to be taken and inculcated
the idea of guerilla warfare. An article on this very subject, which appeared
in the issue of AN T-OGLACH of January, 1920, was reprinted in the first
(Vol. 1, No. 1, October, 1927) issue of the present series, in conjunction with
an article on the same subject by Major B. C. Dening, M.C., R.E .
The journal was published bi-monthly under great difficulties, for
although the Gaelic Press was never suspected of the printing of AN
T-OGLACH, the premises were so frequently raided and damaged that Mr.
Stanley was eventually compelled to close down.
Two issues were printed at the Wood Printing Company, Fleet Street.
Then at the request of Michael Collins, Mr. Patrick Malion, the present
printer of AN T-OGLACH, undertook the printing of the paper at his works
in Yarnhall Street; and so the little journal continued its secret mission of
instruction and encouragement to the volunteers. The British Government, fully realsing its influence, made desperate efforts to capture
it.
Practically every printing establishment in Dublin was raided
from time to time and Mr. Mahon received more than a share of
attention in this respect.
To provide against discovery he had a special
bell push fitted in his office near the door and, whilst addressing himself to
the raiders, he pressed three times on the button to ring a bell in each of
his workrooms as a signal to his staff to clear away AN T-OGLACH matter.
The arrangement, which was put to the test on several occasions, was
always successful. The push bell is still to be seen in Mr. Mahon's office,
and I'm sure he won't mind giving a demonstration of how the simple trick
was done if he is asked about it. The serious risks which Mr. Mahon took
in printing AN T-OGLACH were fully realised, and it was felt that with the
frequency of the raids, the Journal, or something to connect the printer
with it, would be found. Michael Collins therefore suggested that Mr.
Mahon should purchase a cheap machine and with this the Volunteers
would print the journal themselves.

In a tiny storeroom, situated at the rear of Mr. Michael Gleeson's
tobacconist shop, No. lOa, Aungier Street, an Arab Platen machine and a
small fount of type was installed. The storeroom, which was more like a
prison cell, for it measured no more than eight feet square and had no
window and practically no ventilation, was previously used by Tom Keogh
and Dick McKee-the O.C. of the Dublin Brigade-as a munition dump.
The Arab Platen was a well-built and reliable machine, but was of the oldfashioned type worked by a treadle. It was purchased in Manchester by
Mr. Mahon and was selected because it suited the requirements admirably,
and also because in the event of the consignment of a Platen printing
machine to Mr. Mahon being traced by the Police Authorities, Mr. Mahon
had another machine of this very type in his printing works to show. The
fount of type was so depleted that when two pages of the journal were set
it was often found that all the type of one or more of the letters was used
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up and before the other two pages could be printed it was necessary to
.. machine" off the required number of copies on the Platen, .. dis" the
type, and set up the other two pages and print them off. Brigade Commandant Dick McKee, who had been employed in Messrs. M. H. Gill &
Son, Publishers and Printers, O'Connell Street, undertook the job of setting
up and printing the journal. In March, 1919, Major-General Beaslai-the
Editor-was arrested, and in his absence Mr. Blythe, T.D., the late Minister
for Finance, acted as Editor of one issue. Major-General Beaslai escaped
from Mountjoy and had edited only two more issues of the Journal when he
was re-arrested and sent to Manchester Prison. He escaped a short time
later, but the day he reached Dublin to resume his Editorial duties he found
that Commdt. McKee and Commdt.-General Diarmuid o 'Hegarty, late
Secretary to the Executive Council, had been arrested during a raid on the
Headquarters of Dail Eireann at No. 76 Harcourt Street. Michael Collins
was also on the premises at the time, but by rushing on to the roof of the
building, and risking his life by a dramatic jump through a skylight into
the adjoining Standard Hotel, he escaped.
Commdt. McKee was sentenced to two months' imprisonment III
Mountjoy and during that time the printing of AN T-OGLACH was again
undertaken by Mr. Mahon-<>r .. Paddy Mahon," as he was more familiarly
called-at Yarnhall Street.
When Commdt. McKee was released in
January, 1920, the printing of AN T-OGLACH at its own "Printing Works"
in Aungier Street was resumed. Increased volunteer activity on the part
of the Dublin Brigl1. de, .. stunts," and the work of the Training Department
at Volunteer Headquarters left practically no time for printing, yet the little
journal was important. In fact it was more important now than ever. The
British Forces raided incessantly to capture it. Volunteers found in possession of a copy were dealt with as harshly almost as if found in possession
of a rifle. Printing offices were still raided, and cases of type examined with
a view to establishing what printing office or offices had type identical with
that on the heading-An t:-OSWt-but even this move was foreseen, for
the type in the heading was chosen because it was the only type of the
kind in Dublin and probably in Ireland. It may be of interest to state here
that the title An t:-OSW~ on the title page of the present series was specially
selected because it belongs to the same fount as that used on all the early
issues printed at Mr. Mahon's during the periods referred to.
In July, 1920, it was decided to release Commdt. McKee from AN
T-OGLACH so that he might devote all his attentions to his duties as O/ C.
Dublin Brigade and to the Training Department, and he was asked to secure
the services of a reliable Volunteer who would undertake the printing of
AN T-OGLACH. Commdt. McKee immediately approached a young and
active Volunteer employed as a compositor at Messrs. Cahill & Co. , Parkgate Street, who forthwith notified his employers of his intention of leaving
.. to take up other employment." The compositor is still serving in the
Army in the person of Captain Joseph Cullen, Supply and Ordnance, Islandbridge. Captain Cullen has vivid memories of the agonies he suffered for

4~_____________
A_n___~-_6_5_t_A__C_.___________A_p_rl_·1__
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the first few days while stripped ~o the waist ill that unventilated
atmosphere of a little store less than eight feet square, his feet supplying
the power that drove that Platen printing machine for forty thousand
printings. The machine was particularly noisy, and to reduce the rattles to
a minimum the operator had to fit bushings of felt which needed frequent
replenishing and made the work of production more tedious. In addition
to setting the type and doing the machine work, Captain Cullen had also
to collect the "copy" from Commdt. McKee at the Dublin Typographical
Society Rooms in Gardiner Street, and from Vice-Commdt. Peadar Clancy,
the proprietor of the Republican Outfitters in Talbot Street--a bosom pal
of Commdt. McKee, afterwards murdered with liim on "Bloody Sunday."
" Copy" was collected direct from the Editor at Vaughan's Hotel, then
an important centre of volunteer activities, and from Gaelic League Headquarters, Parnell Square. At this time patrols of Military, Auxiliaries and
Black and Tans held up, searched and questioned pedestrians in the streets,
and Captain Cullen had many narrow escapes with his copy.
MajorGeneral Beaslai was "on the run," but he could always get his copy to
Captain Cullen by Commdt. McKee. Miss Dooley, Athy, who was afterwards employed as a typist in the National Army at Portobello, frequently
carried copy and proofs in her hat from the Editor to the printer.
The noise made by the Platen machine was a constant source of worry.
The circulation of AN T-OGLACH was growing steadily and there was less
time to devote to the too frequent process of silencing. The Engineers
attached to the Dublin Brigade put down a cement floor with a rubber
covering and the machine was then mounted in positio~. A small electric
motor to drive the machine was fitted and the current to the motor was
supplied from a bulb socket in the wall. Considerable difficulty was experienced in putting down the floor owing to a sort of subterranean passage which
was discovered accidentally and which had to be filled in. The job wa~
perfectly successful and the machine afterwards ran satisfactorily and undetected for the duration of the war. Rats were another source of worry.
During their nocturnal raids they feasted on the distributing rollers of the
machine, and divers ingenious devices, including the attaching of fishing
hooks, were resorted to in endeavours to preserve the rollers during the
night. This explains the entry-" Rat Poison, 2/3 "-in the small notebook still preserved at Department of Defence. The notebook was used by
Mr. Pat Caldwell, then responsible for the distribution of the Journal, for
noting his postal and Petty Cash expenditures.
One morning when Captain Cullen arrived he found the British
Military surrounding Gleeson's shop so he passed on, and from the corner
of Longford Street watched the progress of the raid. He was relieved to
ob erve that the raiders withdrew without his machine or type and he cycled
away hurriedly to report the matter to Major-General Beaslai. When he
returned ~o Aungier Street Mick Gleeson, who has since gone to his eternal
reward, mformed him that the raiders had intimated their intention of
returning to renew the search •• and if they find you here at the printing of
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AN T-OGLACH," he added, "you won't be picked up with a rake." Captain
Cullen, however, obeyed his instructions from the Editor to carryon with
the work, but the raiders did not return. On another occasion Pat Clinch,
an officer of the Meath Volunteers, was followed into Gleeson's shop by
Black and Tans and searched. He was taken down a narrow passage that
led from the shop and with his back against a wooden partition and his
hands above his head he was questioned for a considerable time. The
questions were punctuated by pokes of revolvers in ·t he stomach and ribs
until the partition looked like crashing in under Pat's weight. At the other
side of the partition the printer, having switched off the electric light and
thrown a cover over the Platen machine, sat in a corner with a revolver in
his hand, waiting, yet not knowing what exactly he was going to do. Pat's
diplomatic answers eventually secured his release and the printer, with many
sighs of relief, was able to abandon the revolver for the printer's stick.
The Editor had suggested another and more suitable premises for the
" Printing Works," and had actually arranged that Commdt. McKee would
inspect the proposed room. The evening prior to that arranged for the
inspection Commdt. McKee and Vice-Commdt. Clancy were captured by
Auxiliaries in Mr. Michael Fitzpatrick's house in Gloucester Street, taken
to Dublin Castle and murdered.
That same evening the Editor narrowly
escaped arrest by spending the night in a disused stable. He had been
chatting with Conor Clune in Vaughan's Hotel, Parnell Square, when the
place was raided and he escaped by the rere of the premises. Conor Clune
was captured and taken to the Castle where, with McKee and Clnncy, he
shared their fate.
After "Bloody Sunday" the British Authorities seemed particularly
anxious to secure the arrest of Major-General Bealsai who was now definitely
known to them as the Editor of AN T-OGLACH. A series of raids were made
for him by Auxiliaries who made no secret as to his fate if they succeeded
in capturing him. As a result of the raids new quarters had to be found
for G.H.Q. and for a few weeks publication of AN T-OGLACH was suspended.
Soon all departments were at busines as usual. Mr. Oscar Traynor, T.n.,
another printer, was appointed to the vacancy created by the death of
Commdt. McKee as O/C., Dublin Brigade, and he, too, was interested in
AN T-OGLACH.
With the idea of ensuring that there would be no delay in the production of each issue it was decided to leave the actual work of setting up
the type to Captain Cullen, and the services of Mr. Walker, now a printer ut
Department of D efence, were secured by Brigadier Traynor for the
machining off or printing. Mr. Walker was a tru ted Volunteer who, at
R alston Street Printing Works, had printed "The Iri h War News" and
some of the smaller (demy 8vo.) copies of the Proclamation i ued by the
Irish Volunteers during Easter Week, 1916. He bad also been engaged
in the printing of AN T-OOLAOH at the Gaelic Pre . Extra supplie. of type
were procured which permitted of the etting up of the four page of each
issue without the delay hitherto nece itsted.
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At this time AN T-OOLACH was used for propaganda purposes, and it was
decided to publish it weekly. So very effective was it as a propagandist
organ that it was sought after by foreign Press representatives. Copies of
it were sent regularly to the Irish and English newspapers, and while every
newspaper printed in Ireland was rigorously censored, AN T-OOLACH coni
tained the only piece of printed news which did not bear the imprintpassed by Censor. The Editor, who was still "on the run," had many
narrow escapes and had to change his editorial offices very frequently. At
one time he had an office in North Great George's Street, then at Cabra
Park, and La Plaza, Gardiner's Row.
After the truce with the British, Major-General Beaslai still continued
to act as Editor. He was appointed Officer in charge of Army Publicity
Department on the establishment of the Regular Army.
AN T-OOLACH
continued as a weekly publication but was increased to eight pages measuring
9! inches x 15 inches. There was no longer any need for printing it secretly,
and for the first time in its existence the issue of May 27th, 1922, bore the
imprint of its printers-" Printed for G.H.Q., Irish Republican Army, at
Mahon's Printing Works, Yarnhall Street, Dublin." The issue of June
24th, 1922, was the first made available to the general public.
In
September, 1922, the Journal was reduced in size to 8! inches x 13 inches
but printed on a better quality paper. It was also reduced from eight to
four pages, and in this form it continued until the end of February, 1923,
when, on the recommendation of Colonel H. G. Smith, now on the staff of
the" Irish Press," General Mulcahy, T.D., then Commander-in-Chief (If
the National Army, decided that AN T-OOLACH should be published as a
twenty-four page journal. Captain J. A. Power, now on the staff of the
" Irish Independent," was later appointed Editor, and some time still later
Commdt. W. J. Brennan-Whitmore-the author of "With the Irish in
Frongoch "-acted as Managing Director, in addition to his normal duties
on the General Staff_
As the Army progressed, so too did AN T-OOLACH until, in 1927, on the
resignation from the Defence Forces of the Manager and Editor, a Committee of Management was appointed by the Chief of Staff. The Committee
consisted of Colonel S. McGoran, Chairm90n; Colonel E. V. O'Carroll,
Major L. Archer, Major T. J. McKinney, Major J. P. M. Cotter, Commdt.
L. Egan and the writer. Major McKinney was appointed Editor. The
Committee deoided to issue AN T-OOLACH quarterly as an unofficial journal
of 128 pages whioh in size, material, and make-up oould compare favourably
with the journals of other armies. Colonel J. J. O'Connell, who was one
of its most regular contributors in the dark days of the struggle against the
British, continued to lend a willing hand, and historical articles from his
pen were published in aerial form in each issue.
In August, 1929, with the formation of Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta,
AN T-OGLAOH became the official organ of the Association. By this time
the Journal was run as a commercial proposition. Advertisements
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were secured and each issue showed a margin of profit after
defraying the expenses of production and distribution. The Journal was
such a success that, in January, 1930, it was found possible to reduce the
price from 4/- per copy or 13/4 annually, to 2/- per copy or 6/8 per annum.
In October, 1930, the National Defence Association was dissolved and the
publication of AN T-OGLACH was entrusted to a Committee of Officers
nominated by the Minister for Defence. So large was the list of subscribers
that a further reduction was, made in the price of the journal to 1/6 per
copy, or 5/- per year.
This, then, is the story of AN T-OGLACH. It served at all times as the
guide and friend of the Irish soldier, and if its task to-day is not so important
or so onerous, it is nevertheless one of our most treasured traditions. The
Arab Platen machine is still doing duty at Department of Defence with
Mr. Walker.
It prints all our forms and many of our D.F.R. 's and
G.R.O.'s. In fact any Army printing job bearing the imprint S.P.
(Stationery & Printing) is the product of the faithful old-soldier Platen.

AN T-OGLACH will be sent post free to any address for one year
for five shillings.
Annual Subscriptions, which are now due, should be forwarded
immediately to:The Manager, AN T-OGLACH,
Officers' Mess,
McKee Barracks,
Dublin, N.W . 5.
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TALES OF A FLYIN G COLUMN.
By A. W.

"yERRA

KWARD.

4. BEFORE THE AMBUSH.
WHAT, man I Didn't I see it all on the blind I"
A burst of laughter from the company brought ~ d~eper hue
to the florid face of Tommy Hall. The heel of hIS rIght hand
rested on the white deal table, his fingers encircling the handle of a
mug of tea as if the mug required caring; and in his left hand a hunk of
bread, well buttered, stopped with a jerk half way to his expectant mouth.
For some minutes he had suffered the chaff in patience, but despite his
endeavour not to permit himself to be baited he showed sudden signs of
irritation, at sight of which Joe Henchy, the tormentor, crowed with delight .
.. On mi oath, lads, the lead was singin' in our ears," chirped Henchy
to the four Column men at the table, .. and where was mi bucko but 'ithin
wi' the widda!"
" Can't you shtop, now!" remonstrated Hall. II What's the good 0'
lies!" His voice sounded. hurt, and he gulped a mouthful of tea, forgetting
that it was too hot. With a grimace he swallowed it hastily and laid the
mug on the table indignantly .
.. D'ye hear him? Tryin' to deny't!" vociferated Henchy, and directing an accusing voice at Hall's averted face he added, " An' I to see ye
on the blind I "
.. Haw I" jeered Nunan, .. an' he sent in to mind the fakos. 'Tis a
wandher to God we weren't surrounded I"
Everybody invented something to fling at Hall, and as his vexation
increased so did their eagerness to make game of him." He tried with
bread and tea to choke his annoyance and he did his r,est not to listen; but his
ears drank every word and he felt so outraged that the hunger almost left
him. Henchy had seen fit to treat the party to a romanticised version of a
happening of the night of the attack on Clenagh Barrack, a night on which
the opening crash of rifles had flung panic among the surprised villagers. On
that occasion Hall had been given the task of mounting guard over the
telephone and telegraph instruments in the Post Office of which
~rs .. O'Brien was the proprietress. He had performed the duty efficiently
lD his ~wn inimitable manner, and if, as a compliment to his courtesy and
reass~g presence during an alarming couple of hours, Mrs. O'Brien had
made him a cup of tea, who could blame him if he had failed to heed the
gradual subsidence of the shooting and was, only by the startling Flound of
gravel showering against the window, aroused to a realisation that an end
:a~ come to the military operation in which he had been a trusted parlClpant. To-night Hency had recreated that picture all clad in trappings
born I?f a, fertile fancy, and an appreciative audience' applauded.
Ye re great £elIas, aren't ye I" said Hall frigidly when the merriment
had lessened, and his face was a fiery red_'
,
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" As if Joe himself wouldn't do the same, if he got the chance l" l:;ald
Mrs. Vaughan, taking Hall's part .
" 'rhe same!" Tommy threw stark incredulity into his voice, and his
chest filled with satisfaction at the opening presented. "Haith, ma'am,
'twould be a lot worse, I'm tellin' you 1 . . . Is it that dhalteen!"
With a toss of his head he designated Henchy, and in the pause that marked
the effectiveness of the sally Hall's lip wrinkled on the threshold of a smile.
When the smile was half-born it froze ludicrously at the vivid crnck of u
shot. .. Cripes!" said Hall, astonished.
There was a leap for the rifles, laid within easy reach, and McGrath
extinguished the wall lamp. "Stand still!" he said, softly.
" God preserve us I" ejaculated Mrs. Vaughan, bringing her hands
together.
The menacing sound was heard of the second clip being snapped into
the magazine of each rifle.
" I'm goin' to open the door," said McGrath. "Let ye be quiet I"
The turf glowed on the open hearth. Maurice Toohig slung his rifle
over his shoulders, muzzle to the ground, and drew his revolver, at the same
time taking a grenade out of his jacket pocket. McGrath opened the door
with a sharp movement. There was nothing.
" What'n hell was it?" he questioned. "An' where are the two bright
boyos who should be round?"
" I'll have a look," said Toohig, slipping past him.
It was within an hour of daylight and the sky was clearing. The wind
had abated, but a damp, bitter sting in the air met McGrath and his threc
companions as they stepped out into the yard, to await the result of Toohig's
reconnaisance.
In the kitchen Mrs. Vaughan could be heard breathing
nervously. Her husband and daughter stood near her, by the fire, all of
them anxious about the safety of the merry lads for whom they had been
only too glad to get up and make tea. Suddenly the yard gate creaked
and a careless step told that Toohig WI\S returning.
" False alarm," he said, nonchalantly, but with a trace of sarcasm
in his voice. Then he chuckled and added, "Jer Clune's cannon went off
and nearly did for his buttie, Ryan. An' they were ashamed to tell us I"
" What a pair to have mindin' us I" Henchy scoffed.
The" cannon" was a Forly-five of the Land League days, it pri ' tine
nickel-plating speckled with rust. Even at its best it was never quite safe
to the owner.
" The rest 'ill wonder what's up," said McGrath. " I .
"
" 's all right I" Toohig interjected. "I sent Ryan to ten 'em."
Half an hour earlier the Column had been split into small parties among
half a dozen farmhouses lying fairly clORe together in the hillside townland
of Rathbane. Word had been sent ahead that the men required something
to eat and the local Company Cnptain had made the nece ary arrangements. McGrath, Henchy, Hall, Toohig and Nunan had been detailed to
Vaughan'S.

to
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.. May th' angels watch over ye '" murmured Mrs. Vaughan when, ten
minutes after the incident of the shot, they had finished their meal and
were leaving for the mobilisation-point .
.. God incr'ase you, ma'am '" gravely answered Hall.
Later, Henchy would sneer at him for that remark; but some day he
hoped to turn the tables on the same Henchy. A terrible scamp, Henchy.
Never letting a fella alone. But he'd go too far, one fine night . . . .
and then . . . A good riddance, too' Never done gibing. Tu-tu' .. .
'Twasn't good enough. Well, well' . . . A regular limb of the devil to
find out about the Post Office. And how well he couldn't hold his tongue'
Tu-tu' . . . And the self-same night the vagabond trapsed up to Togher's
and bawled for a drop of whiskey for a wounded man, when there was no
one wounded. And th' ohnshachs put a full bottle of whiskey into his fist
to get him away from the door quick, they were so frightened with the
firing. And then he talked about other people . . . people who told
nothing about him' Tu-tu' . . . Nothing was a match for him. But,
glory be to God, before he ever had a drop out of the bottle it got smashed
in his pocket, and he had to be carried up to the doctor, where the motor
hit himself and his keepsake. . . . 'Twasn't half enough for him' . . .
Tu-tu' .
.. What the blazes are you mumblin' about, Hall? Sayin' the Litany,
is it?" asked Nunan, irreverently .
.. Ax mi toe '" snapped Hall, hotly; and, looking up, he soliloquised
to the fading stars, .. 'Tis a wandher the leprechauns wouldn't stay where
they're put, so 'tis'"
Short of stature, Nunan gasped at the affront and sought a sharp rejoinder. Failing to find one, he spat out disdainfully and contented himself
with the sneering remark,
.. Bloody smart, hawh?"
When the Column Commander and his particular group emerged from
the farmhouse at which they had eaten, their host led them across the yard
to the barn and in their wake a forlorn figure trotted unwillingly. It was
Cripple. To the accompaniment from him of a look of remonstrance,
followed by one of entreaty that forthwith gave way to a squint of abject
disgust, he was tied securely to a scufiler. When Rohan flashed back his
~rch for a parting glance Cripple signified with a glare that he regarded
himself a victim of insult, injury and ingratitude. They left him behind
a~d he took ~s disappointment in stony silence. He snifJed at the scuttler,
tned.:he chs:n, and a perfect sigh broke from him as he lay down .
. There s somewan here to see ye, Meechaul," said the local Company
Captam, approaching the Column Commander as the order to move was
a~ut to be given. Neylon turned and with a surprised" Hello, Father
Michael' " shook hands warmly. '
, .. I heard you'd be coming, Meechaul," said the priest, .. and I thought
I d come over. How are you all?" In the grey light his face looked pale
under the sombre shadow of his hat.
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The Column was drawn up in line beside a thicket of tall briars in the
angle of a field. Dawn was glimmering in the east, and a few young cattle,
in the manner of animals curious about strangers, had ventured quite near,
their timorous nostrils thrust out enquiringly. A hush fell on the men.
Owing to the kind of life they led they were but seldom able to attend nt
the services of their religion and the coming of the priest to greet them at
such a moment touched them strangely, perhaps made them suddenly
sensible of the precarious boundary that lay between them and the infinite.
A whisper passed amongst them as Father Michael, attended by Neylon,
walked down the ranks. The young priest was proud of them and never
missed an opportunity of showing his regard.
When next he met His
Lordship, the Bishop of the Diocese, that great-hearted man would be all
impatience to hear how" his boys" were faring and what they had to say .
•• Look!" whispered a hardened son of the Column to the man on his
right, " would you b'lieve it, I wasn't near a priest for an age!" An age
might have been any period up to three or four months.
"I'll go, if you go," whispered the other.
" 'Tis a grand chance! But he mightn't like to do it," joined in a
third man. .. Father Michael, I mean."
.. We'll ask Meechaul," suggested somebody else.
Thus they whispered audibly, no man definitely framing his wish but
all understanding one another. When the Column Commander asked the
meaning of the hugger-mugger one of them answered, almost timidly,
.. Meechaul, would it be too much to trouble Father Michael?"
Neylon understood, and smiled to himself at the bashful voice and
oblique method of a man who, ordinarily, was nothing short of a dare-devil .
.. How many of ye are there?"
.. About ten," they answered .
.. I'll ask him," said Neylon .
•• With all my heart," said Father Michael when he was acquainted.
In the grey light that comes before dawn, the priest walked to the far
corner of the little field and, one by one, ten men went to him. The sheltry
side of a hedge formed the Confessional .
.. God bless you, boys l" said Father Michael, when the Column
marched away .
.. And you, too, Fatherl" they answered.
He looked after them ,
wistfully. They were silent for a while. The cattle followed them to the
first fence.
At 7 a.m. the Column topped the ridge overlooking Glenvoir. Scrub
and trailing briars, sprinkled over a ragged outcrop of limestone, made for
slow progress and it was broad daylight when Glenvoir Wood was reached.
Scouts were already on duty at key points on all sides up to a mile from
the ambush position, and the smoking chimneys of farmhouses told that
the country people had begun another day.
A man counting cattle, or
fencing a gap, was a scout that morning, innocent as he seemed. Many
a rabbit may have wondered why none of the men who appeared suddenly
2
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around the bends of hedges ·made terrifying explosions, as was usual; and
the birds that rest in trees fluttered off affrighted at the sight of menfolk
scrambling up the trunks.
Preceded by the Point, the Column wound down through the wood, and
the sapless trees, standing in their winter hardness, echoed sharply when
occasional underbush crackled beneath the otherwise silent feet of the party.
Approaching the lower edge of the wood , Neylon signalled the Column to
halt and assemble, and accompanied by McGrath he went forward to
examine the ground that sloped to the road, 150 yards below .
.. It looks risky, if we make a bad break," said the crafty McGrath.
" They have the wall and there's no cover for us 'till we get up here."
Neylon laughed outright at Hogan, the Brigade Commandant, when
he joined them with a comical .. Fine marnin', b 'ys 1" said in flawless
mimicry of an old farmer near Clenagh who desired to be humorous one
early morning when a British machine-gun struck sparks from the paving.
stones in front of the half-door over which he leaned, just as Neylon and
a comrade dashed across the yard into the lea of the house.
" No," said Neylon, turning to McGrath, " that fold over there runs. from
the road to the spot where our covering-party will be, and every yard of it
is blind from any place on the road where the peelers are likely to fire from,
-if they ever fire 1"
.. Sure, if the lorry sails into the trap it can't last five minutes,"
remarked Hogan. "An' if more come behind, won't Toohig be able to
delay 'em 1"
.. That's about the size of it, I suppose 1" agreed McGrath .
.. Anyway," said Neylon, .. if we spring a proper surprise on the lorry
. . . " He paused and turned a quizzing eye on McGrath. . . .
.. D 'you think we'll have to bother about a getaway?"
They were striking as they stood there in the morning on the fringe of
the ~rees, the voices and the careless laughter of their comrades just audible
behind them. Their brown leggings and boots were wet and mudstained,
and t~e strappings of their riding-breeches barely showed under the skirts
?f theIr trenchcoats. Neylon wore a tweed cap, not unlike a military cap
m cut, an~ the mOre general soft hats were worn by McGrath and Hogan.
They carrIed beautifully-kept Lee-Enfield service rifles and their bandoliers
and haversacks were slung outside their trenchcoats. Neylon, the smallest
of the three, was about 5ft. 9ins. in height of sturdy build serious, cleanshaved and fair, about twenty-five years of age. The oth:rs were slightly
older and, while Hogan was powerfully built McGrath was taller and
athleti I kin
.
,
c- 00 g, With keen blue eyes and a mouth that spoke of drollery.
They ha~ had no sleep since the previous evening and their clear faces
showed SIgns of fatigue, marked in the raw light of morning. But there
wa a l i ·
.
e es pecu ar aIr of calm about them, particularly in the expression of theIr
a~d as they looked down on the scene of the contemplated ambush
ey ~ght have been any but men bent on wiping out a body of police, 1;0
tranquil were their . .
. .
killers
VOIces, so cool theIr wary eyes. No mere VICIOUS

J
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they, as enemies would have it thought: rather there lurked about them
a suggestion of high purpose, and were it not for their accoutrem ents one
would not readily associate them with the cruelties of fighting. Looking,
one was tempted to think them strangers who had in error wandered to this
peaceful hillside. It seemed difficult to regard them as blood brothers to
the tenants of the homesteads stretched before them, and it would have
caused no wonder if in a moment they had passed on and left only a
whispering in the grasses of the wood behind them, no one ever knowing
they had been there .
With their comrades they formed a section of the first semblance of
a truly National Army seen in Ireland for many hundreds of years. That
did not occur to them. They were realists. Busy with hard facts, they
had no time for flights in the realms of romance. Their aversion to the
rhetoric of the bombastic patriot was active and complete; and, without
being conscious of it, their distrust of sentimentality was so pronounced
that they availed of every chance to ridicule the banshee brand of patriotism.
Unblushingly, they made it clear that they regarded as base metal the
traditional stock-in-trade of both the bombastic and the plaintive species
of Irish patriot. Yet, of a certainty, race had challenged them, and their
blood had answered; and pride had sent them forth to vindicate their breed.
Selecting a dry spot at the foot of an Austrian pine, Neylon sat down
and lighted a cigarette. His comrades were sitting, or leaning, on a firtree blown down in a recent gale.
From nowhere a pine·cone darted
viciously against Tommy Hall's shoulder and ricochetted to his ear. He
dodged with alacrity, surprise and a sting of pain snatching a curse from
him. Bland innocence on every face met the scowl with which he wheeled
and sought to pick out the attacker. He failed, and an ironic titter answered
the growl with which he moved to a position from which he could keep
people under observation, especially Henchy .
.. A fella's life isn't safe wit' some people I" averred the Neighbour,
one of Henchy 's helpers in mischief.
.. Somewan'll smell hell, wan 0' these days I" said Hall with quaint
simplicity, showing the whites of his eye .
.. Tommy," said the Column Commander, .. you'd be better off, I'm
thinking, somewhere else. What about looking up the scouts on the far
side. They're the only ones who haven't reported."
For answer, Hall withdrew his houlder from the upturned root of the
fallen tree, hitched hi bandolier into place and, with a .. Right, sir, come
on lads I", moved in a semicircle away from the party, keeping the corner
of his eye awatch for ho tile mi siles. You never knew what to expect from
a prime boy like Henchy, or one of his cronies. Never could be up to their
devilment 1
.. Be at th'iron ate in half nn hour," Toohig c lied after him, .. and
keep yerselve out 0' ight."
Hall jerked his head in token of having heard and, followed by four
companions, went off through the tree : The Column Commander and his
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officers reviewed the ambush dispositions, and at 9 a.m. the little Column
was divided into appropriate sections and Neylon briefly indicated the duty
entrusted to each party .
.. There must be no playacting, while waiting," he concluded, .. and ye
mustn't be seen by people passing along the road. If ye are, and the persons
can't be trusted, send them back to a scout until th' ambush is over."
.. Suppose wan of 'em has an ass an' car, Meechaul, what'll we do
with th'ass?" facetiously queried one by the name of Bantam .
.. Sell him in Tubber," rejoined Neylon, with a grin. .. But," he
added, seriously, " you'll hear an ass an' car before they can see you; so
just get out of the way!"
Leaving Con Rohan and the covering-party of seven men behind them,
the remainder of the Column, keeping to the shelter of the trees, moved
north-east and gradually dropped to the poinp at which the wood met the
road, some half a mile east of the ambush position. Then they doubled
back under shelter of the five-foot wall that guarded the road on its southern
side, Hogan and his enfilading party of five dropping out at a point opposite
the fence they were to utilise as a breastwork. For the moment, Hogan
directed his men to rest under the wall, while he looked over the general
situation, already partially known to him, and took steps to ensure that the
advent of the lor.ry would not catch him unawares. Hall had made contact
with the scouts responsible for the road and its environs, and a countryman
who cycled up the slope from the eastern end and stopped to test the
pressure of his back tyre by bouncing his machine on the road, almost
directly outside the spot at which Hogan's men lay concealed, would n~t
be suspected of taking part in an operation so much at variance with hIS
agricultural appearance. From the hayseed stuck on the fuzzy surface of
his cap to the cow-dung on his boots he might have been foddering the
Hogan
cattle a moment before and never thinking of anything else.
recognised him as a local Company Lieutenant and called,
.. Good morra, Bill!" at which Bill gave a start of surprise; quite a
natural movement but, in truth, a precautionary antic indulged in by the
astute Bill prior to locating and identifying the owner of the voice .
.. Thrauth 'n' you ga' me a shtart!" he said, naively, catching sight
of his Brigade Commandant.
The son of a tidy farmer, Bill stood six feet high, largely muscle and
From the shadow of beetling, black brows his brown eyes
sound bone.
regarded the world quizzically. When he willed he could look very fierce
~d one.ne~er knew if he meant it. He was abo~t thirty. Notwithstanding
his forbIdding appearance he was a jovial character and endowed with the
~eat quality of being able to .. take in " an order quickly and carry it out
WIth craft and determination.
After five minutes' conversation he left
Hoga~ and cycled on to pay his respects to the Column Commander.
SIngle elms, beeches and poplars stood at irregular intervals inside the
w~, ~d the other side of the road was bounded by an earthen bank covered
WIth brIars and whitethorns, crabbed and'spiky in the nakedness of winter.
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It was a bye-road, but the shortest route between two R.LC. Barracks,

ten miles apart, and in summer or autumn no lovelier road could be travelled.
Taking a general east and west direction it ran in gentle undulations and
many curves along the northern base of a range of low mountains, whose
nearer flanks were shot with timbered patches. To the north a farming
country, with occasional stretches of bog, trailed off in a vague outland of
fields, fences, houses, clumps of trees and half-seen lakes. Long ago,
Crimhthan had led' an army from Connacht southwards over this country
and, subsequently, the army had marched home the same way, leaving
their poisoned chieftain, it is said locally, sleeping in a cairn for ever on
the lonely top of a nearby hill.
On reaching the position allotted to him, Toohig and his party of four
men made haste to assemble a number of large stones--" rocks" Toohig
called them-ready to be pitched on the road as an obstruction to the passage
of any supporting lorry that might unexpectedly follow in the wake of the
leading lorry and at a distance too great to permit the scouts to signal the
information in good time to the ambushing party. When the work of
collecting " rocks" had been completed, Toohig withdrew his men to the
shelter of a clump of bushes standing about twenty yards back from the
road.
"Galley-slaves are nothin' to us," said one of the party, goodhumouredly, almost winded from his exertions.
" Convicts in the quarries I" puffed another, using a penknife to scrape
the mud from his hands.
"Cartin' stones for Erin's moans I" sighed a third. "Uile-Iu-la!"
The main body of fifteen, under Neylon, were put through a rehearsal
of the ambush, the while a man thrown out fifty yards in either direction
kept watch for the possible approach of civilian users of the road. The
rehearsal occupied about half-an-hour, and when he was satisfied that everybody had acquired a clear conception of the general idea and had visualised
the action demanded by the adopted plan, with advertence to a few
reasonable contingencies, Neylon allowed his party to dispose themselves
as they wished in the lea of the wall. Seats were improvised from stones,
sticks and haversacks. Henchy drew out a pack of cards and challenged
Hall to .. pull wan, at a wing a time. " Hall declined with a look of asperity
that meant " I'll have nothing to say to the likes of you I"
.. A make, then I" challenged Henchy, unabashed, to the accompaniment of subdued merriment from the company.
It was never so much what Henchy said that annoyed people as the
provocative way in which he said it and the impish glint in his eye. There
was no rest for any man once Henchy had happened on a tender Rpot.
Hall could not suffer teasing, and this peculiarity was unmercifully exploited
by many of the Column men but by none SO ably as by Henchy. In
dangerous moments his natural bent towards drollery took on a vivid turn ,
sometimes causing violent reactions on the part of his victims; but, in
general, his companions instinctively accepted his fun-making proclivities
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as an antidote to the mental effects of the strain t hat inevitably tells when
keyed-up men, condemned to wait in ambush for an ever -lengthening period,
unconsciously begin to regard themselves as the persons on whom mortal
surprise will be sprung rather than as the persons who will be the authors
of surprise. The extravagant spirit of mischief that char acterised Henchy,
and other members of the Column to a lesser degree, was in the main the
visible expression of the armour that is beneficently given t o men who are
called to face the strain of such a life as the Column m en lived.
In the midst of the quiet fun, Neylon jumped up suddenly with a
warning •• 8sh I" and levelled his glasses at a high shoulder of ground about
a mile to the west. No runner had come to warn them, but a sound, not
unlike the drone of a motor engine, came in the distance and every man
gathered up his rifle. It was 10 a.m. The sound grew stronger, and they
knew it was approaching. Neylon continued to watch the hill, while every
eye was rivetted on him .
•• Is ut it ?" asked Henchy, unable to contain himself .
.. No sign of a scout I" replied Neylon, without lowering his glasses .
.. As like as not he's gone for a pint," said one, facetiously .
.. Or coortin' a blone?" suggested another.
Nearer came the sound. There was no doubt that it was a motor
vehicle. Neylon became uneasy and kept his eyes glued on the spot from
which it had been arranged that a scout should indicate by stated signals
the approach of one or more enemy lorries or civilian vehicles .
.. Blast him!" said the Column Commander with venom. .. Get into
position I"
'
They extended at a rush and <lrouched under the wall, ready. Neylon
and his three picked men ran to the angle formed between the farther wall
and the eastern pier of the gate. The muzzle of every rifle pointed upward
under cover and every trigger-finger quickened to release its deadly missile.
But for the beating of their hearts there was no sound in the world other
th.an the inexpressibly clear droning of the lorry as it closed on them. Neylon
~linked: he heard, but he could see nothing, peeping up the road over t?e
.p of.his wall. Just in time he dropped out of sight; and from the OpPOSIte
direc~lOn a motor truck clattered past. It was laden with porter barrels.
hi
Well, I'm damned I" he exclaimed in disgust when he had l'€COvered
s breath. .. Are we awake, at all?"
,
I"
.. Th t
ff d a tay you drank this mornin' was too strong, Meechaul.
o er~. IMcGrath, who had been deceived quite as much as anybody else ..
w
. andher What's in them barrels ?" said Henchy smacking his lips.
A8 the
d ~u_
'
hind
and tu . y peere ..... lIt:Ir the receding truck, a chuckle came from be
' .. rom?, ,they found Hogan grinning at them.
yerselv~:~~ would make ye look my way," he laughed. .. Ye plazed

"Must be an echo round here " said Neylon, somewhat crestfallen.
B e glanced
up t ·
'
.. N
a a paIr of fine beeches that dominated the gateway .
ever dreamt of your end."
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.. There'll be no scout goin' wesht over it, anyway," said Hall,
referring to the possible fate of any scout who might fail in an important
duty.
The false alarm had introduecd an atmosphere of uneasy expectancy
amongst the waiting group; for, although it was only a few minutes past
ten o'clock and the lorry was not expected until mid-day, the momentary
belief that the police were closing on them had generated a condition of
tension, and the readion, consequent on the appearance of a mere
commercial truck, left their nerves tingling and sensitive. At half-past-ten
a farmer with a cart of turnips passed along the road. Shortly afterwards
a girl cyclist went by, and then a youngster driving a cow. They appeared
to be oblivious of the presence of the concealed Column; but, as they
belonged to the district, they could not have been unaware that something
was afoot, if only because of the absence from their usual work, that day,
of a number of local farmers' sons and labourers.
As time wore on, the strain of waiting began to tell on those who were
taking part in their first ambush, and one of them, Phil Brien, showed bow
he was feeling when he blurted out,
.
.. What's keeping' 'em, at all?"
.. Pickin' thorns out 0' the tyres," promptly sDified the solemn Hall,
to the surprise of everybody .
.. Hawh?" . . . Brien's mind was on other things and, not realising
that he had spoken aloud, he had not been expecting an answer, with the
result that he missed the drift of Hall's ironic remark. Then he grasped
its meaning and his face flushed in confusion. He said nothing. Hall
thought himself a great fella, to be sure. But why couldn't the lorry come,
and let it be over? Queer that it didn't come. Maybe someone had spied.
Hundreds of troops over the hill and armoured cars tearin' down the road
· .. where would you be then? Ay, where? . . . But the scout were
watching . . . . Maybe all captured now . . . . Caught in a trap . . .
surrounded . . . and machine-gun were awful. ' " Hours . . . hours
· .. Hall thought him elf a great fella . . .. Safer to go, now, while th r
wa time . . . . No lorry ever comin' . . . . Surrounded . . . C)06in' in
· .. Christ I that's what 'tis I . . .
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SECRECY IN MILITARY
COMMUNICATIONS.
By

COMMANDANT

M. F.

GANTLY.

N THE UNSCIENTIFIC surroundings of a barrack room a soldier named
Sturgeon invented the electro-magnet, one of the first steps to
telegraphy.
In 1832 an American artist, returning home from Europe, in the ship
.. Sally," discussing the properties of the electro-magnet with some fellowpassel).gers, said: .. If the presence of electricity can be made visible in any
part of the circuit I see no reason why intelligence may not be transmitted
by electricity." The artist's name was Morse, and this idea of his was the
beginning of what has become the most intemationallanguage on earth. It
took Morse twelve years of bitter disappointment, poverty and struggle to
get his idea adopted. Success did eventually smile upon him, when, in
1904, Baltimore communicated with Washington, using for the first time
the apparatus of Morse and the code which bears his name.
In 1870 Bell gave the world the microphone. Marconi, in 1889, put
Thus the
wireless into practical use by signalling across the Channel.
Twentieth Century was already a garrulous infant at birth.
Liktl all other inventions of man which are possibly designed for his
enlightenment rather than his destruction these inventions found their place
in war, providing a ready means of controlling and co-Ordinating widely
separated units.

I

Still, War Lords are notoriously sceptical of the utility of new
.. ~adgets" and very cautious about enfolding them in their martial arms.
It IS generally only when the devil drives and necessity demands that they
are given a grudging approval.
. In 1906 the British allowed for their Army Corps a Telegraph Company
eqUipped with forty-eight miles of cable, sixty miles of airline, and instruments for twenty officers. This was considered sufficient to cater for all
the needs of an army corps.

In the years preceding the Great War developments were made by all
the great Powers in their army communication services.
The degree of
development was not uniform. Russia lagged behind the others. However
the war itself quickly became a type not catered for in the plans of the War
Lords,. and the colossal system of communications which this new departure
~ecessltat~d bro~ght into being signal units which were themselves armies
ill COmpanson With the units of, say, 1906.
On ·th
·d
el er Sl e of the double fence bounding that patch that no man
owned, on whose rusted barbs rotted the COl"nses and fluttered the uniform
rags of all t"
-r
,
hi h
tr h
na Ions, worked legions of signallers in the vast network w c
enc warware requires.
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Into General Headquarters--the Valhalla of the Brass Hats so dearly
loved in the Line-converged the vital nerves.
Here a Signal Centre
A multitude of signallers,
existed ail diverse as that of a capital city.
immaculate embusques, worked the numerous instruments of the latest
type, beside which the apparatus of the lesser formations seemed children's
toys. From here ran threads to the parts of the forces designated •. BASE, "
and also, very important, the wires to War Office, which were occasionally
elastic, and partial to pulling.
In the headquarters of the armies existed a smaller edition of the
G.H.Q. Signal Centre-but still large as that of a big city. Outward went
the telegraph, telephone, wireless, and other message-carrying agencies to
the different corps. Night and day the lines throbbed with traffic, despatch
riders sped over the roads, and sometimes, too, like the Dove of the Ark,
the soldier pigeon came home to his loft with his message of importance.
Corps, Division, Brigade, Battalion-<>n into the line radiated the web,
breaking forth from each higher formation into tentacles embracing the
lesser formations, and which, as they neared the front, were more and more
difficulli to maintain.
Overground lines were constantly destroyed by
shellfire. The signaller, believing equally with the infantry man that sweat
saves blood, buried them, armoured, in trenches. Even so they were blown
to bits. Still the buzzer and the telephone doggedly held its way up to the
very firestep. In addition somewhere close by Battalion H.Q., and not half
far enough away, for some touchy old C.O.'s who averred it drew shellfire,
a wireless set was located to communicate with Brigade. Runners, Visual
Signallers, Pyrotechnics, Pigeons, and every other conceivable means of
communication played each their part.
So, after the •• Race to the Sea" had petered out into the impa se of
trench warfare, when both sides fenced themselves off, piling up battlements of corpses, on each side of which the besieger was also the besieged,
a system of communication grew that was necessarily gigantic.
On the sea, too, thanks to wireless, there was no difficulty about communications. It is possible, though, that many an Admiral so linked with
bis Admiralty and under its thumb through this invisible means often wishes
wireless with Davy Jones.
Roughly that was the position of communications in the early years of
the war. Many changes, developments, and innovations were to happen
before the curtain was rung down on the bloody stage.
The text books tell us that the essentials of a good ystem of military
communications are: Reliability, Rapidity, Simplicity, Flexibility, and
Secrecy. The first four are equally applicable to any good system of non·
military communication, and without doubt were factors considered by
those responsible for the development of commercial ervices. Secrecy wa
not so vital in such services.
In military system it is of paramount
imporlance.
It is usual to point to the Russians as the greate ·t offenders in this
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respect during the war. It is history how am anoff obligingly wirele sed
his dispositions, orders, eto., to the whole world (inoluding Ludcndorff)
prior to the Tannenberg debacle. Mo t of th oritici m i levelled at the
Russians for sending all this in " olear" rather than for nding such matter
by wireless at all, under suoh circuDlstanc . The Rus ian persistently
used plain language and evidently disdained oipher. W II, we have it on
the word of a real Intelligence Offioer who wa on the job on the Western
Front and ought to know, that such a thing as a eor t wireles code did
not exist. He said the most seoret code the Germ ans evolved (the
Ruppreoht Code) was as clear as day to Allied Intelligence after three days'
puzzling out. The Germans had nothing to learn in that re peot and it is
probable that any wireless oode used by the R u sians would be better known
in Germany than Russia, so itchevo I why wa te time enoiphering. It is
peculiar that Russia, the land of seoret police, seoret societies, and general
secretiveness, oould keep very little seoret from her enemies. It is known
that a spy in the Russian Railway servioes kept t he Germans in East Prussia
wise to the Russian Field Cipher during the early m onths of the war.
The Russian Army Corps of 1914 h ad a communioation service which
possessed thirty-two miles of oable, two radio stations, and five line instruments more than the British Army Corps ignal infant of 1906, and nO
airline. Existing land-line service were supposed to supply this latter
requirement. Days before Tannenberg the whole system broke down com·
ple~ely. Samsanoff's meagre signal company h ad been utilised laying lines
which were not wanted, and were busily recovering th ese lines when they
should have been laying the lines so badly wanted. Possibly Samsanofl
had to take the grave decision of getting his orders through by wireless or·
not at all. I~ apportioning the blame history will lay much at the door of
thos~ ~esp?nsIb~e for army efficiency in pre-war Russia. Judging fro~ the
condItIOn m which the great martial steam-roller took the field its deSIgners
were m~re interested in the ballet and the pomp of show parades than the
real busmess of war.
. Very interest~ng observations regarding the Russian use and misu~e of
WIreless are contamed in the story of the Goeben and the Breslau, wntten
by George Kopp, one of the Goeben's wireless men.
. Dealing with the time when the two ships were playing merry havOC
WIth Russia in the Black Sea, he says; _" One notable thing had struck
us a~eady and confirmed later. DUring an action the Russians would carry
~n WIr~less communication in plain language and without the use of code.
T~en. Im.portant orders and plans of attack were transmitted in this way·
s mdifierence made operations in the Blaok Sea oonsiderably easier for
usa. Very often we were informed about the enemy's seoret plan of attack
an warned, so that we could at Once draw up appropriate counter
measures."
to the historic morning of Ootober 29th 1914, when th 6
GoebReferring
en and the B I
' .
t hie
res au (now the spearhead of the new TurkIsh Flee, w h
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the action of Britain, in commandeering the two Turkish Cruisers that
universal subscription in Turkey had built in England for the Turkish Fleet,
made possible) with the Turkish cruiser Hamidie, cutting across all claptrap
of diplomatic procedure, sailed right in to war with Russia, he says :-" No
one knows how the Goeben and Breslau would have fared that foggy
morning before Balaclava if the wireless room had not warned us betime.
The wireless room was always glad that the aerials (enemy's) were active."
The three cruisers had made a master swoop. Each had its allotted task.
The total bag was: - Sebastopol, the mighty fortress of Russia, bombarded
and some of the 300 guns silenced, Neverossisk wiped out, its forty immense
petrol tanks sent up in flame, warehouses, barracks, and harbour works of
Feodosai destroyed, and two Russian torpedo boats, and fourteen Russian
steamers sent to the bottom of the Black Sea. Then on the way home the
Goeben's wireless room heard the Russians ordering a Russian steamer to
lay a minefield in the Goeben's path back to Constantinople. Getting the
minelayer actually on the job, the Goeben blew her and her mines to atoms.
So much for Ivan's wireless peculiarities .
KC'pp gives other little titbits of great military interest. He paints a
graphic picture of the Allied Naval show against the Dardanelles in March,
1914. .. Eighteen ships of the line, light cruisers, and mine sweepers,
surrounded by innumerable destroyers had penetrated into the Dardanelles
and were opening a bombardment of tremendous weight.
. Chanak
wireless station was in constant touch with the steamer General, lying at
the Golden Horn.
For hours the British and French battleships
sprayed the coast works with their heaviest guns. Batteries were buried
in debris.
. villages shot in flames
. more ships entered the
Narrows . . . at 1.30 there was a pause . . . an hour later the action
it was 4 p.m.
. now
began again and reached its climax
Chanak wireless station reported that the ammunition supply of the
Hamidie Fort was running very low
. The Hamidie Fort was the
defence 's strongest weapon. Once they had fired their last shell the game
was up
the Narrows could be held no longer.
Another
message from Chanak, THE HAMIDIE FORT AMMUNITION HAD ALMOST RUN OUT
. . . Once more Chanak called up. . . . Had disaster fallen already?
. The Allies had ceased their bombardment of the Dardanelles and
were now withdrawing.
. THE HEAVIEST GUN IN THE HAMID IE FORT
HAD ONLY FOUR ROUNDS LEFT. . . . The enemy had departed and did not
appear again. . . . No one can say what would have happened on March
18th if the Allies ' had persisted with the attack. But that they would have
attained their objective, the opening of the Narrows and with it the collapse
of Turkey, was to be assumed with reasonable certainty."
Substantial corroboration of this is available. It i well known that the
Turkish Authorities were 80 ure that the Allie would ucceed that morning
that they had already packed the Governmental kit· bag and were treking in
panic acrOS8 A8ia .linor. Another little Allie ' effort would have completed
the job.
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If Chanak's messages had been intercepted and under tood on the Allied
Flag Ship one wonders would the history of the Dardanelles have garned the
later chapter written in letters of blood . Would the futile slaughter of the
later campaign have been avoided? What would have been the Russia of
to-day?
If the Russians were negligent in the proper use of wireless they were
not the only offenders. The German Naval aut horities were as oulpable
in another way. Certainly they used code, but it is now known that, thanks
to the explorations of sunk German U Boats by a British Naval diver named
Miller, Britain was thoroughly conversant with the secret wireless codes
of the German U Boats and of the German Imperial High Seas Fleet.
Germany continued to use the codes, thus facilitaing Brit ain and t elling her
much of Germany's Naval plans and giving away other important informtion. Zimmermann's wireless code message to Von Eckhardt offering an
alliance with Mexico if that country would stir up trouble with the United
States and hinting of Japanese help in the adventure, was immediately
deciphered by British Intelligence. Needless to say, Uncle Sam was
promptly informed, and doubtless this information helped him to make up
his mind about entering the war.

A clever German dodge in connection with wireless code deserves
mention. During the war, Nauen, Germany 's powerful long-range station,
sometimes went speed mad, and rapped out what appeared to be just a
crazy jumble of morse. It baffles Intelligence.
However, it was taken
down on gramophone records for reference. No code could be discovered.
One day, however, an officer put on one of the records and either through
forgetfulness or laziness omitted to wind up the machine. The gramophone
running down, the record played slower and slower and then came the
interesting discovery that the speed really camouflag~d a well-defined code
used for communicating with German agents in America.
Many scientific discoveries had been made in wireless between the
year 1889, when Marconi demonstrated its use, and 1914.
Edison, pursuing investigations in his own invention, the electric lamp,
certain effects which Fleming utilised when in 1904 he brought
out his wIreless valve. This valve had a " plate" as well as a filament. It
was capable of detecting and rectifyino radio oscillations a job which up to
then the .. cryst I "
d"
. <>
, • •
f
.
a an
magnetIc detector" were the prmClpal means 0
domg.
.

disco~ere~

.

De Forest, in 1907, made an immense improvement on this when be
the " grid," and gave the world the prototype of the wireless
va ve as known tG-day. This invention was to revolutionise wireless.

m~roduced
.

In

191~

Franklin developed the transmitting valve. However, these

:nport~t discoveries had not come into general use in 1914, and " Spark"
t~~~tter8
and "Crystal" receivers formed the field radio equipment of
e wnerent armies.
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Small portable "spark" sets appeared in the line about 1915, while
further back, pack and motor sets operated. On the " Crystal" depended
reception.
The wireless service grew. In addition to the sets used for actual communication on each side, other stations were set up to intercept everything
the other fellow's wireless said, and sheafs of intercepted messages kept the
grey matter of Intelligence up to scratch figuring them out. It was also
deemed necessary to keep a paternal ear on one's own stations, so" Directing" stations, called in Army-ese .. Police" stations, came into existence
to watch over the radio tongues of one's own side.
The aeroplane, too, found wireless useful for directing gun fire. Once
in a while this utility cut both ways. Intercept stations were not above
cocking their ear for everything in the wireless line from the enemy, and
aircraft was no exception.
A German gun of gross calibre in Houthoulst Forest regularly knocked
lumps out of areas in and around Ypres. The wireless call sign of this gun
was BE. It became known that whenever the aeroplane carrying out the
" shoot" began calling BE certain portions of Ypres would soon be
unhealthy.
One evening a wireless operator on an intercept set near
Dickenbuche hearing the Telefunken note of the plane calling BE telephoned
Ypres informing the Town Major. A large column of troops coming into
Ypres were immediately taken off the road into dugout shelters close by
Goldfish Chateau. The German airman's" Fertig" (Fire when ready) was
closely followed by Bertha's metal cargoes which sprayed the road the
troops had just vacated.
Turning to the backbone of military communications-Line Telegraphy
(and Line Telephony may be included in this case)-it is instructive to see
how the principle of secrecy fared in the war.
When immobility set in on the fronts the field telephones increased in
numbers until almost every platoon commander had one at his elbow.
Ample lines were laid, so that if one route was destroyed an alternative route
was tried and thus communication had a better chance of not being
interrupted.
The only known method of tapping lines in the early part of the war
was by actually connecting up an instrument to the line. In the trenches
it was hardly possible for the enemy to do this, so it was considered quite
safe, on the Allied side of the Western Front at least, to use Telegraphy
and Telephony right up to the trenches. And they were used to an
unlimited extent.
In 1915 there was a leakage of information from the we tern to the
eastern side of the Western Front finding an explanation for which must
have driven Allied Intelligence almost insane. It was uncanny how well
informed the Germans were of even the minute details of units,
disposition, etc., in the line. It was marvelled at but was not quite understandable. It was put down to the efforts of a network of apie of almost
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superhuman intelligence, who worked convenient to the line. But how
they knew everything so intimately and got it across so quickly was baffling.
"Mefiez-vous! Taisez-vous!

Les oireilles ennemies vous ecoutent!"

Everywhere the soldier might go behind the lines the legend hit him
between the eyes. In every cafe, railway carriage, estaminet, eto., it was
blazoned forth. Elaborate precautions were taken against spying. But
still the Field Telephones in the line buzzed and spoke uniettered. It was
as pregnant with the information as an electioneering campaign is with
promises.
Then, early in 1916, rumour said that the French had captured a funny
wireless contraption somewhere around Soissons. It had mingled properties. There was an air of mystery about the capture. The Germans called
the thing "MORTIZ." It was big medicine. The' French quickly repro·
duced a number of instruments similar to Mortiz. Some of them came to
the British Front with as much hush-hush as had accompanied the transport
of Lenin, Trotsky and Angelica Balabanoff in the Covered Wagon acrosS
Germany. The replica was a box with six wireless vales (like the valve of
De Forest in 1907). Up into the front line went the little box of magic
and with it two wireless operators and two other soldiers of the
".interpreter" breed whose speciality was" Deutsch." Over the top that
mght went the operators carrying lengths of cable. As near as possible to
the Germa~ wire they crawled. "Earthing" one end of their cables they
~vormed theU' way back, pulling the other ends of the cables. Into the hole
m the trench where their box of tricks was they took the loose end of the
cables. and connected them to the box. After that they "listened-in."
~en It was pretty plain how the other side knew so much. In plenty the
WlI'eless amplifier, which the box contained, picked up the morse and the
peech of the lads across the international highway. IToe this robot spy
~as called on the British side, and very soon it disclosed intimate and
llllh portant details of its Sponsors across the way which were conveyed to
t e"B' D
d
h
rams epartment" ofthe Allies. Not all the spicy things it hear ,
owe~er. came from the other side-the field telephones on its own side
ctho~trlbut~d and hoc, being an impartial observer listened. DangerouS
Ing~ SRld b 't
' d.
Y I S own side went down on hoc's intercept sheets an In
concquence the pers
I f I
f tline
pea 1
onne 0 Toe were not believed by many ron
"'" p.~whose tongues outran their wisdom. In the devious ways that sanity
r~ne ... "t~
taff b'
.
d·t h
tI .
ralUS It was eventually realised on both sides of the 1 c
that
onI rsso~e l~g hould be done to stop the information broadcast, and strict
v.ere I 'sued
rd'
. . the
vicinity of th F
re~a mg the use of the field telephone WIthin d
A
I
'
1
li
e
ront
Lme
d wn in th f
.
s a resu t a morse and telephomc a a a settle
lit Ie monk e Orw~rd areas. It was as if the shades of the three natty
eys which squat
d .' the
virtu of b .
over a celebrated Japanese temple a vlsmg
emg
dumb
deaf
d
bl'
h
. the
trenche
I.t
'
an
md, hovered over every telep one m
t tohed
.
. n~ ruments we d . d
Ita invisibl
re eVlse to outwit the spy devil that s re
e ear across No Man's Land. Naturally the other fellow would
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not say if he had hit on some improvement in the robot spy to counteract
any new at tempt on secrecy, so the unsafe feeling still existed and caution
at last became the order of the day.
The fate of many a day has been decided by an artful hoax, and there
is at least one incident on the Western Front where the listening set lent
itself to a clever dodge.
The Canadians, good soldiers and hefty fellows in an attack, occasionally constituted the storm troops for such a venture. It was decided to use
them as such at Villers B retonneux in 1918. The Canadian Corps were
moved to that vicinity ready to jump off. It was believed that the Germans
were aware of this move and were making preparations to receive them. So
to deceive the Germans a number of Canadians were brought north to the
Ypres sector and deposited opposite a point where it was known a Germlln
listening set functioned. They were told what to say over the telephone
there-and t hey said it. They groused in good Canadian about the Canadian
Corps being brought to Ypres for another stunti-{Jursed the Ypres sector
heartily (they knew it)-heaped unlimited abuse on the Tommies for not
getting this stunt to do instead of the Canadians-and so on, until the
intercept sheet of Mortiz was filled with information of the lads of the Maple
Leaf. Then when Mortiz had definitely located them in their old stamping
ground around Ypres the Canadians hopped over at Villers-Bretonneux. tIt
was a " J ake" stunt, said the Canadian signallers).
The dodge employed by the Canadians, while being a good example vf
the conjuring tricks the modern commander must have in his repertoire to
effect surprise, depicts effectively what a frail hope there is of forward
telephonic and morse communications not being overheard under such
circumstances. Not alone in forward areas does the danger exist. With
the modern listening set, the enemy agent far behind the front may ecrete
his instrument near the lines of communication to Divi ion, Corps, or Army,
or to the sacred precincts of the War Lords them elve. He need not tap
the lines in the old crude and dangerous way, but till can get all he wants
to know.
In this way belief in the secrecy of important means of communication
was rudely shaken during the war. The listening set could pick up line
telegraphy and telephony. The interception of wireless wa already realised.
Secret codes were quickly di covered, and their di covery meant that ever thing gone before was known, and it was never certain wheth r the code,
a secret one moment, would be no longer a secret the next moment.
It is perhaps fortunate that modern trend is tow rd mobile warfare
where opportunities for the employment of agenci
to count ract the
efficiency of present mean of communic tion are not 0 favour ble.
However, where one principle i. wanting, ven though the
t:li t,
a sy tem is till far from perfect.
New methods of signalling are being explored in nn ff rt
find mething " safe. " Perhap not until the next war will the result b vi ibleor rather invi ible and inaudible.
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Already in the realms of visual signalling the spectrum has undergone
much dissecting on the operation table, and some of its "rays" appropriated. The signalling lamp of the near future will probably be one emitting
exclusively only infra-red or ultra-violet rays which cannot be seen unless
by a receiver specially adapted.
In the claustral precincts of the laboratories of the nations ceaseless
experiments in new methods of warfare go on in readiness for the day when
Juggernaut again drives his chariot over the corpse-paved road. Everything
essential to the smooth and effective running of the n ational war machine
is considered. It is possible that the signal equipment of the armies of the
future wars may be entirely different to that of to-day. It is also probable
that before such instruments have earned their first service •• Brisque " they
will have experienced the fate which Mortiz inflicted on the Field
Telephone.

The" real 1.0." mentioned is Ferdinand Tuohy first an official War Correspondent on the French and Russian Fronts, and late; a Commissioned Intelligence
Officer who 8pecia~ised in Wireless Intelligence, and actually organised that branch
under Locke. HIS statement -about the Rupprecht code is contained in his book
.. The Battle of Brains."
. '!he ~py in the Russian Railway Service and also the particulars about the
BrttlS~ dlver, Miller (under direction of Sir Henry Bell Director of British Naval
Intelhgence, who conceived the idea) recovering the ~ode from the U Boats is
contained in " Spy and Counter Spy,': by R. W. Rohan.
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I GO SOLO.
By

SENATO R OLIVER ST. JOHN GOGAR TY.

rs or
COULD well underst and that while we had only a dozen membe
ds
hundre
have
we
but
so in our Club that one of them might be missed,
now . . . so what about it ?
" But you were to get your own machin e."
e, this
True. But this Stringe ncy, this Interna tional Money Shortag
s the
Failure
awful
ers,
Financi
the
of
Short Term stuff, all the failure
e.
machin
no
have
I
why
That's
.
nobody
Financi ers, they finance
a long
" Well, you see the Club has only one machin e and it would take
while to repair . . . "
that I
Repair ? Repair ? Who is going to damage it? Do you think
of
some
and
hours,
d
could possibly injure it ? I ? With over an hundre
them carryin g passeng ers?
" Passeng ers ? "
assured
Sure. Were you not a passenger for the last month? You
happen
you
because
now,
and
times,
of
me that" • Yo;.! have her' scores
you
tell
me
Let
er!
passeng
a
not
were
you
to have a B. licence you think
because
it,
of
point
a
make
I
.
Licence
B.
a
has
that everyon e I take up
of my aironly B. licencees can appreci ate the finer, the subtler, features
about
work. And let me tell you another thing: you need not worry
ed a
borrow
have
anythin g happen ing to the Club's precious propert y. I
machine. So now, what about it ?
s. A B.
It is very difficult to shake off these fellows with B. Licence
you see
if
us,
conscio
air-selfso
g,
licence makes them so nervous, so exactin
what I mean, that . . . .
on the
" There's just one thing, you did not attend any of the lectures
Compass."
n where
No; no; I am not proposi ng to fly to the Magnetic meridia
their
grope
did
who
s
devotee
its
of
any
landed
have
to
seems
the compass
vmg
a
just
way across the Atlantic . I merely want a small spot of . 010,
round the place.
ing.
I wonder why he has taken out the front stick? Suspects someth
stuffing
me
behind
just
is
he
And he has gone off with the cushion ? No;
it into his locker.
peed,
.. And, look here, as soon as you take off, flatten out to gain
make
can't
you
if
landing
wheel
a
make
And
don't try to climb at once.
a better."
I nev r
Well, now to g t busy. \\-'hat was he ying a mom nt a o?
that it
can rem mber the stage directions. 1 hav h ard th m so often
can
m unr al. And, no matt r what I do, th y n r change.
all
th y have any bearing on the ubj ct, I ask you.
p her
Off sh goes I Flatten out I That's beautif ul I I'll just k
'
Officers
the
over
wire
That
1
a complim ent. . . . Help
flattene d out

I
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Mess. Now we're climbing. "Rudder and Baaank together!"
That
was masterly. What a pity that this is not my Licence exam., the
scrutineer ! Well, let us commune, so to speak, with the great open spaces.
Beyond, as far as the eye can see, No, no; let us phrase it more technically,
"visibility good."
Beneath the traveller recognises various ... why
that's a cemetery! Nothing ominous of course; but distinctly a cemetery.
I shall steer a bit, let me see, Eastward? This compass is very misleading.
When I took off the red line was pointing right across my chest. Now the
infernal thing has the arrow-head right across my chest in the opposite
direction. And its sliding about as if uncertain. If it wert: not for the tired
feeling in my shoulder keeping this machine from climbing up straight, and
stalling as a seque!, I would . . . . the weight of the Chief Pilot does make
a difference: the stick has to be pressed forwards . . . . it's so tiring.
Now what is this 2,000? Two thousand what? Revs.? Height?
Let me see. That's Howth Head, or Bray Head, or is it Holyhead. These
.. Heads!" They ought to be marked. We seem to be at an unusual height.
It cannot be five thousand revs. Certainly not! And the oil pressure
seems to keep quiet. Now if the compass could be run on the lines of the
oil gauge, it would not be so darned confusing. '¥bo was it said, "Be
calm." Some of Mussolini's countrymen. And he would require it. But,
l~t m~~. These three "Heads," and the sea down there. Under the
orcs. It IS no disgrace to turn back. But how am I to know which is back?
If it was inStruction in this kind of thing, and not in how to fly (I am rather
too good at that) one would know one's way about in the air. With a
wobbling compass, and a tired deltoid and no landmarks on the sea . . . I
:nder ~,the cheese-cutter could ha~e had any action. I didn't put it on
cause It s .so hard to remember to take it off. It was underneath the throttle.
Then there IS anoilier little throttle that is not to be used until 5 000 feet up.
Perhaps a spot of it now might help? I don't believe that the cheese-cutter
: : any effect on ilie engine. Well," cheese-cutter forwards half way." I
ve
oft,en done it before, it cannot be any harm. Yes it see~s to have eased
h
t e strain on my should
N
'
d that
I would
er.
ow where is that grave-yard? If I foun
thin
be only ten minutes from home; allowing for drift and that kind ~f
if I :. I must have got a bit drifted. I shall explain that the drift did It
sb
any ~ld chat about the time I was away. A bit of rudder and bank
a~n~m; In useful, and save me from Wales. Could that be the
Slnoking
~c~ory chimney? If there were a tariff on paper it would be
in the V~i~n! I~Ould not be left up here with no guides for home. ~s~
When Y
f must be over Ireland I am anyway. That's a good tip.
ou see actory chimn
d r
over it. Similarl
. eys, but no smoke, then you are in Irelan 0
ruden of ilie liru the blind man knew when he was in Finglas by the
it may take twe e ~oy Whom he asked. I might try a glide now though
rtmember tb :~ ffilnutes. How is it you lose height? Let me try to
DIe see:_ e a VIce. I got SO much that it may be a bit confusing. Let

we;r

Col. RUSsell used to say,

"In order to lose height, watch me!

"
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Arthur Russell used to say, "Don't mind what they tell you."
Flight Lieut. Uwins used to say, "Listen to the wind in the rigging, if
the sound gets any furrier than that, look out! "
Capt. Jones used to say, "The pupil should not talk to the master."
Chief Instructor Elliott says, "This is what will happen to you if you
stall on a glide."
Then acrobatics. But he is always particular. I will adopt Arthur's
advice on this occasion. But what way was the wind blowing when I took
off? Now if it hadn't been for all that fooling with the lOCKer, and that
mystery-making about the cushion, I would have taken a note of it. And
what is the difference between Tallaght and Baldonnell? The Government
have put Tallaght on the Shannon so to speak, livened it up a bit, by a
live-wire. Baldonnell has Officers' quarters to distinguish it from Tallaght.
Baldonnelll And a little crowd to welcome me ! That must be what
it means.
" At ten feet flatten out." Ten feet! Ten on this means a thousand.
I certainly will not trust to these blamed . . . " at three feet hold her off.
When you feel her beginning to sink." ..• And then he asked if I thought
it was a gyroscope.
Nonsense.
Could he have taken that cushion to ease my landing?
It was not a crowd of welcome at all, but members waiting for the plane to
be brought back!
After all, the chief thing I seem to have achieved by going solo is the
disappointment of my friends. That is possibly what made Icarus so
popular, people could pity him and he was a subject for" I told you so."
Solo. So long!

•

•

•

•

•

Now there' an instructor for you ! A new type of monoplane too 1 It
surely cannot be Elliott? And I could not have b en away so long that 1\
new t ypc with each wing separately moveable and fixed to the wearer's
omeone
idcut suit wa evolved in my ab ence ? TO, by no mean!
t rying a joke. But the fellow is making a landing in my direction. .. Here,
you ( Tell me wh' your t ail- kid is on a flexible cable?" B ut t he f Bow
take no notice. And, by H eck ( Look at that ( H e' gone up in a flare .
Hi petrol t ank, po sibly
so it wa not such a promi ing type
after all . . .. (
Near the bar there are a few aviators talking. Two talking Fr nch.
And that good-looking lad ? This i not the lub ? It is certainly not our
lub.
ow I hall t 11 th m about my little difficulty with the
compaR . . . .
Thi is th rud t
'" r met. Th y think I am pulling th it 1
a u th camp ,wh n 8
mnt r of fnct th thing did point to .E.
G nl d. . . .
nd th f lIow did no blow up comple I ft r his
fI h . H e is leading a fligh formation of p
nal monoplane with g ticu1 tin tail-skids, and, i a ems, it would appear, tha i if I nm no mi tnk n,
in hi rather ultry and poor visibility, that they nr heading m way I
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SHARPS AN D FLATS.
LTHOUGH trout fishing opens on most Irish rivers in February,
sensible anglers are seldom found on the river bank beIore the
middle of March, or even the beginning of April.
From many
points of view this is ail to the good.
Trout are not usually in good
condition until April. Besides, the weather normally prevailing in February
and March is not calculated to make fishing either plea ant or profitable.
The arrival of April finds all trout anglers ready for another season of
enjoyment. Rods, reels, lines, casts, flies, net and creel will have been
closely examined and all doubtful items rejected. The record trout, of
which every angler dreams, invariably selects the weakest cast or the most
ru ty hook.

A

As a general rule wet-fly fishing prevails until well on in April. Early
ill the season the flies on which the trout feed hatch out rather slowly, and
retain their sub-aquatic form for longer periods. While in this nymph stage
they are greedily devoured by the trout. Wet flies, of course, are designed
to represent the natural fly at this particular stage of its evolution. Another
reason for the popularity of wet flies at this time is the fact that the depth
of the water is generally too great for dry-fly work, especially if it al30
happens to be discoloured on account of flooding.
One of the greatest sources of discouragement to the beginner is the
endless number of flies recommended by various people for particular seasons
°b!' streams. In actual fact, the angler who adheres to about a dozen of the
.
h
.,t
etter known patt'il
erns WI generally meet WIth more success that t e purI~
who sets out to m a k .
.
N
e an exact SCIence out of a healthy pastIme.
h ot that the beginner should ignore conditions of water and weather,
o~ t e natural. fly which is " on the water." Ability to recognise at a
g ance the partIcular fI •
h'
.
Y
t f h
) on w Ich trout are feeding is one of the prImar
t e succ.essful angler. This ability is easily acquired by a little
Pr ecf Ice0 and
patienc
A
f
acquirin ·t· t
e.
n excellent way-perhaps the best way-<>
a I IS 0 accompan'
hi
thods
One of the most . . y an experIenced angler and study s me . '
\' teran' .
attractIve features of angJipg is the freedom with whIch
t; Impart the knowl d
d'
.
A few flies which . e ge enved from their experience,
il
re March B
g1Ve good results on most rivers in March and Apr
rown lia ' E
(.
"ari tv) Cowd '
re s ar, Greenwell's Glory Blue Dun Wrens m
• ,
ung, Red Sp'
Q.
'
'r
e
doz n of oth t
Inner, UlIls and Olives (in variety). There ar
ers 0 choose f
B'
e
\" ry f w day on hi h
rOm.
ut if trout are feeding at all, there ar
If ctive.
W c one or more of the flies mentioned will not prove
The wet-fly an I
tehe of water ~ er usua~y cOnfines his efforts to the fast, broken
b z to rufile the ov.~ as sharps." It is only when there is a fresh
tb t h can hope f SUr ace, or a fair amount of " colour " in the water,
., "
or any gre t
unt ," which ar
a Success on the slow deep stretches known as
1k
e Illore P I '
1
n e fi hing, of cours th roper y the domain of his dry-fly brethren. n
e, e Wet fly is generally used. But anybody who has
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tried it on a very calm day will agree that, by comparison, a pawn ending
in a game of chess is a hectic affair. At night, too, the wet fly is quite
successful on .. flats," even when there is little or no breeze.
Most authorities advocate up-stream fishing, that is to say, casting
There are many sound arguments in favour of it.
against the current.
Perhaps the strongest one against it is the far greater labour involved in
the rapidly repeated casts necessary in fast water. Many successful
anglers, however, adhere rigidly to the down-stream method.
From April onwards the angler has a wide choice of flies. In addition
to those mentioned the Blue Body Black Hackle, Orange Grouse, Black
Gnat, Yellow Sally, Red and Black Hackles, Hawthorn, Hofland's Fancy,
Rails (in variety), Coch Y Bondhu, Red Quill and wickham's Fancy will
provide a reliable cast on most days. From the middle of June to the later
end of August, wet-fly fishing in rivers is uncertain except at night or in
clearing water.
The angler who confines his efforts to wet-fly fishing never experiences
the thrills reserved for the man who attains a reasonable measure of proficiency in the art of dry-fly fishing. The former depends for the most part
on chance. Very often he must be satisfied to whip long stretches of a
stream in the hope that one or other of his flies may attract the attention
of a hungry fish. Or, on a calm day, he can only watch enviously the
.. rise" of a good fish on a .. flat .. where wet-fly fishing would be waste
of time.
The dry-fly angler enjoys all the advantages of the wet-fly man, and, in
addition, has the satisfaction of fishing a particular fish which happens to
be rising. To present the right fly in the right way at the right time and,
if the trout takes it, to strike in that split second which means so much
in this style of fishing, i an art to be envied.
The process ounds simple.
0 it is-when you have ma tered it.
It is
like learning to swim. Theory is very useful; but it i a. poor sub titute for
practice. Proficiency in the dry-fly art can only be acquired by patient
and continual practice.
But it is worth it all. I have never yet encountered (\ dry-fly angler
who regarded him elf as perfect in hi art, although I know a few like Mr.
Chri. ylvester and Mes rs. Bowers of the Curragh Camp who measure up
fairly clo ely to my ideas of perfection. It is a liberal education to watch
one of these expert encompa s the downfall of a fa tidious Liffey tbreepounder.
While wet-fly anglers adhere largely to well-known 1ii , d vot
of
owaday
the dry-By are inclined to I an ward unorthodox PBtt rn .
ther j
mething of a vogue for wingle dre iug, ven in thi country ,
a big chang from fifty y ars ago wh n that not d BDgler, .. Hi Regan ," th
author of .. How and Where to Fish in Ireland," as~erted in the mo
cat gorical manner that .. Iri h fi h take wing d fii
nl . "
All of which re olve its 1£ into the ag -old controvers a to whether
a trout favour colour, hape or size, a que tion which is never likely tQ be
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answered to the satisfaction of all fly fi shers. The one undeniabl e fact is
that an expert angler will catch fish with either typo of fly, but will generally
have a good stock of wingless patterns in his box.
Anglers who live outside a radius of thity miles from Dublin will
have little difficulty in finding good fi shing at little or no co t . It is only
comparatively recently that a serious effort h as been made by the newlyformed Dublin Trout Anglers' Association to improve trout-fishing on the
LitJey. Considerable stretches have been acquired at Blessington, Ballymore Eustace and Celbridge, and a certain amount of re- tocking has been
carried out. One of the greatest obstacles t o t he developm ent of trout
fi bing on this river is the large numbers of pike t o be found both in the
main river and its tributaries.
Until these are cleared out, or greatly
reduced, no amount of re-stocking is likely to effect an appreciable improvement. It is a significant fact that above Poula.phouca F alls, where pike
are unknown, trout are numerous , though naturally sm all. On a favourable
d~y an angler starting from Ballyward Bridge near Brittas would have little
diffi.cul~y in creeling a couple of dozen quarter-pounders, the largest size
he IS likely to encounter in this portion of the Liffey. For the prospective
dry-fly angler it would be difficult to find a more uitable selection of wide,
deep"
School. flats" than those lying between the bridge' an d Kilbride National
. The King's .River, which enters the Liffey at Burgage Bridge about a

~e from Blessmgton, always repays a visit when there is a touch of colour
m the w~ter, especially if there is a west or south-west wind. Local anglers

as ert. WIth considerable justification that the quality of t he King's River
tUrout
pperISLiffey. better than that of the dark-complexioned denizens of the

~uch

The Lower Liff t h
.
.
G od
fi hin i
.
ey IS pa c y from the trout-angler's viewpornt.
0
fan yg s o?t.amable around Kilcullen, Athgarvan, Newbridge and Clane.
promlSmg stretches are ruined by pike. Where efforts have been
rnade to reduce th
b
d
ing im
e num ers of these pests trout-fishing shows a. correspon .
. . t h re
provernent This'
local tro t
.
IS espeCIally true of the Newbridge dIstnc , w e
..
th past
u -anglers have wa d
few years Th'
ge a systematIc war agamst pIke for e
Celbridge . h eIr example might be profitably followed around places like
Were venerable and rtl .
t red
For th
f
po y pike are all too frequently encoun e .
te
If
nd
o e 0 us who a
to two POund th
re con nt with trout ranging from a ha -pou
'I111. . trearn hs ere are
few
r'
.
L
'
h
Slaney.
.
Ivers ill elDster to compare WIth t e
.
a receIved a
11
.
. Gaff y III
h•
very readabl
d.
we -merIted eulogy from Mr. LaurIe
e
T
e an mstru t·
I d"
•
he author has receIved
.
book, .. A Free-lance Angler in Ire an ho.
l._~
th c Ive
il
&UIQ he not read tb
b
e sent benediction of at least one angler w ,
pent in the had e oak, Would have missed m an y unforgettable hours
lrnllal.
Ow of Lugnaquilla and Keadeen in the historic Glen of
In thi part of th
Olive Quiij in the
I e Slaney local anglers swear by the Blue Dun and
W
ear Y part f th
0
~e
le.n lite faVoured I t O e season, while Orange Grouse and ran!;
a er.
Mr . Gaff ey recommends Tup's In d'lspensable
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and a light red spider resembling a very pale Coch Y Bondhu, which he
has done much to popularize.
This latter fly seems to be particularly
killing on Wicklow streams. From the middle of July onwards the orthodox
eoch Y Bondhu is eqaully good, especially on the Upper Liffey and Slaney.
Greenwell's Glory is also deadly at times on the Slaney. Personal
experience would seem to indicate that the latter river is at its best on a
warm, cloudy day when the water is clearing after one of the short-lived
spates common on mountain streams like this.
In these days of stringent economic depression the slogan, .. See
Ireland First," has a special significance. Some people seem to think that
a week's round-the-coast tour entitles them to speak with authority on the
attractions of their native land. Others concentrate on a few well-known
beauty spots like Killarney and feel, as a result, that they have seen all
that is worth seeing.
In reality they see nothing, know nothing, of the country, its scenery
or its people. For in order to enjoy thoroughly the pleasures of such a
holiday you must attune yourself to the atmosphere. You must, in shbrt,
become one of the people: see with their eyes; understand with their minds;
feel with their hearts. There is more human kindliness and lcinship in a
heather-decked Wicklow glen or a wind-swept Donegal mountain hamlet
than in a hundred so-called popular resorts. There one may find a sermon
in every stone, a book in every brook. The greatest advantage of fishing
is that every angler can create his own Arden.

" S.
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TRAINING THE CITIZEN SOLDIER.
By BRIG.-GENERAL R. E. SOLLy-FLOOD, C.B., C.M.G. , D.S.O.

"SI

VIS pacem para bellum "-Saorstat Eireann is to be congratulated
in that, among the many preoccupations of the last 10 years, she
has not overlooked this ancient maxim.
Commandant Sean
O'Sullivan's excellent article on the Reserve, which appeared in
the June, 1931, issue of AN T-OGLACH, explains very clearly how the
foundations have been laid, and the building up of a t ruly National Army
has begun. A striking contrast indeed to some older nations who, since the
Great War, appear to be bent in jeopardizing their security by reductions far
below any margin of safety.
In the following remarks I do not presume to discuss Classes A or B of
the Reserve whose organisation and training are accomplished facts.
I would, however, venture to offer a few observations and suggestions
regarding the recently formed Volunteer Class, which is representative of the
Citizen Soldier.
The Volunteer in peace is by profession a whole time civilian. Such
military training as he receives is merely a very brief interlude in his normal
life.~His. whole outlook, with rare exceptions , must necessarily be absorbed
b
y
Civil occupation, the military aspect being secondary.
~n~ess my Arithmetic is very much at fault, the maximum training
that It IS possible for the most regular and enthusiastic Volunteer to undergo
~ounts apprOximately to a total of 40 working days ' spread, with the excephan of annual camp, over the year. Rather less ;han one day a week.
Furthermore the Volunteer has not the advantage of the preliminary grounding
accorded to Class B.
. ,
th In these circumstances, if any results are to be produced, It
IS essenti' al

~ot a m?~ent of the Volunteers working

time be wasted, and that his
. g be ngIdly Confined to essentials. It should be possible to ensure
agaInst waste of time b
ful'
.
es
·
y care
preVIOUS preparatIon of programm .
Ins...
.
.
ing
.. uctors must be perf tl cl
to t ch
ec y ear m theIr minds what lessons they are go
ea , and for how long.

one ~:f the greatest difficulties to be contended with, and, incidentally,
by indi 'd greatest obstacles to progressive instruction, is irregular attendance
by arra:-:n~al me~. If ~onditions permit of it, better results will be obtained
--amg penods of mt . .
des .
alternating with
.
enSlVe mstruction, in the way of evenin? para ,
than contin
penods When attendances can be dispensed WIth, rather
uous drills Over I
.
.
U
A solUtion of'
ong penods when attendances are lITe~. ar..
introduced I . this problem may be found if a spirit of competItIOn IS
tonsid-tio'n arwillFrefer to this again. The essentials which I suggest for
.
.......
e-- or t h · .
ffi' t
m the USe of hi
e pnvate-to gam confidence in and become e Clen
absorb the tactic:;~:apon, as a preliminary to all else. For the N.C.O.-to
to learn to inst
oWledge necessary for his rank and the next higher rank,
TUet, to acquire POwer of cornm~d.
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For the Officer-To acquire power of command together with knowledge
of the interior economy and tactics of his arm sufficient to enable him to
function with confidence in his present or the next higher rank. To learn
to instruct.
A spirit of competition, already referred to, will do more to produce
efficiency, in an organisation such as the Volunteer Reserve, than any other
means, e.g. a great stimulus towards regular attendance, and thereby to
consecutive instruction can be given by allotting marks to the squad, platoon
or company showing the best average of individual attendances over a given
By this system individual slackness meets with the collective
period.
condemnation of the keener members of the unit, and esprit de corps is thereby
fostered.
Competitions in the form of periodical tests can be spread over the year,
and arranged to culminate at annual camp. The finals between companies
should be not only of interest, but also an incentive to efficiency among all
members of the unit.
Esprit de corps being the bedrock of military life it may save time, at the
outset, to explain its meaning to the Volunteer in language easily intelligible
to the civilian. The language of the playing field can well be employed to
translate certain military essentials, e.g.
1. Esprit de corps -The team spirit in the best sense, viz., always playing
for the side rather than for individual applause.
2. Close Order Dril~Rigidly controlled team work in preparation for
3. Field Trai"ing -where intelligent individuality must be exercised to
enable the team to function as a whole.
4. Weapon Training-control of the ball, passing, shooting, etc.
5. Disciplitle
-unswerving and unselfish obedience on all occasions
to the captain of the team.

It goes without saying that Instructors must be v ry carefully selected,
and thoroughly efficient. Patient, yet never allowing faults to pass unchecked
or progressing till they have been eradicated. Unchecked faults quickly
develop into bad habits which are very infectious. A system should be
organised whereby men are frequently graded.
The aforementioned
competitive tests will do tbis. Intelligent and hard working men should be
pushed on quickly to more advanced work, and not k pt back to the level
of the inefficient. Nothing is more oul destroying th n r JX'tit on ad IUZltseam
of 1 ssons aIr ady thoroughly dig ted.
The value of co-operation and
. "tane by r uJar troops both befor
and during annual camp cannot b too trongly emph . d.
rnonstra ions
of the right and wrong wa to do thing ar m t h Ipful .
Demonstration platoons, and
ect d ~ '.C.O: to
. t in automatic
w pon training, also ignalling and transport duti , hould, if po 'ble,
be attached to units during annual camp. Example by xperts rather than
theoretical instruction is the quickest way to teach the Volunteer.

April.
If, by the end of the first year, the Volunteer private can shoot, handle
and care for his weapons properly, and understand close order drill, it should
be possible in the subsequent 2 years of his service to train him up to a
standard on the following lines.
1st year-tal Weapon training. Recruits Course.
(b) Drill (close order) with and without arms.
2nd year-tel Weapon training. Trained soldiers Course.
(d) Refresher for (b) above and extended order drill and field
signals.
3rd yearWeapon training. Trained soldiers Course.
Refresher of (d).
Platoon work in the field in all branches.
By far the greatest problem in an organisation, such as the Volunteer
Reserve, is the supply and training of Leaders and Instructors. Undoubtedly
the best results are obtained by attachments to regular units. By this means
Volunteer Officers and N.C.O.'s are set and should acquire a standard which
no theore~icaJ instruction can give. Above all they get an insight into, and.an
?pporturuty to develop a quality, latent in many, but apparent in few,
P~wer ?f Command." This quality, which depends largely on personality,
req~r~ In addition energy, courage, decision, and above all, knowledge of
one s Job, and of human nature. The first three are physical qualities which
rna be inh .
d
. Y.
ented, the last two can only be acquired by hard work an
tntellIgent observation.
Wth
.
.
lout power of command no man is fit to be leader of others. ThIS
IS so.. ;~tly defined by .the Old Testament Prophet, who wrote. .
.
the trumpet gIve forth an uncertain sound who then WIll go mto
battle? "

,:z.,
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ARMOURED CAR UNITS AND THEIR
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.
By

...

OAPTAIN SEAN OOLLINS POWELL,

Armoured Oar Oorps.

1. In order to understand properly the value of Armoured Oar Units
as valuable war agencies it is proposed to deal briefly with the general
evolution of the mechanized idea prior to outlining the tactical and technical
employment of the Armoured Oar. Since the termination of the World War
mechanization has been the subject of much publicity, and the enthusiastic
eulogies of those writers who have advocated the complete introduction of
mechanized forces to the exclusion of slow moving foot troops, together with
the arguments of the more conservative writers, have left the average
student of military science in a quandary. It is therefore essential that
a study should be made of the entire subject with the object of a certaining
exactly the potential influence of the introduction of mechanized units
to the field of battle. This subject is, of course, rather involved and possibly
outside the scope of this article. However, a brief outline is given of the
progress made in the comparatively new mechanical arm.

2.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIZED IDEA.

The idea of mechanization is old in principle and, as will be seen, it has
progressed only with the general advance of science a applied to movement
and transportation.
Throughout the ages the battle of armour versus
armament has progressed and many wars have shown that devices combining
mobility, armament and fire power have been used on occa ions, and have
varied according to the progress of mechanical knowledge and the re ources
available at the time. The Ass rians made u e of war chariot , or mobile
fortres es, and chariots were also used by the Ohine e in the ear 1200 B.C.
The Romans made U!1e of the .. Testudo "a a means of overcoming the
re istance of armies in protected areas. About 1420 A.D., a large mobile
machine capable of carrying 100 men was produced which combined the
power of mobility and protection. In the middle of the 15th century the
.. Tudor War Carts" appeared, and from that period until 1915, when
the first tanks were in cour e of construction for use in the \VorJd War1914.18-mllny vehicles of varying types from animal drawn vehicles to
tho e driven by the power of steam were us cl with varying . ucce .
In the year prior to 19]4 the .. track" or" ndle' band" stem
of propulsion wa.' us d Jar ely for agricultural work, nnn that, in com·
bination with the internal combu tion ngine, fumi h d th .k y to c
country mobility.
Thi innovation w
mane v r littJ \I
of by th
mili ry pow r, and b yond th utiliz tion of th tructor for haulsl!'
purpo ,nothing of a concrete natur wa done prior to 1914 to develop
the id a for military tacticnl operation. The probl III !'olved by the . uhs('.
quent u 'e of the tonk did no pre~ent itsef in it entirety to the milit r ...·
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commanders during the World War until the opposing forces had crphlized
into impassible lines with well protected flanks , Hnd ft'onts cover d by the
combination of well sited machine-guns and barbed wire. The preconceived
military ideas regarding manoeuvre were shatter d, frontal as au Its were
either repulsed or a success gained at tremendous los to man power, the
artillery was ineffective against the re istance offered, and thus the
responsible commanders were confronted again with the age-old problemthat of giving effective assistance up to the la t moment to the infantry
advance under fire. The solution to this problem was the provision of n
protected power-driven machine which could force itself through barbed
wire, cross trenches and heavy shell-torn ground and destroy by its
armament or crush by its weight the machine-guns of the defence. It was
decided that a specially designed machine developed on the same lines as
the .. Tractor" would be suited to the purpose.
The British Navnl
Authorities were responsible for the production of the first tank (known as
a land battleship) which was successful in experiment in January, 1916.
The French and British Army Authorities improved on the model and the
fir5t .tanks were used in the Somme offensive, 1916. In spite of the fact that
nothing material was known of their tactical employment, the new weapons
of wa: p:oved a Success and the tank received a permanent place in the
orgaruzahon of the British and French Armies. A further vindication of
the value of the tank was provided in the Battle of Amiens on the 8th
Augu~t, 1918. In all, close on 600 tanks were assembled, of which 415
went mto action on the first day. The entire German position was overrun
to the depth of se
d h
.
. .
'.
ven an a alf rmles and Armoured Cars workmg ill conjunction with the tanks, were passed through the trench li~es to attack the
rbearhof the German Armies. The Success of the attack was so great that
y t e 17th Augu t 22000 .
d
a
s,
PrISoners and 400 guns were captured an as
e It
Ith u GLudendorf! christened the 8th August 1918 as the .. Black day of
e ermany A
"
"
. t'
t k
rmy.
From this time to the termination of hostl111es
an
Ucce, s.and lll'IDoured car units were utilized in military operations with

I have dealt in th
d'
11
~eth
.h
e prece Ing paragraphs with mechanization genera y,
" er \nt a special f
h t
e
tvpe of h' I '
re erence to tanks. It must be realized t a on
.
ve IC e wIll not b
't d
d n
mobile uru't .
e SUI e to executing the various tasks impose 0
s In war and th t .
d
with t h ·
a In order that these tasks should be performe
unitR a~ mllXlmu,m of success, the Defence Forces have introduced three
po~sessmg the im It t h
ving
degre and diff' g .
. po an c aracteristic of mobility in varr
of the ind"d eIlIn . In armament and equipment according to the role
IV} Ua urut
Th thr f l i t ane1
Armoured C~th'
e
ee ormations are-Tanks, Cyc s s
T
e last of which will be dealt with in this article.
liE DBVELOPME!>T OF TRE A

The Arm

RMOURED CAR AS A MILITARY WEAPOX.

oured Car is a m h .
.'
Fire
PoWer, Protecti
f'
ec ::\rucally propelled vehicle combmlllg

on Ollts c d '
ht' g
machine. Its first
intr re:v a~ mobility, normally utilized as a fig III
oductlOn In latter years as a fighting vehicle was as
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a motor chassis with iron plated sides fitted with loop holes for the deliverance of fire by the crews. This type was rapidly developed as a fort on
wheels equipped with machine guns and search lights. This first type was
found to be very vulnerable, as bombs could be effectively used against it
and, further, because the armour plating was not proof against modern high
velocity small arms fire. Armour was later fitted on the top of the vehicle
to offset the action of the bomb and all armour was proof against ordinary
small arms fire, and again, as a result of further experience, it was foune.
that an armoured revolving turret on top of the car provided the essentials
for its proper use, i.e., a good range of observation and an all-round field
of fire . Further additions to the car in the shape of twin turrets working
independently and mounted with two machine-guns were subsequently
added, but this materially increased the weight of the vehicle and reduced
its mobility and manoeuvre power. A further improvement has been made
in latter years by the introduction of a six-wheeler car which affords greater
cross-country mobility than the four-wheeler types. This added mobility
greatly enhances the value of the Armoured Car as a fighting vehicle.
The use of the Armoured Car is limited to roads, although it can be
manoeuvred effectively over open country at a reduced speed. Obstacles
can hinder their progress to some extent, but with determined and skilful
drivers and well trained crews there are very few roads over which cars
cannot be driven. In places where the roads are numerous the employment
of Armoured Cars presents many possibilities to the skilful and enterprising
commander.
With the outbreak of the world conflict in 1914, Armoured Cars were
very effectively used in France and Belgium, but when the opposing forces
settled down to an intensified campaign of trench warfare with protected
flanks the use of the Armoured Cars was definitely limited. The majority
of the Allied Armoured Cars were sent to distant fields of operations in
Egypt, Mesopotamia, and East and South-ea t Africa where sufficient scope
was given to their special characteristics. During the subsequent campaign
these cars proved their worth and saved the employment of many troops
of the Infantry Arm. Their great fire power, mobility and protection proved
a tremendous asset to the forces responsible for their employment, and
definitely proved to many critics that they were indeed an effective link in
the chain of mechanization. Armoured Cars are highly efficient patrol
agencies, ready to move at very short notice, and capable of covering wide
areas with the minimum fatigue and maximum speed. They can only be
exceeded in the e re pects by the aeroplane, but, unlike that machine, the
Armoured Car Unit can, when properly equipped, seize and hold ground for
limited period and thus gain advantages which may mean ucce for
friendly force .
UARACTERISTIC OF TIlE ROLL ROYCE AlUofo 'RED CAR.
.
The type of Armoured Car with which th Defence Forces i equipped
IS the Roll Royce four-wheeled car, and may be technically described as a
mechanically propelled vehicle combining mobility and fire power with

At1
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;i1'lllOlll' pl'otection for its crew , weapons and engine, To put it in 0. clcnrcr
forlll-the car is a Rolls Royce type capable of 0. mnximum speed of 40-5U
miles per hour and an average su,stained speed of SO m ile per h our , It can
travel approximately 132 miles on one filJ of petrol and a lthough normally
confined to roads, it possesses a certain limited cro s-country mobility by
the skilful use of skid chains, trench cro sing planks an d other special
devices, The car is manned by a crew of four, w ho are t r ained in the
driving and maintenance of the vehicle and in t h e use of the ,303 Vickers
Machine Gun which is mounted on a special revolving t urret , affording an
aU-round field of fire, This gun is capable of developing a firing rate of 400
to 600 rounds per minute, although this rate is reduced about 50 per cent ,
O\\ing to necessary delay in reloading, The fi ghting compartment and
engine of the car are protected by special st eel plates which effectively
resi t the action Of ordinary small arms, fire and grena des_
The foregoing paragraph may seem a little t echnical, but its perusal
is necessary if one desires to study the subject of the application of Armoured
Cars in the field of battle, Based on the charact erist ics we m ay conclude:
(a) That the Armoured Car is a weapon to be employed in areas where
roads are numerous, thus affording full scope to its mobility,
(b) That the Armoured Car is a suitable weapon t o employ in any operation involving rapid movement over widely extended areas,
(c) That the Armoured Car is a weapon cap able of surprise action and,
further, a. very useful agent to have available for u se at the decisive
time and place,

(d) That the Armoured Car is a highly efficient p atrol agent, available

us~ ~t very s~ort notice and capable of covering wide areas with
,he mlrumum fatIgue and maximum speed_ It can only be exceeded
m these respects by the aeroplane but unlike that machine, the
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by the handicaps of National man power and resources, and in facing these
problems we must consider the following for Armoured Car Units: (a) Provision of sufficient Armoured Car Units for training purposes in

peace.
(b) 'fraining of personnel to provide crews for these cars, and further to

provide demonstration units for the training of reservists and
volunteers.
(c) Provision of sufficient war material-cars, guns, and general equip.

ment to be held in reserve in the event of any emergency.
At the present time the Defence Forces maintain a skeleton force
organized into a unit known as the Armoured Car Corps--a unit which
partially solves one of the problems outlined herein. However, when one
considers the difficulties involved in training the recruit in the dual role
of Armoured Car Driver and efficient gunner, together with instruction
necessary to fit him to fill his role in the execution of the many tasks
normal to Armoured Car Units, it will be realized that the present force
is entirely inadequate. It may be unfair to make comparisons with other
units, but it can be truthfully stated that the Armoured Car personnel
require a more intensive training over a longer period than other nontechnical arms, and for that reason proper provision will have to be made for
a rapid expansion by the increase of Armoured Car Units in the Defence
Forces, and thereby . ensure that a unit which is charged with so many
important missions in war will be capable of performing those missions
with success.
Training in the tactical employment of Armoured Car Units is
essentially a specialist subject. The crew is small (four in number) and
owing to this it is nece sary that all duties will be interchangeable. This
means the attainment of proficiency in driving a heavy high-speed vehicle
under all conditions, manipulation of a machine-gun, interpretation and
pa ing of signals, execution of hasty demolitions, negotiation of obstacles,
repair and maintenance, and many other minor duties which do not normally
devolve on the average oldier.
A solution to thi problem might be provided by the introduction of the
following units to the Defence Forces:One War Strength Armoured Car quadron completely trained and
equipped to take the field at hort notice. Thi
quadron would be u ed
in peace as a demonstration unit for training all personnel in the Armoured
Car Corps and providing the neces ary instruction in Armoured Car Tactics
for personnel in all other branche of the ervice.
One Armoured Car quadran Cadre maintained as a Depot for preliminary recruit training. This Squadron would provide replacements for the
war trength organization and could be organized into a war trength unit by
the inclusion of Re ern ts CIa s .. A " attached to the Corps.
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One Armoured Car Squadron Cadre to be utilized 8S a. training medium
for Volunteer Reserves.
The above organization is considered by the writer as being the minimum
for the proper training and preparation of Armoured Car units for par.
ticipation in battle and does not provide for the reserve necessary for the
maintenance of these units.
The argument may be put forward that a.ll arms are important in battle
and no one arm is capable of achieving success. This is perfectly true, but
when consideration is given to the type of work to be performed by Armoured
Car Units the fact that many tasks may be performed by these units before
the full National Force is committed to action, and that the proper execu.
tion of the tasks allotted may seriously influence the subsequent campaign,
it will be realized that the provision of Armoured Car Units sufficiently
trained and adequately equipped to take the field at the shortest notice is
a problem that needs to be solved immediately.
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ON THE DEFENCE OF IRELAND.
(Sent by MR. T. J. KIERNAN, M.A., Ph.D., copted from British Museum
Add!. MSS. 31237 from the Miscellaneous Papers of Lord Bexley, 1796-1844) .
T IS A Common Observation amongst Historians that a powerful Invasion
of an insular state is generally successful, and if a Judgment may be
fonned of its truth from the History of England, the observation is
certainly not unfounded. The reason, I think, is obvious; such a State
trusts to keeping its Enemies at a distance, and is ill prepared to resist them
at home-it is assailable on all Sides, is generally unprovided with Fortresses,
and from the necessity of guarding various points of probable attack at the
same time, the distribution of its forces must be such as to render the
collective operation of them, at the moment most favourable for repelling
Invasion, impracticable.
Ireland, it is true, seems to differ in one material circumstance from the
description of State to which this observation directly applies; she may
expect powerful protection from the neighbouring Dominion of a great
Empire of which she fonns part, but I rather apprehend that even this
advantage may be found inadequate to compensating the weakness incidental
to her present State of defence, and a very few words may be sufficient to shew
that the chief circumstances of Strength and Security on which the other
great Dominion of the Empire with confidence relies, cannot consistently
with Common Sense be confided in for the defence of Ireland.
The Navy of the Empire is justly considered as the Safeguard or
Bulwark of England, but the confidence this reposed in an extraneous defence
(if I may be allowed the expression) must necessarily have reference to the
internal state of the Country. The determined Hostility which an invading
army would experience from the People would render an open communication
between it and the Continent indispensably nect:SSary. The invasion then
of England would not probably be attempted without a Superiority at sea.
In Ireland no such necessity would exist, an invading Anny capable of
contending with the force to be spared from the protection of the different
Provinces against insurrection, would not find Reinforcements or Supplies
from the Continent necessary. Disaffection would abundantly furnish both.
It would, I fear, find itself exposed to few only of the difficulties attendant
on ope1ations proceeding in an Enemy's Country; it might, therefore, attain
its object without a superiority at Sea.
This marked difference in the circumstances of the two Countri ,
wh ther disregarded or not by us, has certainly not been ov rlooked by
France, she has long consid r d Ireland as the vulnerable part of th Empir,
and he would have proved it to be so, had not her efforts for th purpose
been in some instances frustrated by chance, and in oth r instances crippled
by scantiness of means; however it should be considered that although
France has hitherto found great difficulty in raising Troops ufficient for her
various Enterprizes, she may on a future day, and that not a remote one,
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be glad to engage in any Enterprize in which she can find Employment for
her Troops. It would be idle to indulge a hope that Ireland is exempt from
the danger of a future Rebellion, because the last was in the course of a few
Months suppressed. It is true she is not threatened with any appearance
of insurrection at the present moment; but it is equally true that the great
Mass of her population is dis-affected to the Government, and where public
security rests on so combustible a base, an accidental spark may at any time
produce an explosion to destroy it. Upon the whole I think it cannot be
denied that, if there be a Country upon the E arth in which precautionary
measures of every description against external and internal Enemies are
indispensably necessary, Ireland is that country; and that if ever there
was a period in which such Measures would seem to be peculiarly requisite,
the present is that period.

Let us then see whether precautionary Measures essential to the
Security of the Country have not hitherto been neglected, and in what
manner the effects of the neglect may be remedied.

~ ~estitute is Ireland of places of Strength of any description, that even
the Military Magazines throughout the Country must inevitably, in the
Event of Invasion, fall into the invading Enemy's hands, or be surprized by
the Rebels at the moment when the use of them would become indispensably
necessary; that is when the disposeable force should be ordered from its
presen~ Stations where it affords protection to those Magazines, to form an
Army m the Field.
The Capital is in a peculiar degree exposed; without a force sufficient
to meet the Enemy in the Field, to defend it would be impracticable, and an
at~empt
vate to command it without a Citadel would be vain. The public and
Treasure which even the National Bank contains, amounting, I have
eard, to above a Million in specie alone the Ordnance the Small Arms,
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Situations chosen in most instances for Barracks are either large towns where
the fidelity of the troops is in a peculiar degree liable to b~ tampered with,
or Scites so completely commanded as to preclude all possibility of throwing
up defences round them with effect. Indeed should the Y oemen and other
loyal Inhabitants in the Countries surrounding these Barracks be reduced
to the necessity of resorting to them for security, at a time when the Troops
should take the Field, they should find the Assailants decidedly in
possession in almost every instance of the Vantage ground.
I am aware that it is a sort of Fashion in the present day to decry
Fortifications, but whether this notion proceeds from reflection or from
prejudice is immaterial to my present subject, opinions may be right in the
Abstract, and absurd in the Application.
Had the Emperor Joseph lived he would have lamented having yielded
to the opinion of their inutility, and the business of St. Jean D'Acre, as well
as the Defence Alexandria enabled the French to make in Egypt would
seem, at least, to argue that Fortresses are in some cases useful; the
memorable resistance of the Dutch in Williamstadt, and the consequence
which that resistance produced in the year 1793, would also seem to furnish
a similar Argument. I will readily admit that Fortresses may not be essential
to the Security of England, the great mass of the People there being, as I have
already said, disposed to uphold the Government; but in Ireland, where
a Great Majority of the Inhabitants are disposed to pull the Government
down, where the Army may be considered as a Garrison maintained, as well
for the purpose of suppressing Insurrection within, as for repelling attack
from without, and where the loyal Inhabitants may be considered as a sort
of auxiliary Force to be called upon for their Services when occasion shall
require, the case is so widely different, that there are but few Principles of
Defence applicable to the one Country that will apply to the other. In the
former the Army may remain dispersed amongst the People without danger
to its allegiance, in the latter the only mode of securing the Fidelity of the
Army (particularly the Militia) would, perhaps, be the stationing of the Troops
in parrisons, and in Encampments round those Garrisons. Now it unfortunately
happens that this marked difference in the c:rcumstances of the two Countries
is not likely soon to change. An Attempt to convert a Thistle into a productive
Corn tern might, with as much probability of success, be made as one to
change a true Irish Jacobite into a loyal ubject. It is true that in process
of time the state of the public mind may by means of the Union be changed,
but that Man must be sanguine, indeed, who contemplates this change as
probable before the present Generation shall have passed away.
I am aware that the er eting of great Fortresses or th fortifying of
large Towns would be works of low progress and great expenee; but
Citadels and other Fortifications of moderate extent would not be subject
to this objection-Perhaps previously to erecting these, strong Lines or
Field Works, inclosing temporary Barracks, might in some instances be thrown
up with good effect on the ground which should be made choice of for the
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Fortifications. These might, perhaps, answer for any immediate emergency,
and might, as time and circumstances should permit, be strengthened .and
completed for their ultimate object. The temporary Cantonments Irught
in the same manner be converted individually into permanent Barracks,
and any place they should occupy beyond the Lines of defence might, in
case of sudden emergency, be at once cleared by means of Fire.
This suggestion of Field Works, however, I hazard without much
cOnsideration, all I mean to contend for here is the general principle that
fOrming places of strength is an object of the first importance, if the
preservation of the connection between England and Ireland be considered
as of that description, and if this be admitted, it will not, I apprehend, be
denied that the delay of a single day ought not to be suffered (more than
is necessary for making the requisite surveys) in carrying the plan into effect ;
at all events it cannot be improper to direct that an immediate stop be put
to the building of Barracks wherever such works are carrying on throughout
the Country.

A common objection to places of strength on a small, or even a moderate
scale, is their exposure to the effects of Bombardment. Now as those in
question should be calculated not only to protect their Garrisons, but also
to affor~ as extensive and effectual security to people taking refuge in them,
~ po5S1ble, I would recommend that, together with the usual Casemates,
Unny or Shed Barracks formed with Timber of large Scantling, and covered
and sloped in such a manner as to throw off Shells should be erected along
thRam
' .
e
parts...-The expenee of these would not be considerable, the erectmg
of them would employ but little time, and as such were tried in Quebec and
other places with Success, there could be but little doubt of their answering.
This contrivance might not, it is true, produce security against the
effects of 13 Inch Shells; but when it is considered that each such shell when
eighs nearly 200 POunds, it is not likely that many of them, or even
nch hells, should be thrown, indeed a regular siege of long duration is
?ot to be apprehended; but I am inadvertently wandering into detail, which
not my present object.
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provided the Cuts along the Shallows should be secured (which could with
great ease be effected) by Block-Houses or other Defences.
The Northern and Southern Armies might by means of this Great River,
be in a manner connected, and the removal of Troops to any intermediate
. assembling point facilitated to such a degree that the advantages would be
nearly the same as if they formed an undivided body.
From the head of Lough Allen to Killaloe, a distance of above an hundred
Miles, the Navigation running nearly North and South might be completed
in the course of a few Months, for the removal of Troops and their Baggage
in small Boats, at an expence not exceeding £10 or £12,000, and a much
further extension might without difficulty be accomplished.
In estimating this advantage one should recollect the History of Holland
in the year 1590-when Prince Maurice, by repeatedly conveying his Army
entire and free from the effects of Fatigue, with its stores and Artillery, by
water in the tenth part of the time that the Spaniards could move the same
distance by land, was enabled to defend places threatened, and to attack
places unprepared for defence with such promptitude and effect that the
enemy found him almost unassailable and irresistible. I do not say that the
Parallel will hold good in its full extent-but certainly the instance is not
altogether irrelevant and others equally in point might be adduced.
I will here attempt to answer the Argument commonly urged against
Fortifications in Ireland. It is said that the Enemy may capture them in
a few Weeks, and tum the advantage of possessing them against us, perhaps
to our destruction. Such objection, although admissible, as a general
Argument, does not at all apply to the particular case; the Fortresses I
recommend could be useful only to the party connected with England, and
in possession of the Command at Sea.
I have heard it asserted too that the occasion would be passed before
Fortresses could be erected or the Shannon rendered navigable. It would
be happy for the civilized World if this Assertion were founded; the union
which certainly promised to be one of the best measures that ever was carried.
points more to remote than to immediate Advantages, and I may add that
unless the Security of the Country against Invasion or Insurrection be
attended to, that question may prove to have been pretty nearly of the
same importance to the Nation, that the Consideration to an Individual
would be what coloured Curtains his Death Bed should be hung with.
It is also urged that garrisoning Fortresses would require too large a
proportion of the disposeable Force in Ireland. In advancing this objection.
however, it seems to have been forgotten that a very large proportion of Our
disposable Force would be necessary in the event of Invasion (without
Citadels) in guarding the Capital. and other Posts. where sudden Insurrections
might be expected- the objection would certainly apply to Fortresses on a
Great Scale, but these I do not recommend, although I do not mean to
propose that the places of strength I do recommend should be very smallso long as we retain a uperiority in the Field, there would be little probability
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of these being attacked, and the protection they would afford to the loyal
inhabitants, as well as to our Magazines, would supply what we are not
destitute of, the means of preserving that Superiority, Whilst we should
retain it, garrisons composed of Yeomen and other loyal Inhabitants of the
Surrounding Countries, together with Invalids and Seamen, commanded by
good officers, would be sufficient, and would prevent the necessity of
diminishing our disposeable Force; Should we lose that superiority, our
beaten armies would abundantly garrison the Fortresses, as well as find
protection under their Guns; instead of being driven into the Sea, or reduced
to the necessity of laying down their Arms, they would remain in security
until reinforcements should arrive from England to enable them to recommence
active operations,
Another objection I have heard stated is that Citadels or other places of
this description I recommend would be incapable of defence for any
considerable length of time against a serious attack; with England and its
Fleet ready to assist, the necessity for a long defence would be highly
improbable, and as to its practicability much would depend on the national
strength of the situations to be chosen for those places,
It has been asked why the French Revolution was not prevented by
means of Fortresses, if they are like to be of such Infinite Advantage in
SU~uing ~ Rebellion in Ireland, and, perhaps, the force of this Question
nught be mcreased by an extension of the Parallel to an admission which
must be conceded that the national disposition of the Irish Populace, like that
o~ the French, is somewhat light, versatile, and sanguinary, but the
Circumstances of the two Countries in other respects are widely different,
In France a successful Insurrection annihilated at once the power of the
Government,
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short retrospect to some circumstances of the last Rebellion may be
somewhat in point.-The failure of that Rebellion is principally to be
ascribed to some circumstances in a great degree attributable to chance;
the Assistance which the Insurgents had reason to expect from France
arrived too late; their General in Chief, together with most of the other
Leaders were discovered, and through the Energy and wisdom of the
Administration of that day seized before the Rebellion broke out, it,
therefore, rose without a head, and proceeded without System; but after
all, notwithstanding that circumstances so unpropitious attended it, and
notwithstanding that a very few Counties only ventured (or rather were
prepared) to join in it, had the Rebellion not been prematurely forced forward,
and had not a few thousand Dublin tradesmen in Red Coats happened at the
moment to be loyal, the event would have been extremely doubtful.- Even
under these circumstances the fate of the Capital depended on the success
of a hard-fought engagement at Arklow between a body of the King's Troops,
and a Body of the Rebels; and on the fate of the Battle at Ross, which was
also long and severely contested. It is well known that the Insurgents had
intended, had they on either instance been successful, to have proceeded to
Dublin, where they would have been joined by Multitudes, including several
organized Battalions, and the Insurrection would have become general
throughout the Kingdom-indeed the Rebels might have effected this
movement (trusting to dispersion for safety in the event of a check) without
much hazard of an Engagement in the Field, and, if successful, they might
have secured abundant Supplies of Treasure, Ammunition and Arms, but
fortunately for us they neglected these Advantages.- Unencumbered as they
were, they could have outmarched our Troops, and in possession of the Country,
as they would have been, they could, at all events, have cut off from us all
lines of Intelligence or Communications.
But, indeed, the day is passed for disregarding the power of a disaffected
and Warlike Populace. Organisation has altered the face of Human Affairs.
Had not the power of the Citizens, or rather the Mob of Paris, been held too
cheap by the Court, at the commencement of the French Revolution, and had
not the Great Supplies of Arms and Ammunition which they seized at the
outset in the Hospital of Invalids, and other Depots, been left unprotected,
the Country might not have been lost.
A few words in addition to what I have already said on the Probability
and Plan of an Invasion, may be here in point. The policy of an Attack
on Ireland is too obvious to be overlooked by a sagacious and persevering
Enemy. That Enemy, however, has hitherto conducted his attempts for
this end on a Principle denoting an opinion that a considerable Naval Force
would be essential to their uccess, and in this I am inclined to think he was
not mistaken. The improbability of one Fleet being able to intercept another
is in general admitted, and the Navigation from France to Ireland is
peculiarly favourable for eluding interception.
A Fleet of Transports,
with a few ships to defend them against Cruisers, sailing from Brest, from the
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Southern Ports of France, or even from Cadiz, which may now be considered
as a French Port, by merely securing a sufficient Westing before it should
steer a Northerly course, or one to the Westward of North, according to
circumstances, could run in a direct line for Ireland, and during three-fourths
of the year the Winds would be favourable for that course. I do not think
it unlikely that its destination would be the Shannon or the Barrow, or
that the enemy would on approaching the Mouth of one of these Rivers,
send back their fighting vessels, land as near the Capital as possible, dismiss
all attention to the safety of their Transports, and relinguish all idea of
re-embarkation. This idea, indeed, would necessarily be given up in any
attack on Ireland while we continue to possess a Superiority at Sea, for the
views of the Enemy would never be confined to a littoral Enterprize, and
should they even be obliged to lay down their Arms, the loss, for the time
of the Services of the Troops employed in the Enterprize might, perhaps, be
amply compensated by a transfer of the maintenance of them to England,
for the difficulty with France is to maintain rather than to raise Forces.
This dashing Plan of Attack would suit the enterprizing Character of the
French Nation and Government, and the disaffected in Ireland seeing their
Allies in the Heart of the Kingdom, and within a very few days march of the
Capital, would at once, it is to be apprehended, rise to support them; indeed
a circumstance of considerable weakness in Ireland is the facility with which
it rna! be overrun in comparison with Countries possessing extensive
Frontiers; a landing high up the Barrow and in Wexford at the same time,
were a. favourable OPPOrtunity to offer of passing our Cruizers, under the
?rot~tion of a few light Ships of War, would offer many advantages to an
mva~g Army,. bu~ effected any where the difficulty of assembling a
suffiCIent Force m time to oppose it with effect would be excessive; as even
the late insignificant invasion proved, and the fate of the enterprize would
Probably be decided before Troops could be marched across England or
transported round from her eastern Coast to Ireland.
u
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permitted to be sent without the means of their Re-embarkation, in case of
disaster, l?eing previously secured.-- In short I am persuaded so much depends
on the plan I propose, or on some plan similar to it in Principle, that destitute
of Fortresses the Country may be lost almost without a struggle, and by
means of them, even if wrested from His Majesty's Government for a time,
it may, and I trust would, be recovered. I assume the Proposition that
Ireland would be fought for by England to the last extremity, for it is pretty
generally admitted that if one Country were to fall the other could not stand,
indeed, a powerful French-Irish Army within a few Hours Sail, in open Boats,
of the British Shore, would be a circumstance requiring a very strong Heart,
and, at the same time, a very weak Head in any Englishman to contemplate
with Indifference.
Supposing it then to be admitted that Fortifications may be useful in
Ireland, the next consideration that claims attention is where these
Fortifications should be situated. Now as it may Possibly be supposed that
this point can be determined merely by employing any capable Engineer
to make Surveys and report proper Situations, I will here hazard a few
suggestions on the subject.
The choice of situations divides itself into two Branches; one, what
part of the Country Places of Strength shall be established in; the other,
what particular spots or Positions in those parts shall be fortified. The first
combines two distinct considerations, one political, the other Military;
the second embraces no other consideration than one purely Military. I
will direct my observations chiefly to the former. The two considerations
this involves may happen to be so far at variance with each other as to
require that considerable sacrifices should be made to reconcile their Principles.
An Engineer however professionally capable, may, by disregarding the
Political consideration, fall into so mischievous a topographical error, as to
lead Government totally astray by his report, and to destroy the utility of
the whole Plan-indeed, he may even with a fair and lucid view of the
subject find himself involved in a Dilemma that will oblige him to abandon
the object of utility in order to uphold his professional character, but this
is a consideration of too much importance to be dismissed without entering
into it a little in detail.
The chief use of Fortresses in most Countries is to prevent an invading
Army from advancing beyond them; that is, to render such advance
imprudent and unjustifiable, without either capturing them, which might
give the advantage to the General on the defensive, or blockading them,
which might require a larger portion of the Force he should command than
he could spare; to omit both would enable the opposing Troops to interrupt
his Supplies by cutting the line of communication between him and the
Country from which he should have marched, or in the event of a check, perhaps
to cut off his retreat.
The Invasion of Ireland would proceed on Principles quite different,
the General directing it would have no such line of communication to
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preserve, and no retreat to secure, he might with confidence trust to the
disaffected for Supplies, or his object would be evidently unattainable, and
to suppose he would in any case meditate a Retreat to his Ships would be to
admit a supposition, not to be tolerated, that England should have lost her
superiority at Sea-so long as she retains that superiority any Army
invading Ireland must proceed on the principle of either conquering or becoming
Prisoners of War.
Thus different then as the circumstances of Ireland are from those of
Continental States subject to Invasion, it is evident that the Principles of
defence applicable to both cannot be exactly the same, and consequently that
technical Maxims in general adoption may not be suitable to the particular

case.
I will here state what I conceive to be the true objects to be held in
contemplation in fOrming the Places of strength in question. The first
and one paramount to all others is preserving a communication with
England. The second the securing a Retreat for our Armies where they may
remain in safety until they can receive Re-inforcements from England to
enable them to recommence operations in the field . The third, the establishing
of assembling Points for the loyal Inhabitants, as well as Places of safety
for their Families and Effects, whilst they shall be engaged in opposing the
Enemy in the Forts or in the Field, and the fourth, the securing of the
Military Depots, the National Records, the Public and Private Treasures;
and the affording of personal security to the Great Officers of Government
~ situations from whence they can freely communicate with England, even
m the event of the Capital's falling into the Enemy's hands.
To depute an Engineer for the purpose of reporting proper Situations
without explaining to him distinctly, and in detail, these objects or such
others as Government shall have in contemplation, should it adopt the
Plan of erecting Fortifications, would be almost inevitably to lead him into
error. .and error on such ground might involve consequences hazardous ~o
the extst~nce of Ireland as a Dominion of this Empire. I do not include 111
these objects the ad.vantage of preventing an Enemy from landing, because
I have .always CO~Idered Works intended for that purpose as useless, and
productive of an Idle Expenditure of the public Treasure.
Ireland trusting solely to the Army destined for her immediate
Defen e, and Ireland depending on the Armies and Fleets of the Empire
a~ ::;ge, for her ultimate ~ety, would seem to present two views ~oo
~ thct to. be confounded, if experience did not prove that the discriminatIon
em u not aUcgether unnecessary.
.
•

In the fonner view the object of preserving a communication with England

Oul~ seem to be of little importance, and one or two strong Fortresses in the

mten r would perha

f
h
t'
of a c;omm : '. ps'. orm er best defence, in the latter the preserva Ion
'd O • urucation WIth England would seem to supersede all other
COIlS1 erations.
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The formation of a Place of Strength in each of the four Provinces ought,
I conceive, to be the great outline of the Plan; an outline, however, which
it may possibly be proper from local obstacles or local advantages to
infringe. It is not unlikely that a situation for one of these may be found
on the banks of the Shannon, or even of the Barrow; but the sine qua non
in determining on such Situation ought, I apprehend, to be exemption from
the danger of batteries interrupting the communication with our Fleets.
However, having myself had an opportunity once of witnessing the
facility with which Vessels favoured by darkness, or a strong leading wind.
may pass Batteries even at point blank Range, I should entertain little fear
of such interruption being practicable unless very peculiarly favoured by
local circumstances.
There are already some slight Defences thrown up at Tarbut, and the
Situation, when I happened to be Surveyor General of the Ordnance in
Ireland, was a favourable one with most of the Engineers. Batteries had
also been erected at Bantry Bay, but as they were exposed to be reversed
in a moment, and as they commanded only a very small proportion of a very
extensive Harbour, their probable utility would, at least, seem to be somewhat
questionable; indeed, if the Enemy should effect a landing anywhere, I
do not know any circumstance more to be wished than that he should
experience great difficulty in procuring Supplies, when his progress could,
",ith facility, be interrupted, and from whence the length of his march to the
Capital would be so great as to afford time to the Troops stationed in the
different Provinces to assemble for the purpose of opposing him before he
could possibly reach that point. If Cork were to be his object, he would be
injudicious in making choice of a disembarking harbour so remote as
Bantry Bay would be from his Point of Attack, particularly as a landing would
be at all times practicable immediately in the vicinity of that Point. The
circumstance of the French Fleet intended for the Invasion of Ireland in
the year 1796, having been driven into Bantry Bay in a Tempest, is no
positive proof of a predilection for that quarter as a Place of Disembarkation.
In making choice of a Situation for a Place of Strength in the vicinity of
Dublin, for I take for granted there cannot be a doubt as to the propriety
of forming one there if Fortifications are to be raised in Ireland at all, a
consideration to which all others should, I conceive, be made subservient,
would be establishing a secure communication between both Countries at
that particular point, and I should apprehend that a difference of Opinion
could not arise as to the superiority of the Pigeon House to any other spot
~at could be named. The advantages which that situation possesses are.
mdeed. almost peculiar to itself,-a Fortification erected upon it would be
unassailable by regular approaches. whilst the neighbouring Country would
be a~cessible to it for several Hours in every day by Land, and at all times
by eIther Land or Water. The \Vorks might be formed of any extent that should
be required, and the Post might be converted into a Place of considerable
strength. even in a few Months, or secured against Surprize within a few
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Weeks. It enfilades so completely a wall or road of solid Stone
Masonry
extending above an Irish Mile towards Dublin, and forming the
only
approach to it by Land, that an Attack in that direction would be
pretty
nearly impracticable, and that Line by being .comma nded might serve
for a
communication with a work which might be advanc ed so far as
to keep
Dublin perfectly in awe.
Together with these advantages anothe r presents itself which
may
possibly be deemed deserving of some attentio n, althoug h I do not
conceive
it to be at all necessary, as a recommendation to the Pigeon House.
It is
within a Run of Half an hour across the Harbou r of Dublin of the
Hill of
Howth, a bold commanding Peninsula, which by merely running a
common
Field Work (when necessary) across the Isthmu s might, I believe,
be
converted into one of the strongest positions in Europe, a Positio
n which,
I understand from Good Authon ty, might be defended by eight orten thousan
d
Men against almost any number, and which would afford sufficie
nt space
for an hundred thousand to encamp upon should it be found necessa
ry to
assemble so great an Army at one point. Looking forward to the
possible
event of our Army in the Field being obliged to fall back on the
Capital
(which is not defensible) it may not be useless to hold that strong
post in
contemplation, independently of all connection between it and the
Pigeon
House; but supposing the two Posts to be occupied by our Troops,
.the
advantage would be incalculable to the general commanding them of
finding,
on effecting his Retreat, the grand Military Depot of the country secure,
as
well as accessible at all times, of having a strong work advanc ed
so near
Dublin as pos::ibly to render it untenable to the Enemy , and of finding
the
~oyal I~.abitants assembled in a Place of safety ready to afford assistance
m regammg the Possession of the Country.
If it should be asked why, if the Hill of Howth possesses the advanta
ges
I state, a Fortress might not be erected there in the first instance,
and the
idea of converting the Pigeon House into a Place of Streng th be abando
ned,
I W~uld an~er that I do not know of any commanding ground
in that
Perunsula WIth which a communication with the Sea could be secured
that
would answer for a Place of Strength tenable by a modem Garriso
n; and
~rwOu1d add. that ~e di~tance is too great from the Capital either to command
commurucate WIth It under disastrous circumstances.
It i not a pleasant task thus to direct one's attentio n to the contemplation
of possi~l circumstances of Disaster, but as the Axiom of War of securing
a
Retreat m almo t all cases is grounded on a similar view generally extende
d,
the Task i , at least, not of a novel Nature
B . d
,ut, m eed, if the prosperous side only of .an awful contest , not involvin
g
the Fate of Ireland singly, but the Fate of the Empire at large,
is to be
~ntemp1ated, the most suitable preparation we can make for that contest
the
·tt; ... ~ W
.
. proVl~ reaths for our Heroes, and Decorations for the Churche
s
:
hich we may sing Te Deum. However, as such view, althoug h extreme
ly
omfoTtable at the moment did not prove to be either critically correct
or
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extremely useful in the instances when the King of Naples, the Pope, or the
King of Sardinia, had contests to maintain with Buonaparte, I rather
apprehend that it may not be bad policy, for the present, at least. to postpone
anticipating the gratification which Victory may afford, and to direct our
attention to circumstances connected with the possibility that should we
have a powerful Invasion to repel, and a terrific and malignant Rebellion
at the same t~e to repress, the means we at present possess of accomplishing
these objects may not be found altogther commensurate with their end.
It will be much easier to find Gibbets for our Rebels, and Jails for our
Prisoners of War, after the Contest shall have been concluded than it can be
to secure the means of having the Rebels and the invading Army as Prisoners
at our disposal before the Contest commences.
Having extended this Sketch far beyond its intended limits, I will here
conclude it with an observation, perhaps unseemly from an humble
individual like myself, that even admitting that the gloomy, as well as the
prosperous, side of our situation is likely to be viewed, still at the prospect
of a Contest with a powerful Nation of Conquerors situated almost at our
doors, and under a Government purely Military, with Disaffection to Government holding out a Lure to that Enemy in a great Division of the Empire,
exhibits a new case; if our preparations to meet the difficulties incidental
to that case should not pass beyond the Limits of old Routine, we may have
to lament when too late that we had disregarded the salutary Lesson which
the Fate of our Neighbours had afforded.
SUPPLEMENT.
As it is possible an objection may be started to the Plan of converting
the Pigeon House into a Place of Strength, grounded on the supposed danger
of a Want of fresh Water there; I think it necessary to request it may be
recollected that a Post open to the Sea is not likely to experience that want
in time of emergency, so long as the power to which it belongs shall preserve
the command at Sea.
The circumstances of the Post in respect to Water are these-an attempt
was made some time since under the direction of Sir Thomas Page to sink
a Well there; but he having had occasion to leave Ireland before the Work
had been very far advanced, it is difficult to pronounce positively whether
Water is to be found or not; from the sanguine opinion, however, which
Sir Thomas entertains on the subject, I am inclined to think his efforts would
certainly have been successful had he continued them.
The Post was supplied with water when I was in the Ordnance from a
River running near Ringsend, and distant about a mile and a half from the
Pigeon House; Pipes might be laid with great ease from that River, or from
Sandymount, distant about 1,400 yards across the Bay, with the intermediate
space dry at low Water; the Pipes in the latter instance might, I apprehend,
be sunk under the Sand sufficiently low to be secured against external
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I

CEID-LEIGHEAR PRZEMYSL
AGUS A SAORADH SO.
AN MAOR MAC CWNAOTHA

d'aistrigh .·

R NDUL siar as oirthear Ghalicia do'n Arm Austria-Ungarnach
tMinig an cogadh go lan-' apaidh i ngar do longphort na San, agus
nior dheacair laetheanta a ~haoire so do riomhadh.
Ar an 16adh
hI. de Mh. Fomhair do chuir Ceann Ceathruin GeneareUta i n-ithl do
Przemysl go mbeadh na mor-airm campain ag tuitim sinr ar .an line BialaDunajec, aglls tugadh ordu do'n Cheannasai an Taoiseach v. Kllsmanek,
'An daingean do chosaint go nimhneach trean.'
Ba h-e so an cOram a bhi ar an gcathair fa lathair-comhacht agus neart
na namhad do tharraingt anuas uirri fein agus gan leigint doibh dul thart
at th6ir na sluaighte do bhi ag teicheadh siar. An dtiucfadh lei a dheanamh
so? Nior mhor Ie ddh a neart seasta agus teacht-aniar; ni raibh na bhallai,
&c., ana-laidir, agus ni raibh acht lon-cogaidh i gc6ir raithe innte. Bhi 1,000
gunnai mor innte agus gan acht corr-cheann aca so nu-aimseardha . Roimh
an cogadh bhi moran criosdaingean agus till timcheall uirri-Ie 20 no 30
bliadhantaibh,-agus an sean-ordonas ionnta. Ba thearc an 16n-cogaidh do
bhi mar adhbhar cosanta ag an Stat de ghnath agus bhi an chuid ba mho
de 'san Tirol agus cois fairrge . Nuair a luadh3.dh cogadh leis an Rills do b'eigean
sluagh ceardui (25,000) do chur ag obair chumh an chathair do chur i dtreo
cosanta roimh deireadh mi go leith i.e. an treimhse oifigiuil do ceapadh 'na
choir so.
Ba bheag nach raibh an t-ullmhu reidh 'san treas seachtmhain
M. Fomhair nuair d'imthigh na h-airm campain o'n gcomhursanacht ag
fcigciil an longphuirt agus a lucht cosanta fe choimirce De. I bhfoigseacht
do'n chathair do leaghadh sraid-bhailte, tighthe, coillte, fail; do togadh foirgnithe mileata, do sineadh feU sreang-deilgneach (breis is 1,000,000 slat)
lasmuich de'n chrios daingean, agus do cuireadh moran mianach i bhfolach
san gcre nios sia amuigh.
An 16u 13. de M. Fomhair- an cheadh-Ia dha raibh Przemysl'na seasamh
'na h-aonar ar a bonnaibh fein, connachthas ceithearnaigh agus ordonas
RUiseach ag gobhadh anios 0 bhun na speire shoir. Cuid de'n III. Arm a bh1
ann. Ar an 20u lei.. chuaidh dronga na nel..mhad trasna na h-abhann (San)
ag Walawa laistios de'n longphort. Toise go raibh an ceangalle bealaibh na
ndroichead ag Jaroslan agus Radymn6 i gcontabhairt anois do chuir an
Ceannasai an VII. R egiment de Choisidhibh amach go Sosnica mar aon Ie
dionna ordonrus. Tar eis troda bige d'fhill siad lei.. ar n-a bharach i n-aoinfheacht Ie cuid de'n gharda as Jaroslan agus Ie cath de'n II. Regiment do
threig Radymno an trathn6na Ud. Nuair a bhi heal na ndroichead 'na seilbh
aca d'eirigh leis an V Arm RUiseach dul trasna na h-abhann leastuas de'n
chathair, agus ar aghaidh 100 go dti Sokolow, Lancut agus Jawornik Polski.
Le n-a linn so (23-23 M. Fomhair) do shin an III. Arm RUiseach a dha
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sciatMn 0 thuaidh agus 6 dhleas timcheall ar Przemysl. Do chuir an Ceannasai
scaoth amach i n-aghaidh an t-srotha ar an 23u la chumh eire 16in do
thabhairt asteach 6 Dynow-acht bhi an namha rompa 'san t-slighe. Ar
an 2M l3. 'san trathn6na bhi Przemysl gearrtha amach go h-iomlan 6'n
domhan mh6r.
I rith seachtmhaine deireannaighe M. Fomhair ni dhearna na Rllisigh
acht crustill urchar ba bheag eifeacht do scaoileadh Ie daingnibh na cathrach,
biodh gur rod tabhachtach-dar leis an Taoiseach Iwanow-an rut
d'iomghabhill gan moille. Tar eis an chatha ag Lemberg do stad se d'aon
toisc ar an San mar, dar leis, niorbh fheidir an ghluaiseacht i n-aghaidh
Krakau do thabhairt chun cinn agus Przemysl agus a lucht cosantalionmhar
neartmhar ar a chill. Do rinne an Taoiseach Kusmaneck-ceannasai
groidhe na cathrach-a Iam-dicheall Ie crUstail bhrioghmhar agus Ie
ruatharrubh beaga chumh bU3.1dhirt do dheanamh do'n namhaid a bhi ag
cur er6 catha timcheall ar an rut.
I dtosach Deire Fomilair thrunig iongantas ar an gCeannasai cuid de
shluaightibh na RUiseach d'feiscint ag imtheacht 6'n gcomhursanacht. Ba
h-iad so ceithearnaigh an III. Airm ag dul 6 J arosian siar mar a raibh an
V. Arm. Thainig drong iomsuidhte Ur-an XI. Arm-'na n-ionad. I
gceann tamaillin ba leir go raibh na Ruisigh 'gM n-ullmhu chumh fogha
do thabhairt fa'n ngarsd6.n.
Bhi se socair ag an Taoiseach Brussilow-Ceannasai na Ruiseach
i nGalicia-an Iongphort do ionnsuidhe laithreach bonn. Bhi sce3.la aige
nach raibh cuid de ghardaibh Przemysl ionntaobha. Ba shuarach leis,
freisin, teagarthacht na bhIallai, &c. Anuas air sin b'fheidir go dtiucfadh na
sluaight~ Austria-Ungarnacha ar ais. Bbi na cUrsai so go !elr 'gM ghriosadh
chumb l~cht do thabhairt ar an geathair do ghabMil sill a dtigeadh Ie
arm fuascailte teacht 'na choinne. Ar an 2u D. Fomhair d'6rduigh an
Brussilow do'n Taoiseach Schtscherbatschew do bhi 'na cheann-urraidh
ar an lucht iomshuidhte ar dheas-bhruaeh na San cromadh ar ullmhucMn
do <l:Manamh i ge6ir ionnsuidhe aidhbheil-mh6ir. Do neartuigh se go Iantapaldh an t-arm ionnsuidhteaeh leis an XII. Corps, an III. Briogrud
Umhachta, an 65u Roinn Cill-tacai de'n VIII. Arm, maille Ie tri roinntibh
gImna( 6r agus tri roinntibh mortaer. Do choir se iad go !eir fe smacht
an TaolSlgb Scbtscherb, agus d'orduigh dh6san f6bairt do thabhairt ar an
longpbort .

.n:

. To'. narbh fbeidir na h-ullmhuehain mh6ra do chur i dtre6 i dtreinlhse
b~ toradh na b-oibre i n-amhras; 'na theannta sin ba chills imnidhe
b
nach dtiucfadh leis na tUs-ghardaibh RUiseaeha do-chuaidh ar aghaidh
L\ Laneut agus Jawornik Polski an fOd do sheasamh acht go ceann cupla
aj~ar:u: ~bh ~uigh de, i n-aghaidh na namhad a bhi ag druidim le6. 'Na
n-Ann ~m ~. thug an Taoiseach Iwanow cead a chinn do Cheannasaf ~
.1 nGalioa, mar a bbi tuairim aige nach mbeadh fogha te'n gcathatr
gaIl tairbhe-a bhuidheachas sin do'n tuaraisc a bhi 6s a chomhair.

Przemysl Leigheartha,
611 D. Fomhair, 1914.
Die Belagerung de,. Festung Prumysl.
Lage am 6. 0ktober 1914.
~Tnp;1l
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Przemysl 'Gha Fuascailt,
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Do rinne eeitheamaigh Przemysl do iomdruidim 'san tuaisceart, 'san
oirthear, agus 'san deiseeart. Bhi eeann ereasa na geoisidhi so ar an taobh
dheas de Rokietniea; do shin se treasna Walawa, Medyka, na genoc thuaidh
de Mizyniee, agus bhi a eheann eile ar na h-ardanaibh shiar-o-thuaidh de
Nizankowiee. Do lion an IX. Roinn Eaehraidh an bheama idir Fredropol
agus Krasiezyn.
Ar an 4u D. Fomhair d'iarr na Ruisigh ar eheannasai na eathraeh an
rut do thabhairt uaidh. Do dhiUItaigh an Taoiseaeh Kusmanek go borb.
Ar an 5u D. Fomhair do rinne an Taoiseaeh Sehtseherbatsehew an eheadamas. Bhi se i geeannas seaeht go leith Roinn Coisidhe, agus bhi an 6511
Roinn CUItaea ullamh aige. 117 Cathanna agus 483 gunnai mora (-ni raibh
trom-haubitze no oll-ghunna aeht i geeann ar dosaen aea so--)sin e an mead
sluagh do seaoil na Rllisigh ar an longphort. Do tiomsuigheadh an ehuid
ba mM de'n ehomhaeht so i n-eadan an ehro eosanta shoir 6-dheas.
Ar scath a geuid gunnai mor a bhi ag gearradh eonaire rompa ehuaidh
na eoidishthe Rlliseaeha ar aghaidh eeim ar eeim 0 n-a n-aiteannaibh a bhi
tuairim Ie tri mile slighe 6'n gero eosanta. Ba ghean go bbfaea an eeannasai
-toise go raibh na plaoseain ag tuitim go tiugh annsin-gur thogh an
namha mar ehead-ehusp6ir an Ceanntar Siedliska a bhi air ehruth suie
soir-o-dheas. Do briseadh si6s Ie 13.mhaeh trean an gharsdUin fuabairt do
thug an XIX. Roinn Ruuseaeh ar an genuasaeht dUn so ar a se a ehlog ar
maidin. I rith an lae do ghluais na Rllisigh go h iongantaeh tapaidh no go
rabhadar i bhfad eeathrU mile slighe 0 Siedliska agus leith mhile slighe o'n
bhfainne cosanta 'san tuaiseeart.
'San trathn6na do sheol an Ceannasai
cuid de'n cUI-taca agus ordonas na 23u Roinne go Siedliska mar ba mh6 an
ehontabhairt annsin 'na i n-ait ar bith eile. SUI ar bMnuigh an 13. ar an
7u D. Fomhair, bhf an lan-ruathar ar siubMl. Bhi an ceart ag an
gceannasai; do dirigheadh an t-ionnsuidhe ar Siedliska. Do bhailigh
Sehtseherbacschew tri roinne annso chun an bhuaidh do ehur i n-ciirithe
dho fein. Tamaillin tar eis a 3 a chlog ar maidin do mhuch deaghlamhachadh na Rlliseaeh na soillse euarduighthe 'san gcathair, agus go
direach 'na dhiaidh sin do Ieim na naimhde i dtre6 na bhfallai. I ganfhios
do'n gMrda thainig an 73u Regiment RUiseach eomhgharaeh do chuid de'n
bhalla mar a raibh post ceitheamach. Ce gur fuilteach an fciilte do fearadh
roimh an Regiment d'eirigh leis so dul trasna na sreinge deilgnighe reabtha
aisteaeh ins na trinsibh.
Bhi an leas-Captaen Sverljuga i gceannas
annso. Tar eis comhraie leis an miodoig d'eirigh Ie n-a chuid fear dol
asteach 'san dun mar ar leanadar go crodha de'n troid trid na oscailtibh
lcimhachta go dti a 9 a chlog ar maidin. Annsin thainig cupla complachta
de'n VII. Regiment (CUItaca AitiUil) ag cuidiu leo. Ag beiceach " rajta,
rajta" rith na Honreds (Oglaigh Ungarnacha) ag dreapadh fanaidh
na beaman, agus rugadar 13.mh uachtar ar na Ruiseachaibh do bhi astigh.
An meid aca so do bhi ar beo thug siad a gcuid arm uatha. 'San am
ch6adna do chuaidh fuabairte eile na RUiseach i n-eag.
An lucht eosanta ag lcimhach 'na h-eadan amach agus ar a sleasaibh
5
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-nior eirigh leis an 58u Roinn RUiseach teacht thar an glacis ar an taoibh
shoir i n-aice Ie Hurko. Agus mar sin do drongaibh eiIe. Bhi sluagh
ionnsuighthe6iri 'na luighe 6s comhair fat an chreasa cosanta ag Popowice
agus do rith na g:hdai amach ag cur ruaig orra. Do caitheadh Regiment
siar ar an gcnoc MogiIki agus ag dul trasna limisteir mianach d6ibh bhi
deireadh le6. Bhi an III. Briogaid Muscaedi (Rus.) an-chomhgharach
do'n bhalla ag Grochowce-acht nior eirigh ni do b'fhearr lei. Do chuir
an chrUstail 6'n daingin raon madhma agus miochoscair uirri agus do
thuit si siar tre n-a ceiIe. Nuair a bhi meadhon-lae ann bhi an taoide donn
ag traghadh.
D'aimsigh na RUiseacha an longphort aris an 8u D. Fomhair istoidhche
acht bhi sUil i n-ciirde ag an ngarda. Do rinneadar fogha aris ar Siedliska
trathnona an lae 'na dhiaidh sin-acht iarracht lag gan d6chas a bhi ann.
Annsin d'eirigh siad as agus do chuaidh siad ar ais 'na n-ionad fein.
B'eidir nar thuig an Ceannasai go ceart 'de mar a bhi an sceal ar an
7u D. Fomhair 'san trathn6na, acht do mhothuigh na nciirnhde gur ghearr
go mbeadh cabhair ag teacht do'n chathair iomdruidte. (Is doigh gur chaill
na RUisigh 20,000 saighidiuiri i rith na dtri laetheannta lid).
Nf'l tracht cruinn i bhioillseachanaib na RUiseach ar clirsaibh an
chogaidh i measc na namhad 'san iarthar. Nuair a chuaidh an iarracht
ead6chasach ar Siedliska chumb deiridh go moch ar maidin 7u D. Fomhair
do chuir BrussiIow, a bhi i gcearillas i nGalicia, roimhe iarracht do dheanamh
as an nuadh maidin la ar n-a bharach. Acht ba ghearr go raibh se ar malairt
intinne, agus sceim ni do b'fhearr tarraingthe chuige Ar an 8li D. Fomhair
'san oidhche do tharraing se siar na saighidiuiri do bhi ar an gcuid shiar6-thuaidh de'n chiorca1 agus do foscladh an cr6 iomshuidhte annsin. Is
d6igh gurbh e a lucht ceannais £a ndeara dh6 e sin do dheanamh "Ma thig
Przemysl 'ncir sei1bh gan duadh" arsa an Taoiseach Januschkiewitch ag
caint. ar an ngothcin 6 Cholm "is amhlaidh is fearr-agus do b'fhiu e.
Annsm do bheadh arm iomshuidhte na cathrach i n-inmhe imtheacht ag
deanamh cogaidh gluaiseachta; acht ni maith leis an Stawka neart Corps
Airm do chailleamhaint 'san iarracht."
Do-chonnaic Iwanow go raibh se air ordu do'n BrussiIow dul i
gcoin~b~ na. m6r-cu:n n-Austro-Ungarnach a bhi ag teacht aniar aris. A~t
nf ~auug lels-sean untheacht gan moill; na codcha dh'a shluagh ba shia
~Ulgh ba b~aoghlach d6ibh a ngabhill i Honradh agus a ngearradh amach
6 n nior-chU1~. Ar n6s an RUisigh chliste do tharraing BrussiIow as ~
~adh~as lad. Ar an 7u agus 8u D. Foghmhair do rinne na 78u agus 82u
~~e--CUlt~caf (d~'n XXIX. Corps fa lathair) faoiIeciil go tapaidh 'san
limistw shiar-thllaldh de Radymno-mar a ndeamadar dion do shlios an

III. Airm.

'San am cheadna do ghabh an XXVIII Corps (58 60 agus 69 Roinne
CUl-taca)
. d'
. , ,
.
a lona comhraic ar gach taoibh de Medyka agus de Mizyruec.
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Bhi an da Corps nua so 'na n-arm iomshuidhte anois-an XII. Corps mar
aon leis an III. Briogaid Muscaed, ag cuidi11 le6 ag Mizyniec. Do shocruigh
na Corps eile (VIII. agus XXIV.) de'n VIII. Arm iad ,fein go daingean 'san
line Mizyniec-Felsztyn-Stary Sambor.
Do chaith an III. Arm uaidh
an intinn ionnsuidhteach agus do dhruid se soir 'san line Jezowe-LancutDabiecko fe choimirce m6ran marcach. Do chuaidh na XI. agus XXI.
Corps trasna na San chumh an cheanntair 6 Rudnik go heal na WisIok do
dhaingniu. Bhi se ar an IX. agus X. Corps mar aon leis an XXIX. de'n Arm
Iomshuidhte shoir-dheas de Przeworsk an gIeas cogaidh do thabhairt sIan
6 cheanntar Jaroslau agus annsin dul soir trasna na San. Bhi se ar an XIV.
Corps de'n IX. Arm agus ar chuid de'n XXV. Corps an abha shios 6 Rudnik
do chongbMil.
Bhi se ar mheadhon-chuid Airm° Boroevic dul go direach ar Przemysl.
Ba dh6igh go seasochadh na Rmsigh an f6d ar gach bealach chumh na
cathrach agus bhi se socair ag Boroevic dul sios Ie sruth 6 Dynow agus
Niorbh fbeidir
neart arm3.la c6imh-ionann aige ar gach bhruach na San.
e so do thabhairt chumh cinn toisc nach mbeadh an droichead ar an mb6thariarainn ag Jasiolka i dtre6 roimh an lOu D. Fomhair, agus nior leig an
ceanntar gan bothar (soir 6'n abhainn, idir Dynow agus Mrzyglod) 16n
cogaidh a sMith do thiomsu chumh obair mhileata an-mh6r do chur fe lantse61. Ni raibh an Boroevic dall air so agus do shocruigh se an ghluaiseacht
i dtre6 nach mbead acht Roinn Tschurtschentaler agus an VI. Roinn de'n
III. Corps ag obair i ndeisceart na h-abhann-agus go mheadh an chuid
ba mh6 de'n III. Corps ag siubhal go Przemysl fan an bothair i ngleann na
San, agus an IX. Corps thuaidh de'n abhainn thar braghaid Dubiecko go
Pruchnik. Bhi se ar an XI. Corps an IX. do leanambaint. Sin e an ceannchlirsa do luadhadh i gc6ir an 811 D. Fomhair-an chuid de'n abbainn 'san
deisceart 6 Dynowdo Roinn Tschurtscbentaler agus do'n VI. Roinn
COisidhe, deas-bbruach na San do'n tus-gharda, Dynow do'n III. Corps,
Dubiecko do'n IX. Corps, Baryez do'n XI. Carps.
Nuair a cbuaidh tlis-gMrdai na VI. Roinne Coisidhi agus Roinne
Tscburtschental trasna na San 'na raibh lantuile an 811 D. Fomhair do
b'ait a tbabbairt fa ndeara nacb raibh namba ar bith Ie feiscint ar na
cnocaibh ar an mbruach sboir. Ni raibh tuaraisc orra n6 go dti Bircza
mar a raibh Eachraidhe Ruiseacb (An X. Roinn Marcach). Bbi a mhalairt
de sceal ag an IX. Corps a bhi ag siubbal i line leathain ar an t-slighe 6
Baryez go Dubiecko. Bbi an IX. Roinn Eacbraidhe RUiseach-neartuighthe
Ie cupla cath 6'n IX. Corps-'na Mit comhraic idir Jawornik Polski,
Bacborz agus Dynow. Nior eirigh leis an X. Roinn Ceitbeamach faoi
Maigistir an Ordonais, Friedel-ag tuirling 6 na h-ardanaibh shiar de
Jawornik Polski-briseadh triotha. Bhf an t-adh leis an XXVI Roinn
Muscaed. d'aimsigh na cnuic ar an taoibh thuaidh de Bachorz. Ba gbearr
a bitheas ag troid annso nuair a chuaidh na RUisigh siar.
Idir an da linn fuair lucbt ceannais an III. Airm ar an 811 D. Fomba;r
°
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6rdu 6 Cheann CeathrUin GenearaIta ionnsuidhe do dheanamh ar an
ncimhaid a bhf timcheall ar Przemysl. Giota beag dall ar na clirsaibh d'6rduigh
Iucht ceannais an III. Airm do Roinn Tschurtschental agus do'n VI. Roinn
Coisidhthe dul trasna na San go Bircza. Toisc go mbeadh sciatMn cM an
Airm ar siubhal i dtuaisceart na San bheadh na bealaighe ar fhoscailt chumh
Przemysl agus Radymno. Bheadh se ar an IX. Corps dul 6 Dubiecko go
Pruchnik, ar an XI. Corps dul 'na dhiaidh so go Dubiecko, agus ar an III.
Corps mairseill 6 Dynow fan gleanna na San.
Chumh an 6rdu so do choimhlionadh do chuaidh drong an MMirseil
Tschurtschentalar trasna na h-abhann ar an 9u D. Fomhair. TMin~
tosach an Airm i ngar do Bircza gan troid san t-slighe.
Ar sciatMn an Airm 'san tuaisceart do sheasuigh na Ruisigh an f6d
aris i n-aghaidh an IX. Corps. Do chuir an 26u Roinn Muscaed. ruag ar
f6rsaibh laga RUiseacha 6 Dubiecko. Do-chuaidh earr-shIuagh na RUiseach
i n-acrann 'san X. Roinn Coisidhthe shoir de Jawornik Polski. Mar gheall
ar ar mbuaidhreamh so gan stad agus na b6ithre a bhi 'na riasc nior eirigh
acbt Ie aon regiment amMin de'n IX. Corps deireadh na slighe (Pruchnik)
do shroisint ar an la do luadhadh.
Do chuir na tuairisce do thciinig asteach i rith an lae i dtuigsint do
Cheann CeathrUin GenearaIta an III. Airm nach raibh na RUisigh ag
leanamhaint de'n Ieighear agus go raibh an ceanntar shiar agus shiar-dheas
treigthe aca cheana fein. Ar meadhon-lae thciinig patrol marcach (XII.
Corps de'n II. Arm) asteach 'san gcathair gan duine ag cur 'na choinne.
Shuas i n-aice Ie Jaroslau ba dh6igh go raibh na nciimhde lionmhar go
Mill ar an mbruach shiar de'n abhainn. Thciinig sceala ar maidin 6'n IV.
Arm gur eirigh 'na chomhrac fiochmhar eatorra agus cUig n6 se Roinntibh
RUiseacha ag Lancut an trathn6na roirnhe sin. Ar meadhon-lae do chuir
Ceann Ceathruin GenearaIta an IV. Airm 6rdu chumh Boroveic coimhoibriu 'san bhfogha ar Jaroslau.
Do shocruigh se ar buille do bhualadh
(i n-aoinfheacht Ie sciathan chIc an Airm ,III. agus IX. Corps) an lOu D.
Fomhair ar Radymno agus Jaroslau-mar a raibh VIIu. Corps na Ruiseach,
dar leis. Mar cUltaca ar an taoibh shiar de'n sciatMn chIe d'6rduigh
se do'~ XI. Corps teacht aniar chumh Pruchnik, agus do'n IV. Roinn
Eachraidhe dul ag triall ar tuaisceart Barycz.
~ an deas-sciathan bhf se ar shluagh Tschurtschenthaler dul ar
agbrudh chumh Nizankowice agus ar an VI. Roinn Coisidhthe cur fuithi i
mBircza. Toise gur mbaith leis an mBoroevic-an sciatMn cM ag mairseill
go tapaidh-breith ar an t-slios ar an ncimhaid a bhf 6s coinne an IV. Airm
chuir se d'fbiachaibb ar na III. agus IX. Corps a bheith i Rokietnica agus
'san gceanntar i neisceart de Jaroslau trathn6na beag an lOu D. Fomhair.
Bbi greas beag codalta ag saighidiUiribh an III. agus an IX. Corpsagus ~ch le6 go moch ar maidin IW D. Fomhair ar na sIeibhtibh fe
n~trubb ce6. Acht bhf b6ithre agus b6ithrfnf go doimhin Ie lciib agus
nforb~ fbei~ siub~al acht go mall righin. Ag Rokietnica agus ar na
CDocrubh tbiar-th\1aldh de Pruchnik do thuit cinn an di corps go h-obann
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i sruth pilear 0 earr-gMrda na namhad a bhi i bhfeighil na X. agus XXII.
gCorps RUiseach agus iad ag dul trasna na h-abhann.
Trathnona beag
agus na III. agus IX. Corps ar ti a ladhar do chur asteach d'eirigh an
namha as an troid. Anois gan amhras briseadh asteach ar shlios na
RUiseach do bhi ar an taoibh thiar de J aroslau acht thainig sceala 0 Cheano
CeathrUin GeneanUta an Airm gur shleambnuigh na Ruisigh anonn thar
uisce 'san oidhche roimhe sin agus do b'£hior dho. Ba mhor-Ie-radh,
amhthach, sciatMn cM an III: Airm do dhul ar aghaidh gan stad. Ag
tnuth Ie breith ar an namhaid agus e ag druidim siar, agus ag sUiI leis an
mbealach ar ais trasna na San do ghearradh uaidh d'orduigh C. C. G. an III.
Airm do'n IX. Corps an droichead ag J aroslau do ghabhail agus do
chongbMil no go mbiodh ah IV. Arm pfuteach 'san troid. Bhi se ar an
III. Corps gluaiseacht ar aghaidh go Radymno, ar shluagh Tschurtschentaler
go Nizankowice, agus ar an VI. Roinn Coisidhthe go h-imeall shia:- na
cathrach Migheartha.
Ar an llu D. Fomhair chuaidh an IX. Corps mar aon leis an XXVI.
Roinn Muscaed. i n-aghaidh Tuczepy agus leis an X. R. Coisidhthe i n-aghaidh
Jaroslau. Ar a 4 a chlog 'san trathnona do bhris cuid de'n X. Roinn
Coisidhthe maille leis an XIX. Roino Coisidhthe (XVII. Corps) asteach
'san gcathair so tar cis troda bige. Thainig an 26 Roinn Muscaed. go dti
a h-rut ar an San gan troid gur fiu cur sios uirri. Ba threise do sheasuigh
iar-gMrda na X. agus XXIX. Corps RUiseach an f6d roimh Radymno agus
Sosnica. Do chuir garsdUn Przernysl amach an 23u Roinn Coisidhthe 0
dheas agus an III. Corps (go raibh leath de'n 26u Roinn Muscaed. ag
cuidiu leis) siar i n-aghaidh na namhad so. Ar an 12u la de D. Fomhair nf
raibh iar-gMrda RUiseach Ie faghill ar bhruach cM na h-abhann 6
Przemysl go J aroslau.
Chuaidh sluagh Tschurtschenthaler asteach i Nizankowice roimh
meadhon-lae ar an llu D. Fomhair gan aoinneach ag cur 'na choinne.
Annsin bhi deireadh Ie Mighear Przemysl-gur chuir a gharsdun crodha
so dian-fhogha fuilteach ar neimh-nidh tamaillin beag sill a dtainig an
III. Arm asteach 'gha fhuascailt. Do rinne an chathair nios rno 'na a
rabhthas ag sUll leis agus a laige a bhi S1. Nuair a srutheadh an t-Arm
Austro-Ungarnach siar o'n San do chongbhuigh si tri Airm RUiseachaIII., VII. agus V.-<S dhul 'san iarthar ar a tMir agus do chuir si i n-3.irithe
do'n Arm camp3.in tuirseach traochta sos 0 chomhrac agus saoire bheag do
theastuigh go gear uaidh-ar an Dunajce agus na sMibhtibh Carpaitiacha.

• As 'Oesterreich-Ungarns Letzter Kreig, 1914-1918' do'n ghiota. sin shuas
Ie .cead foillsighthe 6 Schriftleitung der miLitnrwis enschaftlichen Mitteilungen,
\VIeD I., Stubenring I.
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EXPLORING THE ATMOSPHERE.
By

PROFESSOR

J. J.

NOLAN.

E live our physical life on the surface of an almost spherical piece
of solid matter around which lies a comparatively thin layer of
gas. We have become adapted, as the result of a long histo~,
to the lowest and densest portion of this gas-layer; breathing
it is part of our essential vital process. This gaseous atmosphere, because
of its unequal heating by the sun and its rotation with the earth, develops
currents. Fortunately for us and our works, these currents are only feeble
at the earth's surface. Of the mixture of gases which forms the atmosphere,
one, water-vapour, present in relatively small quantities, is readily condensable.
Its recurrent condensation, precipitation and evaporation play, together
with the surface wind circulation, the main parts in the pageant of weather,
of which we are attentive, if somewhat helpless spectators.
Apart from any attempt to understand the processes of weather, it would
be strange if man's curiosity did not reach out beyond the limits of his
environment, and drive him to explore, if possible, the remotest parts of the
earth's atmosphere.
Until comparatively recently, all knowledge of the
atmosphere had to be gained by observations made at the earth's surface.
Since ballooning began, towards {he end of the eighteenth century, a certain
amount of information has been obtained, in a somewhat haphazard way,
by direct exploration of the lower layers. The rapid development of the
aeroplane in the last quarter of a century would seem to have provided a very
valuable means of atmospheric exploration. But it is curious that the widespread use of aeroplanes has added little to our knowledge in this direction.
The main facts about that part of the atmosphere accessible to aeroplanes
and manned balloons had already been learnt by other methods. Of course,
it has always been possible to sample the upper atmosphere by making
observations on high mountains. It might be objected that conditions at
a projection of the earth's crust may not be the same as those in the free air at
the same height. But apart from this objection, experience has shown that
really great heights are difficult to attain, aud when attained, are, for various
~ns, not v~ fruitful in information. Such knowledge of the first few
miles of the earth s atmosphere as could be obtained from mountain and balloon
ascen~ was, in general, in accordance with expectation. The air was found
to ~ out ~teadily with increasing height. Its temperature fell at a
practically uruform rate. But examination pushed to grEtater heights revealed
many unexpected results.

W

The first systematic experiments were made towards the close of the
last century by unmanned balloons. Balloons of this type can be used in
two ways. In the first way, which is applicable only to moderate heights,
~ b~oons. usually filled with hydrogen, are liberated and their ascent
lD the ru.r abserved as long as they remain visible. From these observations
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it is possible to find the rurection, and strength of the wind at different heights
in the atmosphere. This information is of much meteorological value,
especially in connection with flying. Balloon ascents of this type are, when
possible, carried out very frequently at such meteorological stations as the
Valentia Observatory at Cahirciveen.
Balloon observations of the other type are made with balloons specially
designed so as to reach the greatest possible heights in the atmosphere.
They carry a very small and very light apparatus which makes a continuous
record of pressure and temperature. When the balloon bursts, the apparatus
falls, and, if it is recovered, its record can be examined and interpreted.
Investigations of this kind began in France, but were soon taken up in other
countries, some of the earliest work being done at Limerick. The results
were quite definite, and revealed a new feature of the structure of the
atmosphere. It was found that the uniform fall of temperature at the rate of
about 20 Fahrenheit degrees per mile extended to a height of about 6 or 7
miles and then stopped. A fairly sharp boundary separates the lower part
of the atmosphere in which the ordinary processes of weather, such as cloudformation and rainfall, are going on, from the upper part in which there is
little or no cloud, and no up and down mixing of air, and in which the
temperature seems to be practically steady at from 60° F. to 70° F. below zero
over this part of the globe, according to the season.
Balloons from which
records have been obtained have gone as high as 22 miles, and up to that
height there is no definite indication that the atmosphere is decidedly hotter
or colder than it is at the 7 miles level.
If balloons carrying recording instruments fail to reach any higher level
than 22 miles, is there any way in which we can obtain information about
the state of affairs at greater heights? A number of methods have been
found which we shall consider in turn. But it must be remembered that,
in the absence of direct instrumental knowledge, there must be some
uncertainty in the interpretation of other' kinds of evidence, and that this
uncertainty becomes greater as the distance from the earth increases.
Let us first consider the evidence of meteors or shooting stars. Many
careful observations have been made on these bodies by skilled observers.
As a result there is a great deal of reliable information about them, such as,
for example, the height at which they appear in the atmosphere. the height
at which they disappear, their brightness, and the velocity with which they
move. For example a typical shooting star may appear at a height of 60
miles in the atmosphere, and disappear at a height of 50 miles, after
travelling 40 miles in a slanting direction, at about 25 miles per second.
Such a meteor would have a brightness about equal to that of a first-magnitude
star. If it is assumed that the rapid motion through the air produces heat
by friction, and that this heat vaporises the material of which the meteor is
made, then the light is to be attributed to the collisions of the fast-moving
Working on these assumptions,
vapour particles with air molecules.
Professor Lindemann and Dr. Dobson of Oxford, have been able to calculate
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the density of the air, and its temperature, for the different heights at which
shooting stars have been seen. For moderate heights the results agree with
those obtained between 7 and 22 miles by the sounding balloons. But above
a height of about 40 miles, the evidence of the shooting stars points to a
density much higher than was anticipated, and to a temperatUle of about
BO° F., which is about 150 Fahrenheit degrees higher than the temperature
expected. The evidence of a dense warm layer of air about this height is
confinned by a number of other details which have been noted about the
appearance of meteors, but which need not be discussed here. As a matter
of interest, however, it may be mentioned that, according to the calculations
of Lindemann and Dobson, the solid part of the shooting star is, in most
cases, less than one-tenth of an inch in diameter.
How is the warm layer of gas to be accounted for? Lindemann and
Dobson maintain that it is due to heating of the atmosphere by absorption
of the sun's rays by ozone, which is plentiful in the air at that height, but
almost absent lower down. The ozone has the very important effect of cutting
off, almost completely, the very dangerous and destructive ultra-violet rays
which form part of the sun's radiation.
The idea of a warm region in the higher atmosphere, arrived at from
the study of shooting stars, soon received support from quite a different
quarter. During the European War a good deal of attention was given to the
transmission of sound in air, and schemes for determining the positions of guns
by sound-observations were in active operation. After the war, the destruction
of large- dumps of explosives gave opportunities for testing the audibility of
intense sounds at great distances. These explosions all gave results of pretty
much the same type, and these results have since been checked by accurate
observations on the sounds from big guns. In the case, for example, of the
explosion at La Courtine, about the middle of France, in 1924, it was found
that the place of explosion was surrounded by an area in which the sound
was heard normally, the time of arrival of the sound being that calculated
from its ordinary velocity of propagation. Outside this was a zone of
silence 50 to 100 miles wide. Outside this again were regions in which the
sound was heard distinctly, but at a time considerably later than was
calculated on the assumption that it travened in the ordinary way. Now the
reasons for the fading out even of an intense sound at a certain distance are
well known. Owing to certain conditions of wind and temperature, the sound
waves are tilted up, and leave the earth's surface. So well are these conditions
now known that, given certain information about wind and temperature, it
is possible to select times for the testing of big guns near the mouth of the
Thames, so that no disturbance is ('aused to the inhabitants of Southendon-Sea, only 5 miles away.
Explanation is required, therefore, not for the zone of silence, but for the
return of the sound, and for its delay en route. Dr. Whipple of Kew
Observatory showed that the difficulty could be solved by assuming that the
sound was bent back by a warm layer, high in the atmosphere. From the
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time of arrival of the sound, he calculated the height of this layer to be about
30 miles. This is lather lower than the height calculated from the evidence
of the shooting stars, but it is very satisfactory that there is agreement on the
main question.
Do any methods remain for probing still higher in the atmosphere?
The phenomena of the aurora hold out a promise of further knov,ledge. The
heights at which these displays of light originate can easily be determined.
They are seldom lower than 50 miles, or higher than 200 miles from the
ground. If the auroral light is analysed by the spectroscope, we can get a
clue to the kind of atom or molecule that is emitting it, and hence to the
composition of the atmosphere at the level at which the light is produced.
Now, up to recently, it has been thought, as the result of calculations of the
rate at which the various atmospheric gases would thin out in the higher
atmosphere, that above about 60 miles the atmosphere was entirely hydrogen.
It was supposed that nitrogen and oxygen, the gases most plentiful lower down,
would, owing to their greater densities, have practically disappeared at
that height. More recent theories, based on the idea that there can be very
little hydrogen in the atmosphere as a whole, favour the idea that above
60 miles the atmosphere is practically entirely helium. But the light from
the aurora at all levels appears to be due largely to nitrogen, and its most
characteristic constituent, the auroral green line, has been proved by
Professor McClennan of Toronto to be due to oxygen. There is no indication
of the two light gases, hydrogen and helium. The failure to observe the
spectra of these two gases is not a proof of their complete absence. but the
presence of nitrogen and oxygen, apparently in large proportions, is a
surprising fact that requires explanation.
So far we have been considering questions of the temperature and density
of the atmosphere, and of its composition. But it possesses other features
which arouse our interest. Its electrical condition, for example, raises all
sorts of new problems. The thunderstorm, which is the most striking
manifestation of atmospheric electricity, has been investigated since the time
of Franklin. While much has been learnt about it, the exact mechanism of
its production is as yet unknown. Most of the observations on the normal
electrical state of the atmosphere have been made from the gtOund, or from
moderate elevations. But the development of wireless in recent years has
furnished a new weapon with which surprising results are being obtained as
to the electrical conditions at high levels. It was realised at an early stage
in the history of wireless that the transmission of signals over long distances
around the curving surface of the earth required explanation. Oliver
Heaviside suggested in 1902 that there must be a layer in the atmosphere,
virtually a conductor of electricity, which acts as a reflector of the electric
waves, and prevents them spreading into space. In recent years Professor
Appleton of London has shown that it is possible to send a wireless signal
~p to this reflecting layer, to receive it back again, and to find the time taken
m the up and down journey. Hence the height of the layer can be calculated.
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Appleton finds not one reflecting layer, but two, the first at a height of 60
miles, and the second at 135 miles. Short waves can pass through the first
and are reflected at the second. Sometimes, with medium wave lengths,
reflection occurs in both, but the lower layer is usually more effective during
the day, and the higher one at night. To explain the reflection of electric
waves by these layers, it is assumed that, owing to the action of the sun's
rays (and, perhaps, of another mysterious radiation coming in from space,
which is known as the cosmic radiation) electrons or atoms of electricity are
set free in large quantities from the tenuous gases which exist at these heights.
This produces a kind of atmosphere of free electrons which would have the right
reflecting properties. But why there should be two reflecting layers is not
yet known.
Thus the electrical exploration of the atmosphere, as well as the other
methods which we have considered, yield results of an unexpected character,
which demand further investigation. For the general investigation direct
methods of sampling and testing are much to be desired. The method of
sounding balloons has, in one sense, probably been pushed to the limit. While
much may yet be learnt by the development of special apparatus to be
carried by these balloons. it is unlikely that they will ever go much higher
than the present limit of 22 miles. Professor Piccard has recently shown
how the use of manned balloons can be extended to greater heights than has
hitherto been possible. Although it has not appeared as yet that he has been
able to obtain scientific results of value in his first ascent, there is no -toubt
that much can be learnt by the employment of this method. But here
again the possible height to be attained is not great; very much less than that
reached by the sounding balloons.
In their search for a method of exploring the higher layers of the
atmosphere, many investigators have been attracted by the idea of the
rocket. It may soon be possible to employ some device based on this
p~ncip!e, which could be driven to great heights in the atmosphere carrying
WIth It automatically recording instruments and would bring back
their records in safety. Meanwhile, as has bee~ indicated, the possibilities
of the existing methods for the examination of the lower layers are by no
means exhausted. There is, for example, a great deal yet to be learnt about
the electrical conditions even in the first few thousand feet above the ground.
For ~m~ of this work the aeroplane is very suitable. But it is only to a
very limIted extent in Germany and in North America that any use whatever
has been made of aircraft for such investigations.
We have seen that in this, as in all enquiries of the kind, every step in
advance reveals new horizons, every problem solved confronts us with new
p~bl~ demanding solution. That is the unfailing attraction of all
SCIentific work. We may be sure that however de~p we delve in the earth
beneath us, or however far we probe in the air above us we shall ever find
SOmething to disconcert our expectations, and to invite us to further searching.
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By
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J. G.

O'DWYER.
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Undaunted we proceeded direct to Lucerne, hopeful that our team
might be successful there as we gathered from the catalogue that the
competitions were to be judged on time and performance. We naturally
thought that this suited us because our riders had good racing experience;
but to go fast and clean over such obstacles as we saw at Lucerne a few days
later, was quite a different thing. However we managed to get a few minor
ribbons ranging from 12th to 21st.
The third and last outing that year was in Dublin when we did
remarkably well, because the other teams, or, at least, the majority of them,
did not know how to jump banks. They learned enough in a few days to beat
us into third place in the competition for the Aga Khan Cup. Incidentally
this was a very poor International contest for the foregoing reasons.
Our School has advanced considerably since then, thanks to Colonel
Rodzanko's valuable instruction, and to our own observation of methods
employed by the more experienced riders of other nations.
In 1931 our teams won two Nations' Cups, one at Lucerne, the other
at Toronto, and were narrowly defeated by 4 points in a similar event at
Brussels. One might also mention the Brooks Bright Cup which we won at
Olympia, the Winchester Cup at New York, plus many other individual
first prizes during the year. The Army teams which competed in these
major events, and the scores, are as follows;LUCERNE.

Ireland
Switzerland
Italy
Belgium
Hungary
France

24 faults
28
32 "
42

"
"

1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.

TORONTO .

Ireland
Edgland
America
F rance
Canada

2 faults
5 "
6 "
11 "

1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.

.m 193;f.. theourselection
rider:> were responsible for selecting Shows at which to compete
would be as follows: Brussels, Olympia, Boston, New
York, and Toronto, as all are indoor and under similar conditions.
In
1933 the Shows selected would be all outdoor and so on until such time as
ha
'
,
we ve two teams well mounted. The explanation in brief is that an indoor
horse needs to get height, and the outdoor horse needs height and distance
at a fast pace. The former is judged on performance the latter on
~o~ance plus time, i.e., the horse with the minimum f~ults and fastest
time WUlS. One will readily realise the difference between both kinds of
Shows by drawing a comparison with athletics. A good high jumper is not
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always a good long jumper, but a good long jumper is invariably fast; so
it is with horses. Therefore if we are to make a real success of this form of
sport, the jumping horse, like the athlete, must be trained to do the job for
which he is suited by nature. Our position has been, and still is very difficult
in this respect, inasmuch as, owing to shortage of horses, the same mounts
must compete indoor and outdoor.
The end of this unsatisfactory state of affairs is not far off as the Army
now possesses some good young horses.
Judging from the satisfactory
progress which they are making in our School they will raise Ireland's flag
on many occasions in the near future.
UNSATISFACTORY RULES.

All these Shows at which our team has competed are called International,
but outside Ireland the national chances are often 10 to 1 against those of
any individual visiting team, as home officers may enter a horse or horses
for all competitions except the Nations Cup. Unfortunately for our School
the Royal Dublin Society is an exception, as all teams, including the home
team, can enter only six horses for each event under its auspices. Even
though this naturally reduces our chances of success it is the truly sporting
way.
THE DANGERS COURTED BY OFFICERS DAILY.

The names of Irish Officers and Irish horses have been engraved on
four different cups in foreign countries for 1931-a satisfactory measure of
success achieved as the result of great personal risk during the preparatory
period in the School. Each and every horse which is to represent the army
at home and abroad is trained daily over fixed timber, a risk that will readily
be appreciated by the hunting fraternity. All our riders are willing, and,
indeed, anxious to take this risk in the interests of the army, and the
reputation of the country.
In the immediate future our team is to compete at Nice, Rome, and
Brussels. The first two I believe to be amongst the world's most formidable
courses. The latter which is not quite so difficult, has fences as high as
6 feet 3 inches. Nice and Rome, which have not such high obstacles, are
more difficult, as the pace is much faster, and falls of horse and rider are
numerous.
In one competition at Nice in 1929 the first six horses to start fell at the
third fence, which was then changed by the judges-when a Belgian Officer
had been carried to hospital with a broken collar bone. There was a
somewhat similar experience at Rome last year. The reader will appreciate
how difficult the Nice course is when he realises that the bank is about
1~ feet high, and the water 21 feet wide, with a straight timber fence five feet
high across the centre, neither of these being the one which had to be
removed by the judges in 1929.
Though there is always an element of danger both in preparation, and in
actual competition, it weighs very lightly with a rider anxious to secure the
laurels of victory for the country which he has the honour to represent.
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MISTAKEN IDENTITY.
By

MAJOR

G. P.

HODNETT.

N HIS .. Essays on the Principles. of Circ~mstantial Evidence" the late
Mr. Justice Wills remarks that IllustratIOns are numerous to show that
what are supposed to be the clearest intimations of the senses are sometimes fallacious and deceptive and that some extraordinary cases have
occurred of mistaken personal identity. .. Hence," he adds, .. the particularIty, and as unreflecting persons too hastily conclude, the fri~ol~us
minuteness of inquiry, by professional advocates as to the causa sClentwe
in cases of controverted identity."
The most notable case mentioned by Justice Wills is that of the
Tichbourne claimant, the facts of which were almost household knowledge
to people of the last generation.
Roger Charles Doughty Tichbourne, heir to a baronetcy and twenty-five
thousand a year, was born in 1829 in Paris. He remained there until he
was sent to Stoneyhurst College in 1845. In 1849 he was commissioned in
the 6th Dragoon Guards. Having sold his commission, in March, 1853, he
sailed in a French vessel to Valparaiso. On the 20th April, 1854, he sailed
from Rio to Jamaica in the English ship .. Bella," which foundered at
sea without leaving any trace of survivors.
Tichbourne's mother, with a tenacious belief in a merciful Providence,
persuaded herself that he survived; and in 1862 she advertised for news of
her son. Shortly after, she received a letter from Australia purporting
to come from him. The claimant arrived in England in 1866. He was
recognised as her son by Lady Tichbourne, who was frequently in his
company until her death in 1868.
During this time her intellect was
perceptibly failing.
ThE' real name of the claimant was Arthur Orton. He was one of the
twelve children of a butcher, and had been born at 69, High Street,
Wapping, London. He had followed the trade of slaughterman. Yet at
the sub equent trial over one hundred witnesses identified the slaughterman
a Roger Tichbourne, the Pari ian-born son of a Baronet, the old Stoneyhurst
boy, and former officer in the Guards. The witnesses included officers and
men of Tichbourne's former regiment as well as the family solicitor.
The fact thnt Ort<>n by getting hold of two old family servants had
managed t<> acquaint himself with many of the details of the family history
of the Tichbournes to Some extent may explain this comedy of enors.
But amazement overcomes us aaain when we recall that Orton was almost
illiterate. Even years in the A~stralian wilds should not have deprived 8
Tichbourne of the knowledge that the family name should begin with 8
capital letter.

I

. :rot~thstnnding the tremendous array of evidence in his favour Orton's
claun failed. He was then indicted for perjury. After a trial lasting 188
days he.was convicted and given fourteen years' penal servitude. After his
release ill 1895, he Swore a full confession.
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On the 10th May, 1877, a circumcised Jew, who concealed to some
extent his origin and his dishonesty of purpose by being known as plain
"John Smith," was convicted at the Central Criminal Court, London, of
defrauding women. He passed bogus cheques to women of light character,
and he usually made off with their jewellery as well. Some time after Lis
release from five years' penal servitude, he went to Australia, where he
practised as a doctor. In 1894, however, he returned to London where
he ostensibly set up in the jewellery business. From that time the police
had many complaints of robbery from women of a certain class.
On the evening of the 16th December, 1895, Adolph Beck, a Norwegian,
went to the street door of the first :flat in Victoria Street, London, ~ call a
newspaper boy. While there a woman came up to him and said, .. What
have you done with my watch?" Beck replied, "Madam, I do not know
you, you are mistaken." On the woman persisting, Beck threatened to
give her into custody. Finally, they went together to the nearest policeman
to whom Beck complained that the woman was annoying him. He asked
tha.t she be taken into custody, whereupon the policeman marched them
both off to the police station.
At the station the woman repeated her charge; and two other women
brought by the police also identified Beck as the man who had robbed
them . The bewildered Norwegian was detained in custody.
During the succeeding days twenty-two women in all were brought to
have a look at Beck. Ten identilied him positively as the man who had
robbed them; some were uncertain. One only out of the twenty-two stated
that Beck was not the man who had swindled her.
The case against Beck was considerably strengthened at the preliminary
police-court proceedings.
The ten women positively identilied him.
A
police-officer who had been present at the conviction of John Smith swore
positively that Smith and Beck were the same man . By an extraordinary
mischance the fact that Smith was a circumcised Jew, though noted on his
prison record, had not been included in his police description. A handwriting expert added his indubitable note to the chorus by declaring that
the fraudulent cheques in the cases of Smith and Beck were in the same
handwriting, and that it was .. a Scandinavian type of handwriting
disguised. "
On the 3rd March, 1896, Beck was tried at the Central Criminal Court.
He was convicted, and given seven years' penal servitude. He was sent to
Wormwood Scrubbs, where he was given the number allotted to John Smith
in 1877 with an additional mark to denote a previous conviction. He presented fifteen petitions against his conviction, but without success. There
was then no Court of Criminal Appeal.
On the 8th July, 1901, after serving five years of his sentence, Beck
was released on license. From that moment he spent his time and what
money he had in an attempt to clear his name. He finally got the Salvation
Army to interest themselves; and their monetary aid would probably have
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brought about his vindication had not another blow fallen. On the 15th
April. 1904, Adolph Beck was again an'ested for swindling a woman.
lt was evident from the subsequent proceedings at the police-court and
Central Criminal Court that dishonest John Smith had in nowise abated his
activities. Five women on this occasion identified the unfortunate Beck;
and the handwriting expert again obliged. Beck was convicted for the
second time; but because of some instinct rather than for any definite
reason Mr. Justice Grantham postponed sentence and made inquiries. The
inquiries, however, brought out nothing.
A few days before Beck was due to appear for sentence, a police
inspector named Kane, who had been present at both trials of Beck,
happened to walk into Tottenham Court Road police-station. He was
informed that they had just detained a man for swindling women. That
very black sheep John Smith had returned to the fold. Kane lost no time
over the matter; for of the five women who had identified Beck at his last
trial, the three now available identified Smith as the man who had defrauded
th€.Jll. The witnesses at the first trial of Beck could not be traced; but
the depositions showed that one of them had noted that the man who
defrauded her wore a gold watch with a number of Egyptian coins attached.
Smith was wearing such a watch when brought to Tottenham Court Road
station. Some Hotel notepaper had formed a link in the chain against
Beck. Notepaper similarly headed was found on Smith. The handwriting
expert made his exit from the case, declaring with disarming candour that
had he known of Smith's circumcision and the absence of such a mark on
Beck, he might have seen reason to radically alter his opinion.
Beck received a free pardon in respect of both convictions and five
thousand pounds compensation. The notable feature of this case is that,
beyond the fact that each wore a grey moustache, there appears to have been
no great similarity between the general appearance of Smith and that of
Beck.
H may well be a ked what are the chances of such a case being repeated
to-uay. Human fnllibility cannot be eliminated; but it is safe to say that
if th& three reforms now operating in police and criminal procedure had then
been operating, Beck could hardly have been twice wrongly convicted. A
court of Criminal Appeal was set up in 1907 in England and in 1924 in
the aorstat.
By the Criminal Evidence Act of 1898 (corresponding
oorstat legi lation, No. 37 of 1924), an accused person can give evidence
on his own behalf. Had the witnesses who identified Beck in 1895 had the
advant ge of hearing his voice in the witness box, and of observing his
demeanour and gesture , they might have had cause to doubt their first
~pres ion. The third reform has been the legalization of the fingerprlDt ystem by the P enal Servitude Act, 1891. This last safeguard can,
h~wever, onI operate where-as in the Beck acse-the identity of a person
Wlth. ~me other person who was once convicted is in dispute. Smith's
convictIon took place fourteen years before the Act came into operation,
and, therefore, no record of his finger-prints was held by the police.
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When Adolph Beck got up from his slippered ease before the fire to call
for an evening newspaper the simple act was fraught with terrible unforseen
possibilities. So, when one day in May, 1796, a worthy resident of Paris,
Joseph Lesurqeus, went for a stroll and casually met a fellow-citizen from
Douai named Quanot, the stroll, with its chance rencontre, led Lesurques
to the guillotine.
Quanot was on his way to the police. office to reclaim papers which had
been seized in a police raid on the lodging-house where he had been staying
at Chateau· Thierry. He asked Lesurques to come along to identify him.
It appeared that only some days before the Mail travelling from Paris to
Lyons had been attacked about twenty-five miles from Paris. The courier
and postilion had been murdered, and a sum of seven million livres stolen.
In the raid on the lodging-house at Chateau-Thierry the police had arrested
one, Etienne Curiol, in whose possession a portion of the money stolen was
actually found.
Lesurques, not too pleased to be even so remotely mixed up in a police
matter as to have to speak to the identity of a former townsman, accompanied Quanot. In the waiting-room a number of witnesses in the Lyons
Mail case were assembled.
Two country women among them, after
scrutinizing Lesurques and his companion for some time, dem~nded to see
the magistrate, declaring that both men were identical with two of the
four horsemen who on the afternoon of the crime had dined at an inn near
the Scene of the crime. The police were satisfied that the robbery was the
work of four horsemen seen at several points near the hold-up on the fatal
evening.
Lesurques was a married man with three children. He had expensive
and artistic tastes, but with an income of ten thousand livres was in a
position to indulge them. He gave a substantially true account of himself
to the examining magistrate; but the fact that his identification papers were
not quite in order (a fatal matter where French officials are concerned),
Lesurques was arrested with
decided the matter for the magistrate.
Ouanot.
After his arrest the case against him piled up on Lesurques. Of ten
witnesses who had seen the four horsemen, seven were positive that
LeHurques was of the party: the remaining three expressed their belief as
to his identity. One inkeeper from Lieursant, about two miles from the
scene of the crime, declared that he well remembered Lesurques because the
latter had asked the innkeeper's wife for a piece of string to mend his spur.
A Spur mended with a piece of thread had been found on the scene of t.he
crime.
. When a man is living a life of leisure, no business to attend, no particular appointments to keep, it is often difficult for him to say exactly what
were his movements at a particular hour on a particular day. This would
appear to have been Lesurque's dilemma. He, however, set up an alibi,
accounting for his time on the 27th April by stating that he had spent two
hours at the shop of a friend, Legrand, a goldsmith, and from there he had
6
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gone with an artist friend to his cousin's house in the Rue Montorgueil,
subsequently going for a stroll along the Boulevards and taking a glass of
wine at a cafe.
The trial of Lesurques and his five alleged accomplices took place on
the 2nd August, 1796. The prosecution lacked neither vigour nor strength.
On the other hand Lesurque's alibi as regards his visit to the goldsmith
virtually broke down. The goldsmith had depended on his books for his
recollection, and the books on examination proved faulty. In fact the
prosecution alleged that they had been deliberately tampered with for the
purposes of the case.
After six hours' deliberation the jury convicted Lesurques, Couriol, and
Bernard as having taken part in the murders and robbery. Another man
named Richard was convicted as accessory after the fact. By a stroke of
irony, Guenot, who had enlisted Lesurque's good offices in the matter of
identification at the police-office, was acquitted, as was the sixth accused.
Lesurques, on hearing the verdict, again protested his innocence; and
Curiol, rising to his feet, said : •• Lesurques and Bernard are innocent;
Bernard only lent the horses; Lesurques has had nothing to do with the
crime."
Curiol's mistress, a girl named Breban, who had been with
the conspirators both before and after the crime, immediately informed the
authorities that Lesurques had been mistaken for a man named Dubosc, a
noted criminal.
Every effort was made to obtain a reprieve for Lesurques, but without
avail. He was executed on the 30th October along with Bernard and Curiol,
the latter protesting Lesurque's innocence to the end.
Though no official admission of error has ever been procured in
Lesurque's case, his innocence is now 'regarded as being sufficiently
established. A man named Durochat, who subsequently admitted having
travelled in the Lyons Mail to assist at the robbery, stated that Dubosc had
planned the whole affair. He stated that he had never known or even seen
Lesurques; and that the spur found on the scene of the crime belonged to
Dubosc. Roussi, an Itnlian, subsequently executed for his part in the
conspiracy, likewise denied any participation in the deed by Lesurques.
The Robbery of the Lyons Mail has held the boards as drama for many
years. .. Le Courrier de Lyon" was being performed on the Parisian stage
in the fifties of the last century. Sir Henry Irving later had it on at ~he
Lyceum in Dublin. It will be remembered that a talking film version WIth
ir Martin Harvey in the dual role of Lesurques and Dubosc was shown
. me months ago in Dublin. In the stage and film versions, however, there
18 8 happy ending to the ordeal of the worthy citizen Lesurques .
. Cases of conviction founded on mistaken identity can, I think, be
clauned to be rare in the annals of criminal trials in Ireland and England.
~e possibility that lurks behind even the most imposing f8.«ade of this
kind .of testimony is, therefore, liable to be at times forgotten did w,e .~ot
occasIOnally recall those almost incredible examples of human fallibility
pre ented by the cases of the Tichboume claimant, Adolph Beck, and
Joaeph Lesurques.
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BATTALION STANDARDS.
MacGEOGHEGAN'S HEIWIC ATTEMPT TO PQEVENT THE
CAPTUQE OF DUNBOY CASTLE.

By

CAPTAIN

J. E.

NOLAN.

This is the fourth of a series of articles outlining the incidents which
it is proposed to depict on our new Battalion Standards.
The incident chosen for this article is Mac Geoghegan 's heroic atteIJlpt
to prevent the capture of Dunboy Castle. It is considered advisable to
summarise antecedent history in order that the significance of the incident
may be appreciated.
OWARDS the .end of September, 1601, the Lord Depu~y of ~eland,
Lord MountJoy, was informed that a fleet of Sparush ships had
been sighted off the Old Head of Kinsale bearing towards Cork
Harbour. He was later notified that owing to adverse weather conditions
the ships had changed their course and had entered Kinsale Harbour.
Phillip III. of Spain had moved at last, but unfortunately for the hopes
of the Irish Chieftains the force was totally' inadequate for its mission, and
the landing place undesirable. Hugh O'Neill, Earl of Tyrone, is reputed
to have always maintained that only an army of considerable force could
hope for success in the South of Ireland, and to have advised that the
Spanish forces should land on the North coast, preferably in Carlingford
Lough. The wisdom of this advice was soon to be proved.
The Spaniards immediately disembarked and captured the town of
Kinsale, the small English garrison having retired on their approach.
The Spanish force, about 3,400 strong, was commanded by Don Juan
D'Aquila, who, if he is to be judged by his subsequent conduct, appears to
have possessed neither the courage nor the abimy required of a commander
engaged on such an enterprise. He immediately sent word to the North
announcing his arrival and pressing 0 'N eill and 0 'Donnell to join him
without delay. The disappointment of these two Chieftains must have
been extreme when they realised the smallness of the expedition and the
ill-chosen landing place. However, they knew that this was their last
chance of success and prepared to march southward with all haste.
The situation in the South was anything but satisfactory for the Spanish
Commander. James Fitzthomas, Earl of Desmond, and Finian MacCarthy,
whom he had depended upon for co-operation, had, when news of the arrival
of a Spanish Fleet was reported, been arrested and lodged in the Tower.
The result was that their troops, whom he expected to be placed at his disposal, were now scattered around the province that it was impossiUe to
o~ganise them in a short time. Moreover, a large body of Irish troops under
SIr James MacCarthy had joined the English forces; although the English
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Commander did not hope for loyalty from these men when it came to an
engagement with their own chieftains, they were so many soldiers less at
the disposal of Don Juan D'Aquila.
.
Thus for the time being the foreigners were left to face the English
alone, in foul weather, with ammunition soaked during removal from the
ships, and a considerable portion of artillery still on the high seas. Truly
not an envious position!
On the English side, Lord Mountjoy and Sir George Carew, Lord
President of Munster, were not inactive. At a meeting held in Kilkenny
it was decided that the former would assume command of the operations at
Kinsale. They gathered together all the available forces, and with 2,000
troops from England set out for Kinsale. On arrival there they attacked
Rencorran Castle, which had teen occupied by the Spaniards, and captured
it after about two weeks' fighting.
Hugh O'Neill mobilized his forces at Ballymote and started his long
march towards the South. In due course he arrived at Kinsale. No details
of his journey are available, but O'Donnell, who started earlier than O'Neill,
had arrived in Co. Tipperary when news of his whereabouts was conveyed
to Mountjoy.
The latter at once sent a large force under the command of Carew
to intercept him and when O'Donnell arrived at Holycross he found that the
English were lying right across his path within four miles of his camp. He
was now in a very difficult position. The mountains of Slieve Phelim were
impassable because of heavy rains, but it seemed that Providence was
coming to his aid, for on that night a very severe frost so hardened the
ground that he was able to cross the mountains while the English Army
slept. In the morning Carew found the camp deserted and he immediately
moved off to overtake O'Donnell, but although always within a couple of
miles of him he could never establish contact. He eventually gave up the
eha e and returned to Kinsale. 0 'Donnell also reached Kinsale in due
course.
The English force was now joined by troops under the command of Sir
Christopher Saint Lawrence and the Earl of Clanricarde, and a force under
the Earl of Thomond landed simultaneously with about 10,000 men and
st~re from pain, which had been delayed by bad weather. The Spaniards,
~vlth the help of O'Sullivan-Beare, succeeded in shutting this English force
tn between the town and the transports, with the result that they suffered
in men and ships .
. With t~~ arrival of O'Donnell the English Army was placed in a very
nou po ltlon. Hemmed in between O'Donnell's force and the town,
they found it almost impossible to obtain supplies of food. O'Neill's force
W8 now in ight and there seemed to be nothing to save the English Army
from complete annihilation, for O'Neill between them and Cork would mean
that all retreat was cut off.
The Spllni h position was now considerably strengthened as the Castles
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of Baltimore and Dunboy had been handed over to them by the Chieftain;
they now had absolute command over the harbours of Baltimore, Kinsale
and Bearehaven.
The besiegers were now the besieged, and had the Irish and Spanish
forces continued in their present positions and avoided an action the English
troops would certainly have perished from cold and famine, and with them
would have ended the English interest in Ireland.
Hugh O'Neill realised this; he declared emphatically against affording
the chance of battle to an enemy who was only to be saved by some
desperate effort. But the Spanish General, blinded with the vain hope of
ending the war by one successlul stroke, pressed his Irish allies to agree to
an immediate attack. He assured them that the .w eak and diminished
numbers of the English (a considerable number had perished by hunger
and the inclemency of the weather) could not furnish a third part of their
trenches and that nothing but a vigorous attack was required to ensure
certain and easy victory. Several of the Irish Chieftains were of the same
opinion and O'Neill was reluctantly compelled to adopt Don Juan's plans.
It was finally decided that 0 'N eill and 0 'Donnell would attack on the
night of December 23rd, 1601, and that the Spanish forces would co-Operate
from the town. Unfortunately the English Commander became aware of
the plan and very cleverly arranged to turn what might have been the
destruction of his forces to a complete victory. On the selected night he
staged a sham fight with the help of muskets and a plentiful beating of
drums. O'Neill and O'Donnell, hearing the noise, thought that the Spanish
troops were already engaged, and hurried forward only to find the English
Army under arms ready to receive them. Actually the Spanish troops had
not left the town, their General evidently being better informed than
O'Neill.
It was now broad daylight and O'Neill, realising that the scheme had
failed, endeavoured to retreat. In executing this movement his troops fell
into some confusion and the English immediately attacked. For a time
his force and that of 0 'Donnell held their ground, but a general panic
seized their troops and they fled in confusion, hotly pursued by the English
troops.
O'Neill and O'Donnell tried to reorganise their forces, but of no avail.
The troops would not fight &nd O'Neill had no option but to return to the
North. O'Donnell went to Spain.
Don Juan D' Aquila, astounded at the defeat, of which his own impudent
ro hness had been the ca.use, though he imputed it to some secret treachery
on the pa.rt of the Irish, determined to relinquish an enterprise which he
r,ow saw to be desperate. In a frenzy of indignation and resentment he
communicated with the Lord Deputy and asked that an officer be sent to
acquaint him with the conditions on which the surrender of the town of
Kinsale would be accepted. Sir William Godolphin was sent to him and
he was told that to prevent bloodshed his overtures would be accepted on
the following conditions :_
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(1) That he should resign all the places he held in Ireland to the Lord
Deputy.
(2) That his forces should be transferred to Spain and that he would
be allowed to hire ships and victual for the purpose.
(3) That his forces should engage not to bear arms against the English
until they should be landed at some Spanish port.
(4) That Don Juan should abide there until the last embarkation, ~nd
that all his treasure, ordnance and ammunition should be left at the English
command's disposal.
The pride of Don Juan was exceedingly hurt by the last article, and he
rejected the proposals with disdain. When Mountjoy considered the
advantage of receiving at once a number of places of strength, which could
not be reduced without a tedious and hazardous struggle, during which fresh
supplies might arrive from Spain, he agreed to rescind the disagreeable
article and Don Juan agreed to hand over not only the town of Kinsale,
but also the castles of Baltimore, Castlehaven and Dunboy.
SIEGE OF DUNBOY CASTLE.

When Dunboy Castle was on the point of being ceded O'Sullivan-Beare,
who had resigned this strong and inaccesible fort to the Spaniards, provoked at his capitulation and denying the Spanish Commander's right to
deprive him of his patrimony, decided to occupy the castle. On the night
of 2nd February, 1602, he effected a breach in the wall. In the morning
the Spanish Captain found himself a prisoner and the castle in the hands of
its rightful owners. O'Sullivan-Beare released the majority of the garrison
but kept the Captain and some of the men, together with all the ammunition
blld stores. He immediately set about strengthening the defences of the
castle and its vioinity and soon believed that it would be impregnable
for the English. He entrusted the defenoe of the castle to Richard MacGeoghegan and Thomas Taylor, an Englishman.
Indeed the natural strength of its situation and the extreme difficulty
of access to it so alarmed some of the English that they endeavoured to
persuade Carew from attacking it; but he, dreading another Spanish
invasion, resolved that no fort of strength should be held against the Queen's
forces, and at once made plans to capture it.
On April 2Srd, 1602, he left Cork with about 1,500 men and marched to
Bantry. where he wai~ed for his stores which were coming by sea. At the
same time he ent a force to operate in Co. Kerry to ensure that there was
no danger of an attack on his rear. This force eventually joined him at
about the same time as his store ships arrived in Bantry Bay.
.
It was at first decided to make the attack from the sea. but Carew
soon perceived a small island near the mainland on which he discovered a
piece of ground hidden from the castle by a gulley which afforded first-class
cover for some small artillery. He succeeded in getting his guns into the
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position and under their cover, his troops, moving on the far side of the
island, reached the mainland. The siege of Dunboy Castle had now begun,
and although the small garrison put up a gallant fight, the odds were against
them . Soon a breach was made and the turret gained. The English
colours were substituted for the Irish and their own guns were used against
the defenders.
These were forced back fighting every inch of the way until eventually
the survivors were confined to the cellars, the approaches of which were
closely guarded by English troops. Some of them attempted a rally but
were either killed on the spot or captured and put to death.
Mac Geoghegan was mortally wounded, and Taylor, in desperation,
opened one of the nine barrels of gun-powder in the cellars, sat near it with
a lighted candle and informed Carew that unless he gave them their lives
he would blow up the castle. Carew refused to parley and opened fire with
the intention of burying the remaining men in the ruins. Perceiving this
his comrades persuaded Taylor to submit and he sent word to Carew that
he and his forty-eight comrades were ready to surrender.
Sir George Thornton, the Sergt .-Major, Capt. Roger Harvey, Capt.
Power and others entered the cellars to receive them. Seeing Taylor and
the others ready to surrender Mac Geoghegan raised himself up from the
ground, snatched a lighted candle, and staggered to the open barrel of
powder. Capt. Power rushed forward and held him in his arms until he
was killed by the soldiers. Taylor and the others who surrendered with
him were afterwards put to death.
Thus ended the siege of Dunboy, remembered because of the desperate
effort of Mac Geoghegan to prevent the castle falling into the enemy's hands.
I cannot conclude better than by quoting a note written by a soldier at that
time: •• Observe that this man, being mortally wounded with divers shots
in his body, and been lying stiff and bleeding for a day and a night. What a
heart he must have had."

Works consulted: History of Ireland-Eleanor Hull.
Pacata Hibernia.
The History of Ireland-M. McDermott.
A Short History of the Irish People-Mary Hayden and C. A. Moonan.
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British Field Service Regulations Vol.
II. 1929.

r

A NOTABLE FRENCH REVIEW.

E REVIEW of the latest edition of Field Service Regulations, Vol. II.,
by Captain H. Morel, from which the following extracts are made,
appeared in the Revue Militaire Francaise. The translation is by
the 2n4 Bureau, General Staff.
Field Service Regulations, 1929, replace those of 1924, which in turn
replaced the provisional Regulations of 1920. This rapid succession which did
not originate in fresh war experience or in any alteration in the form of
military institutions, must, therefore, be justified by evolution or progressive
adjustment of doctrine. It is on such changes, and on the tendencies which
they indicate, that these reflections bear.
As between the 1929 Regulations and those of 1924, there are marked
differences. In the 1929 Regulations everything that concerns the characteristics
of arms, and their employment in defence or in attack, has been reduced to
a minimum; the student is referred to the regulations for each arm for the
details in each particular case. The Regulations state that they are concerned
with a "war of the first magnitUde." For particular kinds of warfare,
e.g., mountain warfare, forest warfare, reference is made to regulations which
cater for these operations in detail, viz. : "Manual of Operations on the North
East Frontier of India," and " Notes on Operations in Forest Warfare." The
new Regulations have thus been shortened.
The Regulations open with a chapter which the 1924 Regulations did
not contain. on the origin and nature of war, on military policy, and the
employment of armed forces. This is not altogether an original feature. The
1920 Regulations gave similar but more concise definitions, which disappeared
in the 1924 edition.
It is neverthe1ess important to pay attention to the re-appearance of these
of principle. "A nation," says the regulations, "must protect
Its ~tal interests." To do this it may have to impose its will upon another
nation. It endeavours to achieve this object by employing part or all of the
means of persuasion at its command. These means include diplomacy,
economic influence applied in the form of financial and commercial restrictions,
and-in the last resort-the use of armed forces at sea on land and in the air.
!he armed forces, therefore, are only one of the se~eral means employed;
1ll ~ struggle for national existence it is by the simultaneous and combined
action of all its means of persuasion that a nation achieves its object-the
subjugation of the opponent's will.

~ec.Ia:ations

Thi~ obj.ect may be achieved by denying the opponent the mean.s ~f
~duc?ng his ~ational life, or by forCing him to realise either that It 15
lmp0SSIble for him to attain his object or that the effort necessary is beyond
that which he is able or prepared to 'make. To deny him the means of
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conducting his national life his country must be occupied, or his vital lines
of communication and supply interrupted. Since the armed forces are the
only instruments of offence or defence, these forces, or such of them as are
capable of influencing the decision, must be overcome. The aim of the army
is, therefore-in co-operation with the Navy and Air Force-to break down
the resistance of the enemy's armed forces in furtherance of the approved
plan of campaign.
These " elementary truths" deal with actualities. 1929 is the year of the
Kellogg Pact, which "condemned recourse to war-for the settlement or
solution of any difference or conflict of any nature no matter of what
origin." There is no cause for surprise in this contradiction.
Military
regulations are compiled by soldiers and not by statesmen. Whilst military
regulations exist, their authors have a right to believe that war is an
admissible hypothesis. The Kellogg Pact having suppressed neither armies
nor the manuals which direct their activity in time of peace, it is quite in
order, and, indeed, opportune to recall the old definitions of the "Last
argument of Kings." It is nothing more than the rule of the game. We
cannot ask a person who practices a trade to enunicate a suicidal policy in
regard to that trade. It is not in the bootmaker's interest to start a
barefooted fashion.
The regulations lay down, also, in the paragraph which defines the
principles of military policy, the role of the military commander who only
has to employ an army provided by the state, and to apply a plan of war
for which the state is solely responsible. "This responsibility for the
organization of the land forces of the Empire rests with the Army Council,
and with the corresponding authorities in the self-governing Dominions and
in India, in their respective spheres."
"The unity of direction and control of these forces in Great Britain is
exercised by the Ministers of State who have executive responsibility for the
conduct of the war, and who, with the assistance of the heads of the three
services, decide upon the plan of campaign, and provide and maintain the
necessary personnel and material." Thus, at the head, there is the state assisted
by its counsellors who represent the three elements of the armed forces of the
Empire. At the bottom, there is the executive, the commander-in-chief,
master only in the domain of performance.
But this war, the "final argument of states," a means amongst others,
and the last to be employed, needs, so that it may be justified, to be an
efficacious and economical means. The English have never appreciated the
aesthetic tendencies, if we may use the phrase, which were inherent in
Napoleonic art. They have never imagined that the soldier might become
the knight, and regard the art of war as art for art's sake. They have
remained at what we might call the " old-time war " style, where war and even
battle are closely subordinated to politics. War, a regrettable and dread
means, should be an advantageous operation. Otherwise, it is useless to have
recourse to it.
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Now, war, under the form in which we have known it, is ruinous, and
its results are doubtful. It is, therefore, necessary to come back to a different
form of war, a war of movement, which the principal adversaries tried to apply
in 1914, with results which were disastrous because of the stopping power of
modern small arms.
The regulations of 1929 regard this war of movement as the normal
form of warfare. This is its most notable and significant feature. In the
1920 regulations there is an entire chapter given to position warfare. The
1924 regulations suppress this chapter, and treat both types of warfare on
an equal basis; but even the manner in which they are shown, and the name
(" encounter battle ") which it gives to movement warfare seems to indicate
that they only consider this form of warfare as a preliminary phase which
finally leads to the ,. organised attack" against a fortified position.
The 1929 regulations do not deal specially with the character of the attack
and defence in a war of movement: it is the normal form. The special
instructions for the attack and defence of an organised defensive system
(protracted defence) are put into two chapters entitled: " Further
considerations." The chapter dealing with the attack on an organised position
contains nine pages, instead of twenty-four in the 1924 text.
We may say that all this is only a shadow of the general tendencies
which, in all countries, strive to avoid a repetition of the historical fatality
of the latest experience. But we believe that in England this tendency is
particularly strong, because it is the deep reaction of instinct and not the
result of reasoning. The last war has left a bitter memory in the English
military mind. The small regular English Army "the army of quality,"
was immediately submerged in the gigantic and confused whirlpool of the
masses created by compulsory service. It was necessary to start conscription,
that is, to admit the futility of the traditional military system, and for
four years this was a ruinous war in which the losses were out of proportion
to the results. obtained. The military intelligence of Germany and France
has adapted Itself to this new form of warfare. The English adapted
themselves also, but we are not wrong in saying that they did so with more
re~ugnanc.e than we did, and that their reaction against this bloody and
rumous kind of warfare was particularly violent .
.War may be a necessary and final means of policy. The means necessary
to, VI~tory ~ould be sacrificed, but not a man or a pound more. The blood!
mill In which the ~nglish were ground for four years, and from which th~lr
coun~ emerged In poverty, their industry disorganised, their Empire 111
turmOil, seems totally absurd to them. " Anything but that" they might
say. co11oqm'ally, Hence their ardent efforts to find a sure means
'
of escape
th
from the
'ti
'
enth ' post on of tactical ~talemate created by defensive fire. Hence e
USIasm for the hopes which the tank and motorisation in general offer,
and the possibilities which they give to a small army by making it one of
concentrated power.
'
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Because this repugnance of instinct was useless if a means were not
found to overcome the material obstacle created by fire, the study of this
system was the object of the 1927 and 1929 manoeuvres, on which occasions
armoured units, entirely motorised, acted independently of the old arms.
The 1929 regulations come after these experiments, and one may wonder,
having read the plentiful literature which discusses and describes the complete
revolution that the tank will bring to the art of war, that it is so moderate
and prudent in the employment of what they call " the mobile units"
(cavalry units and armoured units). It refers, for the detailed action of
armoured vehicles to the 1927 regulations which were published previous
to the trials of these last years.
This praiseworthy restraint should not excite surprise. A regulation
is the up-to-date method for the employment of up-to-date arms. It must
not comment on the future. Imagination opens the road upon which realistic
experiment walks slowly; there are some who construct the future on paper.
There are, besides, those who regulate the actual employment of arms,
remaining within the strict limit of possibilities. Evidently, what misleads
is the vigour and quality of this literature which knows how to anticipate
in the military world with, often, a singular semblance of truth. English
im"agination is realistic and strong. It is not a rush of unchecked ideas.
They know how to create a future which, from the fantastic worlds of
Shakespeare and Swift to the anticipation and dreams of Wells and Butler,
have the colour and breath of life; everything is weighed and measured.
It is not a logical construction whose premises only have been invented.
At the base of all the anticipation on the new war, there is this faculty and
task of making imitation appear real, positive and seemingly truthful .
But apart from this free run of imagination there is, distinctly, a cold
and practical reasoning which, at each instant, weighs the possibility, and
is in no way troubled by hope. In 1929 what can we do with the material
existing in 1929, not experimentally, but practically? The additions to
the regulations in this respect are as a whole modest :"Armoured forces, like all other formations, must possess the means
of reconnaissance, protection, attack and defence" which raises the problem
of the possibility of entirely autonomous armoured forces. The regulations
mention further on the existence of these armoured units in the new
paragraph which introduces the old paragraphs given to tanks and armoured
cars. Their action is considered, either in co-operation with other arms,
or independently : "Their wide radius of action, which is limited by their petrol
capacity, and by the physical endurance of crews, enables them to strike a
blow not only against an enemy's flanks, but also against his headquarters
and his rear services. Their mobility enables them t o withdraw quickly
~fter an operation has been completed, and to make considerable detours
m a short time, in order to utilize the must suitable terrain."
The principle of the independent employment of these formations is
thus stated. They must not engage in frontal attack, where they intervene
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only in liaison with the other arms, but find the parts of the enemy formatio
ns
not so strongly armed, the flanks and the rear, a principal idea with
which
we shall deal further on.
The paragraph concerning tanks, divides them into medium tanks,
light tanks, and immediate support tanks, to the exclusion of heavy
tanks.
Battle amongst tanks is considered, and, concerning action in liaison
with
the infantry, the sentence of the 1924 Regula tion: "One of the
principal
roles of the tank is to facilitate the advance of infant ry" (P. 22) is suppress
ed.
During the approach march, the commander of the army may detach
elements of the mobile forces to operate on the front, and on the
enemy
flanks. .. It may even be advisable to employ tanks on these
tasks,
especially if the information required can be obtaine d only by fighting
."
After the first contact with the enemy .. It may be necessary to
reinforce
them (the advance guards) with additional artiller y and armoured
units, in
order to assist them in their task of driving in the enemy' s coverin
g troops.
The possession of armoured units has placed in the hands of a comman
der
a weapon of offence which may enable him to surprise and inflict consider
able
damage on the enemy." As if afraid of being too advanc ed the regulati
on
also adds: .. Armies possess at present, however, only small number
s of
such units, and consist in the main of large bodies of infantr y whose
rate
of progress governs that of the force."
The chapter dealing with advance guards also deals with the employment
of tanks .. when it is necessary to deal rapidly with the enemy, " whilst
the
regulation of 1924 seemed to consider this employment as prematu
re, and
sub-ordinated it to the necessity of keeping a sufficient force of
tanks. to
s~pport the principal attack launched by the infantr y." This
restricti
on
disappeared in
II

1929.

In the attack the employment of tanks remains somewhat similar to that

fixed by the preceding regulation.

It only deals in the final paragraph of

~e ~hapter, .. Tanks in the Attack." with the efficacity of the flank attack :.Wlth the direct attack, the armoured units may be employed to make
the

Wld~. movement and operate against the enemy flanks, reserves, battery

posItions, and general headquarters." It is also those vital points
that ~e
~oured units will aim at in the pursuit, where they will act in conjunction
:th ca~~; ~hilst the 1924 regulation considers the tanks too
.slow for
close licuson Wlth cavalry, and mentions that cavalry in the pursmt
should
~ot await the tanks." We dwell on these matters so as to show how prudent
IS hi~ role actually given to the new arm.
We see these armoured units, of
w
the manoeuvres of 1927-1928 have shown an example, appear in all
phases o~ battle, but the principle of their employment is given, rather
than
the detailed explanation of their action. This description of the
approach
march .and of the battle remains appreciably the same as in the
previOUS
regulations.
II

~ut without aWaiting an uncertain future there exists an essentiall~
mobile weapon that the last war has momentarily'rendered impote nt-and
this
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impotence must not be interpreted as a failure-to wit, the cavalry. The
1929 regulations asserts more emphatically the confidence in this arm which
the two preceding regulations had already declared. The cavalry should
combine mobility which is its principal characteristic, with fire action; they
should dare; it is the arm of great risks.
The three regulations regard the employment of dismounted cavalry
as a waste. often necessary, always regrettable. The 1929 regulation insists
on this principle with great force: "It is, however, only when acting
mounted, supported by the fire of its machine guns and artillery, that
cavalry can develop its special characteristics to the fullest extent," and
further on: "Since the cavalry is of great value to cover a retreat or
support a counter-offensive, it will only be utilised dismounted, in most
exceptional circumstances." Mounted combat, therefore, remains the normal
method of combat of cavalry. Dismounted combat is but the ruinous
expedient. Here, indeed, is a crucial point in consideration of war of
movement. To believe in the possibility of mobile warfare is to believe in
the intervention of cavalry as such at the opportune moment. The
regulations are at pains to support with all modern means of mobility the
action of this cavalry-necessary in approach, useful in attack, and
predominant in pursuit.
"The introduction of aircraft, fast armoured
fighting vehicles, and mechanised artillery, together with the mechanisation
of cavalry transport, has greatly increased the striking power and range of
action of cavalry formations." The mobile units of which the regulations
speak so often are either armoured units, mechanised cavalry units, or a
combination of the two arms. They are in essence offensive units in which
the mounted horsemah plays his part.
We will, perhaps, regard with a certain amount of scepticism the
capabilities of such detachments against fronts well supplied with automatic
and anti-tank weapons, victorious once more in the duel of projectile and
armour. Cavalry charging machine guns-it would be ridiculous to attribute
to the authors of the regulations a childish overlooking of the recent past.
But it is not a question of an action against fronts; and the 1929
regulations stress this in many passages. It is by actions from flank or rear
that the modern mobile army may produce maximum effects.
Against
more or less organised fronts, the old methods of attack hold good, and
the description of the preparation for the frontal attack shows that the
English have not forgotten an experience which they have interpreted like us.
The artillery and tanks act in liasion with the infantry, whose role and
method of employment remain the same as in the preceding regulations.
But, instead of flying against unconquerable fronts or those which may only
be broken by the employment of considerable forces that the English army
~y not, at the commencement of the war, be able to raise immediately,
It 15 better to seek to attain the unarmed or weakly armed parts of the
enemy formation, the flanks, and, if possible, the rear, through a mobility
superior to that of the enemy.
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We find on many pages of the Regulations what one might call the
"obsession of the flanks" in regard to security, defence and attack. This
consideration has not escaped the attention of French military authors, but
with them it is the result of a thought-process, whereas with the English
it seems to be an instinct. In fact with us, since 1870, French military
thought has been moulded on a military system which aimed at numbers.
This number permitted large deploying-the length of front protecting the
rear. The problem of the flanks, important though it was, was limited to
the wings of an extended formation. At the outbreak of the war the French
army had only one wing-the units, other than those on the wing, being more
or less dovetailed. The problem did not arise at that stage. The reduction
of effectives in the post-war armies has again raised the problem of flank
protection-but as the result of a thought-process, the impulse of the French
strategist is rather to try and link up with his neighbours right and left than
to defend his flanks alone.
The English army, on the other hand, small by tradition, and the instrument
of a policy whose many aims run the risk of dividing it further-disembarkation
corps, expeditionary corps, has, we may say, less front than flank. The lines
of communication cross foreign countries, hostile or doubtful. In the wide
theatre of its many operations it risks becoming only a point, vulnerable
on all sides, dangerously distant from the base where its services rely upon
the sea. The experience of the war of movement in 1914 could only intensify
this fear of being enveloped. And so the safety of the flanks in the march
to ?attle, and in the battle itself is the object of many instructions wh~ch
spnng naturally from the idea of doing unto others what you would not WIsh
they should do unto you-from attacking in your turn those flanks and
rears which you know are so vulnerable and poorly armed in your own case.
Considerations in the attack (P.105) detail the advantages of the frontal and
the flank a~tack. The regulations do not appear to distinguish them clearl!,
or to realise that their combination is necessary in order to contalll
the ~emy re~rve. As a matter of fact the English view banks upon the
supenor mO~ility of the units responsible for enveloping, and figures that,
thanks to this great mobility, the enemy reserves will be reached before they
can participate.
To secure surprise, it is necessary not only to possess a superior mobility,
but ~ to ensure secrecy in operation. The 1929 regulations refer on many
OC<:astons to the essential necessity of surprise and secrecy.
~ongst the means which they recommend to hide from the enemy
the pomt of the projected attack and the nature of the forces ordered to secure
'b·ile forces are conSidered),
.
th
the decision (especially wh en mo
ere ·IS the
employment of natural or artificial obscuritv night and smoke.
Concernin th . h .
-,
f the
g e rug t, It may be utilised either for marches or or
attack. . .\\illle explaining more precisely than the preceding regulations
the c?~dih~n of ni~ht att~ck. (~. 198-~99) the 1929 regulati~ns s~em to.~~ist
especi y n the difiiculties, difiiculhes of aerial observation, lIDposslbility
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of manoeuvre, necessity of limiting the engaged effectives (maximum an
infantry brigade), and the given targets, impossibility of exploiting a success,
etc. Nothing decisive may take place at night.
Similarly, the regulations do not deem night favourable for marches
This idea varies sufficiently
between the concentration base and battle.
from ours to permit a full length quotation of the passage. To escape
observation and enemy aerial attack "it may be necessary to make night
marches. Yet, such movements limit the mobility of mechanical vehicles,
and are tiresome, if prolonged, during long periods. The troops, expecially
those belonging to mounted arms, cannot have the same quantity of rest
by day as by night. Besides, columns marching by night, especially when
they are moving on clearly defined roads, may be seen by an aeroplane
furnished with flares. During the summer, the hours of darkness are generally
insufficient to hide both important movements of troops and the traffic that
their subsistence renders necessary.
The latter suffices to indicate the
direction of the operations undertaken.
On the other hand, movements
by day may often be executed under reasonable conditions of security.
There are regions and periods when climat' e conditions hinder the employment
of aviation. By day, the anti-aircraft defence is more efficacious and combat
aviation may act more easily against enemy aircraft reconnoitring. For these
reasons, the movements of large units, by night, should be reduced to short
periods."
The true reason of this attitude towards night marches is given, on the
preceding page: "When the army is not in contact with the enemy, and
When such contact is not probable, the well-being of troops is one of the principal
considerations." Not to tire the soldier, but to keep him fresh for battle, is
the consideration which re-appears on many pages. Night marches will be
reduced to the movements necessary for the placing of forces carrying out the
attack, for the preparation and priming of these enveloping movements
Whose success depends essentially on keeping the enemy in the dark as long
as possible. The enemy must not know the place or nature of the attack.
There is, if we may so call it, the attack (cards on the table) where power,
sure of itself, is offered openly. There is the surprise attack and bluff which
succeeds because of an unexpected manoeuvre or the employment of combat
means not fully known, or unexpected.
To favour entry into action, the 1929 regulations, like its predecessor,
calls upon the wide employment of smoke; •• The value of smoke is so great,
especially for infantry attacks, that its employment must always be
COnsidered in framing battle plans. In all smoke operations imagination
and variety must be brought into play so that the enemy may never know what
to expect.'"
The employment of smoke is recommended in the attack on trenches,
for the protection of the approach and attack by armoured units, clouds of
smoke to cover the displacement of troops during the placing of the attacking
formation, to mask the withdrawal. The employment of smoke is considered
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a means to be constantly employed in all the phases of battle. Like the
preceding regulations, the 1929 regulations mention the possible employment
of tanks as generators of smoke.
That which is characteristic of the English regulations, is not the mere
employment of smoke; it is its systematic employment to conceal the approach
and the attack from the enemy. This standpoint fits well with a system
founded less on power than on boldness, on surprise, on the demoralisation '
of the enemy by manoeuvres directed against his nerve-centres and rear, what
our sporting style would call .. a blow below the belt," the guard being too
close and strong. The system denies nothing of the lessons of the last
experience, but seeks to escape its demand by taking the problem otherwise,
thanks to the bold use of old means and thanks especially to new appliances.
No matter what judgment may be given on these new matters, it must
not be forgotten that a strategy which seeks expression in an efficacious
tactical system carries the seal of national policy of which it is the instrument.
Offensive or defensive war is, for us, intimately joined to national welfare.
There were periods when we protected this soil by great operations beyond
our own frontiers: during the last war we clung to our invaded soil. We
now wish to render our frontiers inviolable. There is ever the question of
national territory to be enlarged, protected or liberated. England has not
had to fight on her own territory up to the present. Her army is, by definition,
an expeditionary force. It is necessary, where policy has decided to employ
the army, to obtain a result as rapidly and as economically as possible.
One must not judge the normal method of action of the English by the
last war. By throwing themselves into the fray during the first days, they
were prematurely exhausted and it may be said, left to another Anglo-Saxon
Arm!. the glory and profit of a lingering intervention. This departure from
tradition saved us, and our gratitude is in proportion to the service rendered.
yve know what England sacrificed by giving us as reinforcement an
Irreplaceable army which could have been master.
We wish to. indicate by this that war such as the English may see it ~as
an altogether different character from that which we gave it. It conslSts
of the opportune, rapid, powerful intervention of a small army of the" eleventh
hour," which turns the balance in favour of those whom English policy has
decided to support.

This reduced army is composed of soldiers and choice cadres, of which
mu<:h may. be asked, and which must be husbanded carefully. England,
an tndustnal nation, gives the army all the power that modem industry
m y procure. Hence the attempts to give to this army mobility of motorlsation,
and t? solve, by means of armoured fighting vehicles, the problem that
defenstve fire has raised.
The

~ture

will tell if these experiments must renovate the art of war,

be en~USlru:ts believe they will. From a historical point of view, it would
cunous if it were the English who for a second time determined a
revoluti . t .
,
'th

on m aCtics. One must not forget, in fact, that it was the bow of

e
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English infantry which, in the fourteenth century, long before firearms, broke
by its power the shock of armoured cavalry, and dethroned this arm whose
supremacy had lasted almost a thousand years. From the day when
projectile weapons employed in mass opposed their immobility and their
power of penetration to the offensive movement of cavalry, a new era was
opened which the invention of gun powder, replacing the tension of the bow
as a means of projection, merely prolonged and reinforced up to the paroxym
of intensity which we have known.
Perhaps the armoured and rapid tank may introduce into military
history the retaliation of offensive movement on the stopping power of
present-day weapons. The 1929 regulation sets the priming, it seems, for this
revolution, but with infinite prudence.

1.1
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REVIEWS .
Official History of the Great W ar. Military Operations, Vol. V.,
France and Belgium, 1916. 12/6 net.
Separate Volume of Appendices, 7/6 net.
Separate Case of 13 Maps, 5/6 net.
Addenda and Corregenda. to Vols. II., III. and IV., 9d. net.
McMillan & Co., London.
ILITARY students who have read and appreciated the previous
volumes in this series will have little fault to find with the latest
effort of Brig.-Gen. Sir J. E. Edmonds, to whose capable hands
the Historical Section of the Committee of Imperia.l Defence has
entrusted the .colossal task of compiling the official history of Brit6sh
military operations in France and Belgium.
The surfeit of .. histories " compiled since the Great War by unqualified
or badly qualified authors has given rise to numerous cherished illusions
and misconceptions on the part of even military readers. Many of these
have been shattered by the cold, matter,of-fact logic of official history. ~s
the task of craftsmen like Brig.-Gen. Edmonds proceeds many more will
share the same fate. In his preface to the present volume this distinguish~d
historian states : " A military author has recently complained that an offiCIal
account' does not contain anything which cannot be verified by chapter and
verse,' and I am proud to accept the implied compliment. Contempora?
history cannot be written on a basis of Club gossip and ' Dunkirk intelli·
gence,' as he would apparently prefer." Which is sound common sense.
Volume V. deals with the period of Haig's command up to and
including July 1st, 1916, the first and, undoubtedly, the worst day of that
protracted nightmare of mud and blood known as the Battle of the Somme.
The first three chapters deal with the Allied plans for 1916 and their
modification in relation to developments in the various war theatres. The
next three chapters cover lucidly and concisely the expansion and reo
organisation of the British Expeditionary Force up to the eve of the Somme.
Every conceivable branch and service is brought under notice.
C.hapters VIT. and VIII. give an illuminating insight into trench warfa~e
dunng the period under review. The first experience of phosgene gas U1
December, 1915, and subsequent attacks up to the Somme Battle are full~
treated. The actions at The Bluff the Hohenzollern Redoubt, the st. Elol
in
k
' Mount Sorrel and Hooge are expla~e
'd
. ra t rs, K
Salient,
Vimy
Ridge,
~n IL ~anner which proves that the term " all quiet " had little applicatlO~
un
111 thIS sector of the Western Front. The inclusion of the German acCo
of e ch of the actions mentioned adds materially to the value of these
chapters.
. The remaining eleven chapters of the volume deal in the greatest det~
;nt~ the plans f?r the Somme offensive, the administrative, material
actical preparations, and, finally, the immediate preliminaries and the firs
stage of the battle up to the night of July 1st.
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A grim tale, grimly told, is this account of bravery and slaughter and
sacrifice to the spirit of Allied co-operation.
For the author makes it
abundantly clear that both the time, place and date of the offensive were
selected by Joffre, with whose views on this occasion Haig was in undeniable
disagreC'ment. Even before the Verdun attack Joffre aimed at a battle of
attrition to exhaust the German reserves. In the actual sequence of events
the Somme Battle fulfilled the dual role of eating up these reserves and,
at the same time, relieving Verdun pressure at the most critical juncture.
Even after Haig's reluctant acquiescence to the French demands, there
still remained a divergence of opinion between himself and Rawlinson
regarding the scope of the proposed offensive. Haig was confident that a
break-through might be achieved and exploited to the detriment of the
German position on the northern sector of the front . Rawlinson, more
conservative, or, perhaps, less sanguine, felt that a methodical step-by-step
As events transpired, the operations
advance offered better prospects.
resolved themselves from force of circumstances into a form which fell far
short of the intentions and expectations of either of these two generals.
One outstanding feature of that July day was the failure of the British
Command to appreciate at its true value the strength of the German
defences backed up by a scientific and devastating employment of the
machine-gun.
The failure of the artillery to "open the gap" was the
logical sequel to this initial and, as events proved, fatal, misapprehension.
It may be argued, is argued, that the battle was lost by three minutes;
that, had Rawlinson's men rushed rather than walked on the heels of the
barrage as prescribed in the Fourth Army regulations, the German machinegunners would not have had time to man their guns and resume harvesting
operations. It is one of those contentions which can hardly be either proved
or disproved.
The sketches and maps included in or accompanying the volume show
the same meticulous care and accuracy which earlier volumes leads one to
expect as a matter of course.
The volume of appendices, which enhances the value of the main
volume, consists of documents relating to general Allied policy in various
theatres of war, and all the essential plans and orders relating to the Somme
offensive.

L. E.
The Darli ng of Erin.
, Mr. Postgate's life of Robert Emmet is a fascinating book. It \lannot,
o. Course, do for Emmet what the Autobiography does for Tone, compel
th
reader to hero-worship while creating an illusion of close
~l'r onal acquaintance; but it brings the figure of the first revolubon,uy leader of the nineteenth century into clear relief against the background of his era. It tells us all that is really known about him and shows
~. cause of his influence on the minds of successive generations of young
amen from 1803 right down till 1916, when greater than he conspired
and struck and died for Ireland. Mr. Postgate begins his story with the
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marriagt:. of Emmet's parents in 1760, and passes rapidly on to the rise and
fall of the Irish Volunteers, the work of John Keogh and the organisation
of the United Irishmen. He gives a detached but sympathetic account of
the Insurrection of 1798 and of the events which immediately preceded it
as well as of the subsequent sufferings and dissensions of the leaders. We
have got exactly half way through the book before we reach the beginnings
of Robert Emmet's own plan and his entry upon his real work. But we
have already learned much of the hero and of the influences which fitted
him for the part he was to play. His father Dr. Emmet, was, if full of
peculiarities, an ardent patriot and republican. He used to say to one or
other of his elder sons: .. What would you do for your country? Would
you kill your brother? Would you kill me?" And drew forth from the
children enthusiastic affirmatives which were not in the least feigned. Mr.
Postgate shows us Robert Emmet in Trinity College: a leader amongst the
students; no believer in speeches or letters which would attract the ntten·
tion of the authorities; working quietly to secure reliable supporters. We
see him in 1797 as a confidential messenger and agent of the United
Irishmen. of whom his brother Tom had then become one of the most
important leaders. In the year 1800, when he went to Scotland to visit
the imprisoned leaders in Fort George, he was able , for the time being, to
heal the bitter quarrel between Tom Emmet and Arthur O'Connor, and
here we get our first clear indication of his power to persuade and inspire
men.
Of Emmet's activities from the time in the Summer of 1802, when he
sailed for the Continent in order to meet his brother, who had just been
released from Fort George, and in order to get in touch with the French
Govt:.rnment, until his death in September, 1803, Mr. Postgate gives a full
and clear account. He does not attempt any estimate of the prospects
of succe s offered by Emmet's plan, but is content to repeat the praise which
l1as frequently been given to it while recording the doubt that at one moment
found lodgment in the mind of Russell and in the mind of Emmet himself,
that they had been trapped into their action by a Government plot.
~ami~ing carefully, however, the facts given in this book and such addi·
tional I~ormation as may be found elsewhere, the reader is forced to the
conclu Ion that the only chance even of partial success which the plan ever
had wa
·
't by the very occurrence which is popularly regarded as
I
. th at gl.ven
the ,disaster whICh destroyed it, namely, the explosion in the Patrick Street
dC'}>Ot on 16th July, 1803. Emmet's plan was in a way like the plan of
E ' ter Week 1916 B t th .
'.
t The
VI'
.
u
e CIrcumstances 'were widely
dlfferen.
o un~eers of 1916 had not suffered a recent bloody defeat; they were able
to tram openly and
d
d
. . their
para e un er arms , and there were no spies III
r ank'8 . E
t·
t
the am ~me mte~ded to rush the Castle and 'the Pigeon House :Fort, a
e tlIDe making a feint attack on Islandbridge Barracks, and these
operati ons were to b th .
d by
th I .
e e Signal for the rising in the country. Warne
SOefu~.ne s and talkativeness which had enabled the Government to be
y mformed of the doings of the United Irishmen in 1797.8, Enunet
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kept personal control of everything and shared his confidence with as few as
possible. But the Ireland of his time was steeped in corruption and
treachery. Nothing could better illustrate the medium in which he had
to work than the fact that Leonard McNally, who defended him at his trial,
who was respected as a gentleman and a patriot, who kissed him in the
dock when he was sentenced, and visited him in his cell before he went to
the scaffold, was a common spy. The Castle gang which ruled Ireland
before and after the Union lived by shameless graft and political prostitution. The corruption of the rich and great spread infection through the
land, so that only a minority attained to what we should now regard as
average standards of honour and political principle. Emmet's organisation
was by no means free of informers. Jimmy Hope's remark to Dr. Madrlen ,
the biographer of the United Irishmen, about men of position, indicates that
some even of those who urged Emmet to enter upon his undertaking were
in communication with the Government. The young leader's decision to
keep matters largely in his own hands apparently meant that about much
of what was being done the Castle knew nothing. But in view of the fact
that some of those who were working with him were traitors, even if they
were not in key positions, he certainly did not carry on preparations for
nine months, recruit thousands of men and establish skeleton organisations
in nineteen counties without the Government having a pretty good general
idea of what he was at. Its inactivity is easily explained. Emmet's plan
was to wait for the French. If they would land in Ireland or in England
or make anywhere a diversion enough to hold the attention of the British
he felt he could safely strike. But during the time he was preparing and
waiting the war between Britain and France was developing very slowly
and the situation in which he wished to take the field did not arise and did
not seem likely to arise soon. The "Government, therefore, was
watching and biding its time. Emmet, whatever douhts may have
a~sailed him from time to time, was confident that his plans
were secret, and when the Patrick Street explosion occurred on
16th July he thought that the Government had got its first serious
warning of his plot and that it would act without delay.
I believe,
though Mr. Postgate does not draw this conclusion, that the Castle, for its
part, thought Emmet would persevere with his preparations and still await
a :French move. Therefore it took no steps. When Emmet and his friends
decided suddenly and, as it proved, in a panic, to fix the Rising for the
23rd of July they unconsciously outwitted the intelligence organisation of
their enemies. Until the 21st not more than ten or twelve people knew
what was intended. It is clear that on the evening of the 23rd until
Emmet's men came into the streets the Government and Military were as
little on the alert as they were on the morning of Easter Monday, 1916.
With a little luck Emmet might ha.ve succeeded in seizing the Castle that
e~~ning and making his rising possibly a bigger thing militarily than the
nSlDg of 1916. But the suddenness of his decision and tha.t other factor
which gave him his bare chance of striking a big blow, namely , his secretive.
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ness and his habit of trying to see to everything himself, were also the
factoro which caused every detail of his scheme to go WTong at the last
moment. The coaches in which the first of the rebels were to get through
the Castle gates were not arranged for; a man was simply sent out to hire
them, a working man who, when he was asked by a passing military officer
what he wanted six coaches for, could think of no more plausible answer
than a pistol shot. The grappling irons and scaling ladders, except one,
did not arrive, and it was not safe to explain to the smiths the reason for
hurry. Fuses for the hand grenades and the slow matches were 1?islaid.
Because of things such as these the spies amongst the men who had been
called to the depots to wait for nightfall and the signal for attack were
able to spread demoralisation and cause the bulk of those on whom Emmet
depanded to go home. It became apparent as the afternoon wore through,
that there was little hope of doing anything effective, though the Castle
gates stood invitingly open. Then a man rushed in with the false cry that
the soldiers were coming. Rather than be caught in a trap, Emmet led
out a hundred men to make an attempt on the Castle. He was joined and
surrounded by a mob of looters; Lord Kilwarlen was butchered; and all
was over.
Ii Emmet had escaped arrest the episode would have been remembered
as a brawl. He was caught, however, and the calm nobility of his bearing, .
the eloquence and wisdom of his speech in the dock, the cause and circumstances of his capture, his youth, the record of his famiJ.y, and his own
transparently unselfish devotion to Ireland combined to make the nation see
in ~m ~he. very mirror of patriotism. It need only be said that if his plan
earned ill It very little likelihood of success it was as good a plan as could
have beel!. made, and that in 1803 an audacious insurrection, though soon
suppres ed, might have been fruitful of the greatest consequences.
CAIRERE.
"Robert Emmet" by Raymond W. Postgate.

Martin Secker, London. 10/6.
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Bm~1J Mdita,y Mining 1915-1917.

M~j.or General Harvey, who was Inspector of Mines with the British
Expeditionary Force gives a brief but interesting resume of the activities
of the Tunne11in C
.'
,
.
th .
f'
g omparues of the Royal Engineers from the time of elf
o~ti~n, until the end of the War. He deals in some detail with the mining
whol essme:- Ridge, Where nearly 1,000,000 lbs. of high explosive sent up a
e section of the German front line. The caves at Arras which when
connected by
.
,
. . .ons
of infan
~ senes of subways, gave concealment to nearly two diVlSl
t:rY pnor to the battle of Arras are also described. The author
a&rees WIth the ad
. '
.'.g
m ern doctrine on the question of the application of miJUll
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to future campaigns, his opinion being that offensive mining on a large scale,
sllch as was carried out during the great war does not, from the results
obtained, justify either the time or labour expended, or the dangers attending
the work.
The Division Quartermaster Regiment.
A description of the organization and administration of a unit in the
American Army to which the nearest approximation would be our Supply
and Transport Service. This unit, however, combines in addition to the
question of transport and supply, all the duties and responsibilities of the
" Q Branch of a Division. The organization is rather on the elaborate
side, but the unit seems to have the advantage that it centralises under the
one executive every possible type of quartering and supply activity.
Ferrying with Ponton Equipment.
A very interesting resume of the results obtained by fitting outboard
motors of a commercial type to the pontoons in standard use by the American
Corps of Engineers. By this means it was possible to employ rafts which
took fairly heavy transport, and use them as ferries over expanses of water
where bridging was not practicable. The standard type of heavy raft as used
by the American Engineers has three boats, one being in the centre, and it
difiers in this essential respect from rafts constructed of Consuta Equipment.
Other articles of interest are:The New Welland Ship Canal, which deals with canalized communication between lakes Erie and Ontario, circumventing Niagra Falls.
Early History of American Submarines, which is of special interest to
Irish readers, in that it deals with the early experiments and treats particularly
of the first submarine invented by John P. Holland, who was a native of
County Cork.
II

J. J.

C.

REVIEW OF THE COAST ARTILLERY JOURNAL. Nov.-Dec., 1931.
An article, .. Anti-Aircraft Tactics for Moving Columns," by 2/Lieut.
Frank T. Ostenberg, C.A.C., deals with Anti-Aircraft machine gun tactics
in connection with the tactics of the protected command. The author discusses some of the problems of protection for a Mechanised Force on the
~ove and shows how these have been solved by the Anti-Aircraft Units. It
18 suggested that the principles involved can be equally as well applied to
slower moving Columns of Infantry or mounted Troops .
.. What it means to be a Reserve Officer," by 2/Lieut. M. D. Meyer,
Coast Artillery Reserve, is a short article which should make interesting
reading for all Officers_ The author holds that a man to gain the benefits
which COme from possessing a Reserve Commission must first of all .. be
motivated by intensely patriotic emotions."
Among other articles in this number are:War Policie._
Rocket veTiu. Airplane_
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THE ROYAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL

(BRITISH)-December, 1931.

Mechanization and the Divisional Engineers.
This is the final article of a series dealing with this important matter,
which have been appearing in recent issues of this journal. These articles
shows, in no uncertain manner, that the experiments which are being carried
out with mechanized Engineer Units in no way lag behind the other
experiments in mechanization which are being carried out in the British Army.
This article is of particular interest, in that the first portion of it deals
with the mechanization of a unit, which even when unmechanized, depends
largely on M.T. for its efficiency. The unit in question is the Field Park
Company. This is a modem engineer unit, and had no counterpart in
engineer organisation prior to the World War. Its primary duty is to provide
in wartime, as well as to control and supply the necessary engineering
materials and special tools required by other units, and the Divisional
Engineers. It also carries such bridging supplies are are allotted to a
Division. In the mechanized company all of the personnel are, of course,
carried by M.T., and a considerable amount of power equipment for
engineering work is added, the unit being in fact a moving workshop on a
rather elaborate scale.

Report on Concealment from the A iT.
It is now an accepted principle that the camouflage of works of military
importance must be primarily designed from the viewpoint of the prevention
of detection from the air. This article gives the results of a series of
experiments in camouflage which were carried out in Bangalore. Camouflaged
and uncamouflaged field defences of a standard type, and of the same nature,
were constructed in close proximity to one another, and photographed by
planes of the 28th (A.C.) Squadron, R.A.F., at heights varying from 500 to
4,000 feet.
The general results showed that:(a) Natural Camouflage is immensly superior to artificial.
(b) When the air photograph is taken from heights under 1,000 f~t
concealment is difficult, but at heights over 3,000 feet a fall'
measure of success can be expected.
. ~e author considers accordingly that, given efficient A.A. defen~,
which will keep hostile aircraft from flying low, camouflage works can be ~'d
t~ have a very definite value, but that it is probable that this consideration
will be somewhat counteracted in the future by improvements in camera
lenses and other developments.
obt ' The article ~ illustrated with copies of the actual photographS
am~, accomp3.IUed by an explanatory sketch giving location. These
:ow, ill a very striking manner, the large amount of information which can
gleaned by a trained observer, from an air photograph of a military type·
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The Principles of Combined OPerations.
The underlying principles, and the procedure to be adopted in
connection with a combined operation on a large scale are here described.
The example horken is that of an attempted landing in a hostile country.
The author stresses all the time the need for the closest co-operation between
the forces, land, sea, and air, which must under modem conditions of
necessity participate in such an action to bring it to a successful conclusion.
His conclusions are admirably summarised at the end of the paper as
follows :"In a combined operation such as landing on an enemy's coast,
the followung are the essential requirements:" (a) One supreme commander.
" (b) Surprise. Complete if possible, but at any rate partial.
" (c) A complete and sympathetic understanding between the three
services.
" (d) Foresight, and meticulous care in the preparation of the plan.
" (e) The utmost dash, vigour and boldness in its execution.
"(f) The greatest care in all administrative preparations, on which
the whole success of the venture may well depend."

J. J.

C.

January, 1932.
In a particularly interesting article on Artillery Survey, "An Infantry
Man" points out in practical manner that the advantages gained in reducing
registration by shooting are outweighed by the disadvantages imposed by the
length of time required for survey work and by the possibility of casualties
to our own troops due to guns firing on inaccurate data. His arguments are
illustrated by a brief Sketch of the use of Survey methods in various tactical
situations.
The Organisation of the French Artillery Army Corps and Division is
described by Major Stansfield, R.A. It should be noted that the American
Artillery is organised' on the same lines and that Counter battery in both
Organisations is normally carried out by the Corps Artillery.
Other interesting articles in this number are:Modification of a Miniature Range.
Townshend's Oampaign.
REVIEW OF THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARTILLERY.

CANADIAN.

January, 1932.
This is ue contains a considerable instalment of Flight.Lieut. Walker 's
erial dealing with the oampaigns of J enghis Khan (J enghis was a thirteenth
century Mongol who conquered practically all Asia.. His armies after his
deaf,h also overran Eastern Europe). It was suggested a. study of these
~ampaigns would throw light on the now much-discussed question of mobility
ID war. After reading the first instalments with their references to places
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from Peking to Poland continually mentioned in connection with present
Military and International problems, certain other ideas also occur to one.
Have the Chinese and their neighbours changed very materially in the last
seven centuries. Will persons of the outlook and mentality of Jenghis or
the " Articles of the Covenant of the League of Nations " exercise most
influence in the future development of Asia? It must be remembered that
Asia (including Russia) contains the greater portion of mankind and that
peculiar and far-reaching changes are taking place in this vast area. One
wonders if statesmen and internationalists pay sufficient attention to the
They, like students of the
Orient when planning the future Utopias.
problem of mobility in war, would benefit by a study of this serial.
Disarmament in its various aspects is dealt with in three articles and
editorially (the political aspect by "Scrutator"). The Annual Prize
Essay which was on " Industrial Preparedness" is published. "Machine
Guns in Defence" and certain statements in General Pershing's "My
Experiences in the World War," are also the subjects of articles, and in
the case of the latter also of editorial comment. There are other articles
and the usual Military, Naval and Air Notes and Appendices.
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ST. PATRICK'S XV. CENTENARY
MEMORIAL.
A.D. 432- THE LANDING OF ST. PATRICK AT SAUL.
A.D. 1932-THE XV. CENTENARY.

Patron :
MOST REV. DANIEL MAGEEAN, D.D." Lord Bishop of Down and
Connor, Trench House, Belfast.

Executive Committee:
RT. REV. MONSIGNOR GEORGE DEAN CROLLY, P.P., V.G., Bryson Street, Belfast.
VERY REV. HENRY CANON BOYLE, P.P., V.F., Downpatrick, Co. Down.
VERY REv. BERNARD J. CANON LAVERTY, P.P., V.F., 292 Ormeau Road, Belfast.
VERY REV. PATRICK CANON BOYLE, P.P., Glen Road, Belfast.
VERY REV. JOHN MACGOWAN, P.P., V.F., Kilkeel, Co. Cavan.
VERY REv. CHARLES McKENNA, P.P., V.F., Castlewellan, Co. Down.
REv. THOS. H. McAULEY, P.P., Braid, Co. Antrim.
REv. MICHAEL J. FULLEN, c.c., "Iona," 290 Ormeau Road, Belfast.
REv. JOHN TAGGART, c.c., B.A., Bryson Street, Belfast.
REv. DENIS CAHILL, C.C., B.A., Bryson Street, Belfast.
REv. LEO MCKEOWN, c.c., B.A., Lisburn, Co. Antrim.
REV. LIAM KIRKWOOD, C.C., B.A., Ballymena, Co. Antrim.
REv. FRANK CORR, C.C., B.A., Ballycruttle, Downpatrick, Co. Down.
JOSEPH DEVLIN, ESQ., M.P., 362 Antrim Road, Belfast.
SENATOR THos. J. CAMPBELL, M.A., K.C., 27 Old Cavehill Road, Belfast.
SENATOR THos. S. McALLISTER, Solicitor, Ballymena, Co. Antrim.
PATRICK O'NEILL, ESQ., M.P., Warrenpoint, Co. Down.
JOHN H. KING, ESQ., Solicitor, Newcastle, Co. Down.
PATRICK MURPHY, ESQ., Ballymena, Co. Antrim.
JOSEPH SMITH, ESQ., Moneybot, Saul.

APPEAL FOR A CATHOLIC AND NATIONAL MONUMENT.
ITH THE -warmest approval and encouragement of the Most Rev.
Dr. Mageean, Lord Bishop of Down and Connor, the St.
Patrick's XV. Centenary Memorial Committee purpose the building,
with all due diligence, of a lasting Catholic and National Monument
at Saul, in the County of Down, commemorating the landing of St. Patrick
at that historic spot, and earnestly appeal to Catholics of the Irish race at
home and beyond the seas for help in this great design.
Our aim is to make this Monument worthy of our National Patron Saint
-the most glOrious and successful Missionary of the Catholic Church since
the age of the Apostles.
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This year, 1932, will be memorable in Irish annals-the year of the
celebration of two events of rare. and supreme interest-the 31st International
Eucharistic Congress, and the Fifteenth Centenary of the landing of St.
Patrick on our shores.
The site of his landing has been located with accuracy. Before 1932
passes away there will stand in Saul, if our earnest hope is realised, a fitting
memorial of the ever-to-be-remembered event in the very place where
Patrick began-and where also he ended-his missionary labours.
On the slopes of Slemish, in the heart of thr adjoining County of Antrim,
he had already spent in the hard life of a slave six youthful years of penance,
prayer, and privation-six years of preparation. Then he left Ireland, a
fugitive slave, but was destined soon to return as its Apostle.
Commissioned by the Apostolic See, he came back to preach the Gospel
to a race which has ever since kept its feet firmly fixed on the Rock of Peter.
Homeless, he landed at Saul. At Saul he found a home and friends. There
Dichu, the earliest of his converts, gave him that bam in which, fur the first
time on Irish soil, he offered the adorable Sacrifice of the Mass. As it was
Patrick's first, doubtless it was his best beloved Church. There his blessed
work began. From Saul it spread over the Island till the children of the Gael,
one and all, were brought within one Fold and under one Shepherd.
Thus to Saul belongs the pre-eminent honour of having been the cradle
of the Faith in our land.
Saul was the place of all most dear to the heart of Patrick. Saul he
chose for the beginning of his tireless Apostleship. To Saul-when his long
day's work was done, and he had won the Irish from shore to shore for
Christ, his Divine Master,-he came back to die. In Saul were his obsequies
attended by bishops and chieftains from the remotest parts of Ireland.
The Saint's place of burial is at Downpatrick-two miles west of Saul.
It may well be that our glorious Apostle, when death was near, saw far
beyond the range of human vision, and wondered with joy to see the hosts
of his Irish children who, down the centuries have swelled the ranks of the
deathless army of Catholic Missionaries, witn~es of Christ to the uttermost
parts of the earth, penetrating strange lands, Christianising great peoples,
and building the fabric of mighty civilisation. He must have rejoiced
to ~e also those schools of Ireland which were the light and glory of
Cbnstendom for centuries-the famous monastic schools of Armagh, Bangor,
Casbel, Clonard, Cloniert, Clonmacnoise, Derry, Kells, Lismore, Moville,
and others, whose doors were open wide and free to students from lands far
and near, and those equally famous schools on the Continent founded or
ruled by Irish scholars and evangelists where the sacred torch of learning
was held aloft during the darkest times of barbarism.
What CO~cille-the greatest missionary that ever went out frOlD
Ireland-and his monks from lona and Lindisfarne did for the Picts, Scots,
and ~rit~ns, what Columbanus and his mission~es from Luxeuil and
BobblO did for the Franks and the Northern Italians, and what St. Gall and
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his brethren did for the Swiss and for the Germans of the Upper Rhine, the
annals of those nations tell. What shall we say of the rest of their fellowlabourers who poured out from Ireland for six hundred years without a break,
one passing away and another succeeding him, to give their lives to the
Christianising of other lands in Europe? What of those who set up the
Standard of the Cross in the Netherlands, Saxony, Bavaria, and Austria?
What of those others who bore that Ensign across the Alps? Time would
fail one to recount the names of renown in that far-flung array" of Celtic
pilgrims and preachers who "by Faith conquered kingdoms."
Looking still farther down the centuries to these later times he must
have rejoiced at the glorious growth of the Catholic Church in the United
States, Canada, Australia, Africa, and Latin America, where millions of our
race are spreading far and wide the Faith, and where so many illustrious
Archbishops and Bishops, ruling great Dioceses, and so many apostolic
Priests, bear Irish names, and spring from Irish soil. Our Saint must have
rejoiced too at the Second Spring of Catholicity in the neighbouring Island
of Great Britain, where zealous Bishops and Priests and faithful congregations,
largely of Irish birth or extraction, are working for the restoration of the
ancient Catholic glories of England. Scotland and Wales.
And of a certainty his eyes must have lit with special joy as they gazed
on those heroic Irish soldiers of the Cross who are to-day facing danger and
death while winning souls among black peoples and in the Far East.
Patrick sowed in Saul a seed which has grown into a great tree, like that
grain of mustard-seed spoken of in the parable which was the least indeed
of all seeds, but when it was grown up was greater than all herbs, and
became a tree so that the birds of the air came and dwelt in the branches
thereof.
The memory of no saint or hero in our Island story is so precious to our
people as the memory of Patrick. He is the spiritual chief of all the tribes
of Erin-of the sea-divided Gael. His Faith is our Faith. The Faith is the
most sacred heritage, the central glory, of our race. To keep the Faith, the
Irish have endured trials and persecutions such as no other nation has
endured-confiscation and exile, imprisonment and martyrdom, and the
proscription of a most cruel Penal Code. To keep the Faith they have risked
the loss of all else. Through all the vicissitudes of their nation's affairs they
have kept the Faith. Sustained by Patrick's prayers before the throne of
~hrist his King and their King, the Irish are Catholic to-day as they were
m his day. So sustained, through the days that are to come, that Faith will
be the Faith of the Irish so long as the race endures.
. Help, then, to keep in perpetual remembrance an event of such marvellous
mterest and significance to the world-wide Church.
Help to build at Saul a Memorial which shall testify to all that the
Faith of Patrick is the living Faith of a Catholic nation-the Faith which has
overcome the world and triumphed over Death and the Grave.
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The Committee are proposing to build:I. A High Altar on a commanding eminence at Saul, at which Holy
Mass can be celebrated in presence of a great open-air congregation.
2. An impressive statue of St. Patrick on the eminence, conspicuous
for many miles, by land and sea.
3. A shrine near Slemish, the scene of St. Patrick's captivity.
An early and generous response is earnestly and respectfully asked for
from you, as the intention of the Committee is to complete ' the work with
the least avoidable delay. It is expected that the expenditure on all three
projects will be at least £50,000.

Subscriptions will be gratefully received and acknowledged by any of
the undersigned:GEORGE DEAN CROLLY, P.P., V.G., Chairman.
BERNARD J. CANON LAVERTY, P.P., V.F. . Hon. Treasl41ers.
BERNARD CANON BOYLE, P.P.
MICHAEL

J.

FULLEN, C.C.

JOHN TAGGART, C.C., B.A.
LEO McKEOWN, C.C., B.A.

T"~ Feast of the Epiphany, 1932.

Hon. Secretaries.

